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Chapter 1

Introduction

Data-driven identification of fixed expressions and their modifiability explores
methodological and empirical issues that the computational linguist encoun-
ters when attempting to extend a computational grammar with fixed expres-
sions. This thesis investigates two properties of fixed expressions: automatic
identification and the establishment of their potential for internal modifica-
tion (and other sorts of variation). These two issues are pertinent to building
and updating computational lexica and also to augmenting grammars in the
process of expanding the coverage of a computational parser. We have in
mind wide-coverage parsers; thus, we investigate which data-driven methods
are useful and how adequate they are in tackling the issues just mentioned.
The experimental work applies to Dutch fixed expressions, in particular col-
locational prepositional phrases and support verb constructions.

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Chapter overview

This section (1.1) gives the theoretical and practical motivation for exploring
automatic methods to expand a lexicon of fixed expressions; it also motivates
the need to determine the potential for variation and modification of fixed
expressions before a formalization of these expressions in a lexicalist gram-
mar is attempted. Our formulation of the object of this study, specific aims
and objectives are given in section 1.2. Section 1.3 introduces the theoretical
framework that informed the design, development and evaluation of the data-
driven models. Since the purpose of exploring and developing data-driven
models is to build lexica of fixed expressions, we first review work on theoret-
ical and descriptive linguistics trying to find out which expressions qualify as

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

fixed expressions and the characteristic features of these expressions. Next,
an overview of data-driven models used in the past to acquire statistically
significant word combinations follows. Section 1.4 describes the core part
of the thesis. The section unfolds the approach we pursued to attempt to
reach our objectives. Some applications of this research are described in sec-
tion 1.5. Section 1.6 provides an overview summarizing the contents of all
chapters.

1.1.2 What are fixed expressions?

The term fixed expression has been used to refer to a variety of linguistic
expressions; among these are idioms, collocations, metaphors, support verb
constructions, phrasal verbs, institutionalized phrases, sayings, proverbs and
formulaic expressions. Examples of fixed expressions are the English expres-
sions in (1):

(1) a. spill the beans, shoot the breeze (idiom)
b. the eye of a needle, the evening falls (metaphor)
c. dogs bark, sound asleep (collocation)
d. make progress, take a bath (support verb construction)
e. Don’t count your chicks before they hatch, Curiosity killed the cat

(proverb, saying)
f. The X-er, the Y-er e.g. The more, the merrier (construction)
g. to cost an arm and a leg, listen like a police officer (simile)
h. at school, by and large (institutionalized phrase or set phrase)

Some of these expressions are by no means fixed sequences of words, thus
researchers adopted other terms like multi-word units, multi-word lexemes,
multi-word expressions (Sag et al., 2001), phrasal lexical items (Everaert and
Kuiper, 1996) or phrasal lexical entries (Sailer, 2000).

A satisfactory definition of fixed expression is difficult due to the var-
ied and idiosyncratic nature of the data. Aiming at a definition of fixed
expression to be adopted by lexicographers, Everaert (1993) proposed the
following:

‘A combination of two or more words that must at least satisfy
the (a) condition and perhaps, but not necessarily, condition (b)
and/or (c):
(a) the word combination is fixed;
(b) the combination as a whole has a non-compositional or par-
tially compositional meaning;
(c) the syntactic/morphological behavior of the fixed expression
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and/or its parts is not to be expected given the syntactic/morphologic
behavior of the individual words or the combination as a whole
(Everaert, 1993, pg. 18).’

Everaert’s definition emphasizes one necessary feature, that is, the lexical
fixedness between the words inside the expression, allowing potential idio-
syncrasies in the morpho-syntax and/or semantics. We interpret lexical fix-
edness as the requirement that (at least) two lexemes co-occur bearing a
syntagmatic relationship. We use the term fixed expression in the sense por-
trayed in the above definition.

Fixed expressions constitute a non-negligible portion of the language in
use, perhaps because of the various types of phenomena covered by the term.
For illustration, the non-exhaustive Van Dale Idioom Woordenboek (Van Dale
Dictionary of Idioms) (1999) consists of ca. 10,000 Dutch idioms and other
fixed expressions. In addition, frequency figures reveal that many fixed ex-
pressions are too frequent to be left untreated in a computational grammar.
Table 1.1 gives a few examples of Dutch support verb constructions found
in the 300 million word Twente Nieuws Corpus (twnc) (Ordelman, 2002).
Next, we motivate why fixed expressions deserve special attention and the
reasons why they require a different treatment in a computational grammar.1

expression translation frequency
iets in de gaten houden keep an eye on something 4,328
iemand voor de gek houden to fool someone 421
iemand op de hoogte stellen to inform someone 1,021
aan de slag gaan get started 3,697
voet bij stuk houden stick to one’s decision 380
om de tafel gaan zitten to begin negotiations 403

Table 1.1: Some Dutch support verb constructions in the 300 million word
Twente Nieuws Corpus and their frequency.

1.1.3 Regularity, semi-regularity and exceptions in the

grammar and lexicon

Generally speaking, fixed expressions may exhibit idiosyncrasies in their
morphosyntactic and/or semantic behavior. Consequently, it is not easy to

1Throughout the thesis, each Dutch fixed expression used in the text is followed by its
(approximate) translation in English. Appendix B provides a list of all these expressions
with their word-to-word glosses and translations.
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predict which lexemes within the expression undergo productive morphology,
whether the expression undergoes passivization, topicalization, insertion of
modification, ‘it-cleft’, extraction, etc. The former observation supports the
argument that fixed expressions cannot always be built by regular grammar
rules (Sailer, 2000; Riehemann, 2001). To illustrate this, consider an example
of the fixed expression iets in petto hebben ‘to have something in store’:

(2) Ze
they

hebben
have

weer
again

een
a

nieuwe
new

machinatie
plot

in petto
in store

‘Once again, they have a surprising new plot in store.’

Without further specifications in the lexicon, a robust computational
parser would, probably, return the syntactic representation in (3) assuming
an underlying regular structure:

(3) s

np

Ze

vp

v

hebben

advp

weer

np

een nieuwe machinatie

pp

p

in

?

petto

The verb hebben typically shows a transitive subcategorization frame [npnom

npacc], therefore, the parser considers Ze the grammatical subject agreeing
with the tensed verb, een nieuwe machinatie the direct object and in the head
of a pp functioning as an event modifier. In this context, the lexeme hebben
is part of the lexicalized expression iets in petto hebben. To distinguish this
peculiar phrase from the individual lexeme hebben, extended subcategoriza-
tion requirements and lexical restrictions such as [npnom npacc ppin petto] are
specified. However, these restrictions encounter a problem.

Parsing could fail due to missing lexical entries. With the exception of
the expressions in petto hebben and in petto houden ‘to keep in reserve’,
the Italian loanword petto ‘pocket, sack; (fig) heart’ does not occur in other
expressions in the language. Petto needs to be included in the lexicon. It is
unclear what word category should be assigned to petto. Since petto seems to
be the complement of the preposition in, let us assume that petto is a noun.
This ad hoc decision would make the wrong predictions about the behavior
of petto and the phrase in petto in syntax. The insertion of a nominal lexeme
petto would wrongly predict that the word is free to appear in slots where
a noun is expected. Petto shows no modification, no plural morphemes nor
determiners:
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(4) *Ze
they

hebben
have

weer
again

een
a

nieuwe
new

machinatie
plot

in
in

veilig
safe

petto/in
store/in

pettos/in
stores/in

een
a

petto
store

Existing formalizations of fixed expressions propose instead to treat com-
plement-like phrases selected by the verbal head as a fixed unit (Krenn and
Erbach, 1994). To capture this, some language engineering proposals enter
the fixed complement as a multi-word lexeme selected by the verb in the
lexicon (Breidt et al., 1996). For the sake of the argument, we adopt this
solution and label in petto as a special fixed phrase selected by the verb
hebben. The updated subcategorization requirements of this use of the verb
hebben are [npnom npacc fixed phrasein petto]. The resulting syntactic analysis
of (2) is given in (5):

(5) s

np

Ze

vp

v

hebben

advp

weer

np

een nieuwe machinatie

fixed phrase

in petto

The addition of a lexical category fixed phrase has also consequences in
the grammar. Additional grammar rules that only apply to fixed phrase

units are needed. Such grammar rules license a fixed expression provided
a fixed phrase chunk combines with a selecting verb and all the verb’s
subcategorization requirements are met. At the same time, the component
lexemes within fixed phrases do not participate in regular morphological
and syntactic operations.

Fixed arguments show strong preferences for a particular location in cer-
tain clause types. In petto may occur at the end of a matrix clause (6-a).
In subordinate clauses (in Dutch, verb final is required), in petto occurs in
preverbal position (6-b):

(6) a. De
the

carrière
career

van
of

Faneyte
Faneyte

had
had

nog
yet

veel
much

moois
nice aspects

in
in

petto.
store

‘Faneyte’s career still promised many future highlights.’
b. (. . . )

. . .
omdat
because

niemand
nobody

weet
knows

wat
what

voor
for

maatregelen
measures

Mahathir
Mahathir

nog
yet

in petto
in store

heeft
has
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‘(. . . ) because nobody still knows what sort of measures Ma-
hathir has in store.’

Whereas complement pps may allow extraposition in Dutch (7), no in-
stances of an extraposed in petto were found in the twnc corpus. In petto
behaves differently from regular complements in that it appears before the
verbal cluster in subordinate clauses, allowing only auxiliaries or modals be-
fore its selecting verb.2 To control this, additional rules need to state where
a fixed phrase3 may occur within the clause. Irregularity thus has to be
introduced in the lexicon and in the grammar itself.

(7) Vanaf
From

1
1

januari
January

moet
must

de
the

luchthaven
airport

zich
itself

houden
hold

aan de regels.
on to the rules

‘From January 1st, the airport must adhere to the rules.’

Whereas the fixed phrase approach may be accurate for totally fixed
arguments, other arguments that allow internal variation among specifiers or
modifiers cannot be handled this way. In the expression in je maag zitten met
‘be troubled with’, the noun maag allows a definite (de) (8-a) or a possessive
determiner (zijn, haar) that shares agreement features with the subject (8-b):

(8) a. . . . zit
. . . sits

duidelijk
clearly

met
with

de
the

kwestie
issue

in
in

de

the
maag
stomach

‘. . . (someone) is clearly troubled by the issue.’
b. Van

Van
Nieuwenhuyzei

Nieuwenhuyze
zit
sits

lelijk
ugly

in
in

haari

her
maag
stomach

met
with

de
the

affaire.
affair

‘Van Nieuwenhuyze is worried about the affair.’

In these expressions, arguments require internal syntactic structure; at the
same time, lexical affinities between the verb (zitten), the preposition (in) and
the head noun (maag) need to be specified. Provided the lexical restrictions
are ensured, the structure in (9) could be suitable.

2The same domain preferences apply to other pp and np arguments in many Dutch
lexicalized expressions (p.c. Jack Hoeksema).

3Alternatively, the phrase in petto can be treated as a pp that declares a feature [fixed].
The feature [fixed] ensures that extraposition and extraction do not regularly apply to
this lexicalized pp.
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(9) s

np

Van N.

vp

v

zit

advp

lelijk

pp

p

in

np

det

haar

n

maag

pp

met de affaire

A last piece of evidence suggests the need of further constraints. In the
expression het niet in je kouwe kleren gaan zitten ‘sth. leaves its mark on
you’, the specifier may be realized by a definite or a possessive determiner
and, the noun kleren has to be modified by the adjective kouwe or koude ‘cold’
(within the pp). This shows that in addition to categorical constraints, fine-
grained conditions on the realization of the internal modification may be
needed.

Many fixed expressions also exhibit irregularities in their semantics. A
fixed expression consists of two or more lexemes that may denote a different
meaning from the meaning the individual lexeme has when it occurs on its
own. In Dutch, poetsen ‘to polish’ no longer maintains the same meaning in
the context of the expression de plaat poetsen (lit. the plate polish) ‘to depart
unnoticed’. The figurative meaning is only present if all three lexemes de
plaat poetsen co-occur. Due to the lexical affinities and the peculiar meaning
of the combination, the expression de plaat poetsen is conceived as a lexical
item and not as a phrase built up from independent lexemes.

If one tries to replace a lexeme by a (near-)synonym or insert an adject-
ive modifier that is semantically plausible in a fixed expression, the semantic
irregularity becomes apparent. De plaat poetsen neither allows synonym re-
placement (10-a) nor insertion of adjective modifiers (10-b):

(10) a. Bell
Bell

poetste/*maakte
polished/*made

de
the

plaat
plate

*schoon
*clean

en
and

La
La

Primavera
Primavera

werd
became

een
a

hotel.
hotel

‘Bell left unnoticed and La Primavera became a hotel.’
b. Bell

Bell
poetste
cleaned

de
the

(*onopgemerkte)
unnoticed

plaat
plate

en
and

La
La

Primavera
Primavera

werd
became

een
a

hotel.
hotel

‘Suddenly, Bell left unnoticed and La Primavera became a hotel.’
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However, the degree of irregularity varies across the expressions. Whereas
synonym replacement is often impossible, insertion of modifiers is sometimes
feasible. The np argument headed by gevolg ‘consequence’ allows modifica-
tion in gevolg geven aan ‘to carry out’:

(11) Daarmee
with that

zou
will

men
men

een

a
logisch

logic
gevolg
consequence

geven
give

aan
on

de
the

onzinnige
absurd

bezuinigingen
cutbacks

. . .

. . .

‘With that, men will logically carry out the absurd cuts . . . ’

Although the idiosyncratic semantics of fixed expressions might not dir-
ectly pose a problem for a parser, it may play a role in accounting for their a
priori unpredictable syntactic versatility (Nunberg et al., 1994); in particu-
lar, the underlying semantics might explain why some fixed expressions allow
(limited) modification (11) and others do not (10-b).

The lexical status of component words, lexical and morphological restric-
tions, subcategorization requirements, location of fixed arguments in certain
clauses, variation affecting specifiers and adjectival modification vary from
expression to expression. In order to capture the idiosyncratic behavior, fixed
expressions are treated as phrasal lexical entries i.e. described in the lexicon
(Everaert and Kuiper, 1996; Sailer, 2000; Riehemann, 2001).

1.2 Research questions

A lexicalist constraint-based grammar describes well-formed phrases in a
given language capturing regular and productive syntactic operations. Such
phrases are made up of individual lexemes that may have undergone mor-
phological operations by the time they enter syntax. The evidence discussed
in section 1.1.3 supports the claim that fixed expressions cannot always be
formalized with regular grammar rules (Sailer, 2000; Riehemann, 2001).

Fixed expressions belong to the lexicon-grammar interface. With regard
to their semantics, meaning is assigned to the expression as a unit; this
can be captured by treating the whole expression as a phrasal lexical item.
Limited variation shows that word formation rules including morphological
rules, do not regularly apply to the individual words; their restricted syn-
tactic flexibility (phrase internal and sentential) hints at a certain frozen
nature. However, some expressions seem to be partially lexicalized because
they exhibit alternation of specifiers or insertion of modifiers.

Before one decides how to represent fixed expressions in the lexicon and
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how to encode them in the grammar, one first needs to find out which ex-
pressions qualify as fixed expressions and secondly, to characterize the in-
ternal structure and morphosyntactic restrictions shown by the lexemes or
component phrases. Some of the problems we face are: how to identify com-
binations that behave as fixed expressions, which features or tests tell us
that an expression requires special encoding in a grammar, how to establish
which are the minimum required lexemes, what slots are fixed and which
parts are variable within a fixed expression. Our aim is to develop methods
for expanding the lexicon with fixed expressions. We also want to gather
evidence of morphosyntactic variation and modification which is relevant for
the linguistic description of these expressions in a lexicalist constraint-based
grammar.4

The research questions we will investigate here are the following:

• Can data-driven methods identify which fixed expressions require special
lexical mention?

• To what extent can we determine the potential for modification of fixed
expressions using a corpus-based approach?

To find an answer, this work focuses on two types of Dutch fixed ex-
pressions, namely collocational prepositional phrases and support verb con-
structions. However, we are interested in the general applicability of this
research.

1.2.1 Aims and objectives

The main goals are the following. First, we investigate and develop a data-
driven model to automatically extract fixed expressions. We concentrate
on Dutch collocational prepositional phrases and support verb constructions.
Secondly, we investigate a corpus-based method to infer the variation and
modification potential of support verb constructions. As a derivative issue, we
establish whether variation and modification potential pinpoint underlying
semantic structure in support verb constructions.

The main objectives are a hybrid model to perform automatic identific-
ation of fixed expressions in corpora and evaluation of its performance. We
also aim at a corpus-based method to extract evidence of variation and modi-
fication within support verb constructions with as little human intervention as
possible. Evaluation of the corpus-based method provides positive input for
future investigations. As by-products, we expect a characterization of two

4The parser and the grammar being developed are described below in section 3.2.2.
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types of fixed expressions, namely, collocational prepositional phrases and
support verb constructions and a report on the variation and modification
potential within support verb constructions.

Both, the characterization of two types of fixed expressions and the de-
velopment of the data-driven models that identify such expressions in large
corpora can contribute valuable insights towards a better understanding of
these idiosyncratic expressions. Data-driven models can retrieve thousands
of examples of the linguistic behavior of fixed expressions from open domain
corpora. Knowledge concerning the linguistic behavior contributes the ne-
cessary empirical evidence to develop a theory of fixed expressions. Further-
more, existing grammatical theories have to face the challenge of describing
and accounting for the idiosyncratic nature of fixed expressions.

1.2.2 Practical motivation

The Pionier program Algorithms for Linguistic Processing aims at develop-
ing a wide-coverage lexicalist grammar and parser for Dutch.5 Wide-coverage
parsing ought to provide a syntactic analysis of any sentence in a language.
Hence, the grammar needs to include appropriate linguistic descriptions of
any syntactic construction considered to be well-formed. Furthermore, the
lexicon (dictionary) should be updated and expanded as the vocabulary
growth requires it. The ultimate goal of this work is to understand the
grammar of Dutch fixed expressions in particular their potential for modific-
ation thus, contributing to an efficient processing of these expressions by a
Dutch parser.

1.3 Linguistics, Corpora and Statistics

Past work on theoretical and descriptive linguistics reports detailed charac-
terizations of idioms and other types of fixed expressions. A set of features
that distinguish fixed expressions from regular expressions does not exist;
idiosyncrasies vary across expressions. Large corpora provide a potentially
rich source of fixed expressions and an invaluable collection of their linguistic
behavior. Former corpus-based approaches are described to find out if they
are suitable to pursue our goals.

5A description of the research program is available at http://www.let.rug.nl/

~vannoord/alp.
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1.3.1 Previous linguistic descriptions

The theoretical and descriptive linguistics literature suggests that more and
more types of linguistic expressions fall under the phenomenon of fixed ex-
pressions. Earlier work focuses on the archetype (Moon, 1998) of fixed expres-
sions, that is, idioms.6 Recent corpus-based research7 investigates expressions
such as English verb-particle combinations (Baldwin and Villavicencio, 2002),
determinerless pps (in English and Dutch) (Baldwin et al., to appear), varied
expressions such as adjective-noun-verb combinations (Zinsmeister and Heid,
2003), cranberry words (Richter and Sailer, 2003) and complex prepositions
(Trawinski, 2003) in German as well as Dutch adjective-verb, noun-verb,
adverb-verb and preposition-noun-verb combinations (Hoeksema, 2004).

Let us review what features characterize the prototype of a fixed expres-
sion. Idioms do not exhibit a specific form or morphosyntactic structure
(Fernando and Flavell, 1981; Everaert and Kuiper, 1996). Idioms have been
described as showing defective morpho-syntax and irregular semantics. One
line of research maintains that idioms are expressions with non-compositional
meaning, that is, the meaning of the whole idiom cannot be regularly derived
from the meaning of its parts (Fernando and Flavell, 1981; Schenk, 1994;
Abeillé, 1995; Everaert and Kuiper, 1996). This view also maintains that
internal adjectival modification if present, modifies the meaning of the whole
idiom. Other instances of adjectival modification are ‘word play’ and con-
sidered as marginal. An alternative line of research, the one we follow, argued
for the existence of both non-decomposable (non-compositional) and decom-
posable idioms (Nunberg et al., 1994; Moon, 1998). This view maintains
that some (decomposable) idioms have internal semantic structure which is
reflected in their syntactic flexibility (Nunberg et al., 1994). Furthermore,
such idioms allow internal modification (Nicolas, 1995) that may affect only
the meaning of an idiom’s constituent. Corpus-based studies corroborated
Nunberg et al’s (1994) views, not only with regards to the existence of two
types of idioms differing in their semantic structure but also with regards
to their internal flexibility (Moon, 1998; Riehemann, 2001; Sag et al., 2001).
Riehemann’s findings further support Nunberg et al.’s claims (1994) that
syntactic flexibility (modification, passivization, topicalization, etc.) is more
likely to be found among semantically decomposable idioms.

6Below two different views on idioms are described. This work uses a more inclusive
concept along the lines of Nunberg et al. (1994) and Moon (1998). Section 2.2.3 briefly
discusses the use of the term idiom in the literature.

7Recently, international workshops have hosted numerous presentations on various as-
pects of collocations and fixed expressions cross-linguistically. To cite a few: the series of
acl workshops on multiword expressions held in 2003 and 2004, sessions on collocation
and multi-word expression extraction at lrec’04, euralex’02 and ’04, etc.
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Due to the difficulty of gathering a set of sufficient features that identify
fixed expressions, a set of linguistic diagnostics that show distinctions between
regular phrases and idiosyncratic ones can be helpful. Fernando and Flavell
(1981) and Sailer (2000) propose some diagnostics to detect syntactic and
semantic irregularities in English verb np idiomatic expressions. Among
others, the diagnostics comprise synonym replacement, insertion of adjectival
modification, passivization, pronominalization and topicalization. Diagnostics
that are specific to Dutch syntax and to the two types of expressions stud-
ied in this work (Dutch collocational prepositional phrases and support verb
constructions) have been proposed by Paardekooper (1962, 1973) and Holl-
ebrandse (1993). Such diagnostics are described in chapters 4 and 6.

To our knowledge, recent studies have not specifically investigated in-
ternal morphosyntactic variation and modification, or at least not systemat-
ically. Exceptions are Moon’s (1998) and Riehemann’s (2001) corpus-based
investigations. These two authors explored the variation in a pre-compiled
list of idioms, collocations and other fixed expressions found in English cor-
pora. Riehemann (2001) extracted evidence that show changes involving
specifiers (e.g. quantifiers), adjectival modifiers, number morpheme, passiviz-
ation, extraction, relative clauses and of-prepositional phrases, among others.
Before Riehemann’s study, researchers often accepted the idea that instances
of variation and internal modification in idioms were rare. Riehemann’s study
revealed that 25% of the occurrences of decomposable idioms and 3% of non-
decomposable v np randomly selected idioms exhibit some sort of variation
(Riehemann, 2001, p. 131). These findings suggest that morphosyntactic
variation is a non-negligible feature.

1.3.2 Corpus-based approaches

Corpus linguistics is a branch of descriptive linguistics that aims at extract-
ing generalizations about language patterns by automatically exploring large
collections of texts (corpora). This empiricist approach to linguistic analysis
and exploration rests on the assumption that the knowledge speakers have of
their language can be inferred from the linguistic evidence found in corpora.
Large corpora have been found to be a valuable resource that can provide the
descriptive linguist with all sorts of linguistic information: lexical word co-
occurrence information, word frequency, distribution of linguistic structures
and phenomena, etc.

A branch of corpus-based research aims at automatically identifying col-
locations in corpora. Most studies adopt the following definition of collocation
proposed by Firth (1957):
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‘statements of the habitual or customary places of that word
(. . . ). The collocation of a word or a ‘piece’ is not to be re-
garded as mere juxtaposition, it is an order of mutual expectancy
(Firth, 1957, p. 181).’

Firth’s view of collocation captures the fact that the component lexemes
mutually expect each other. Although this criterion applies to interesting
collocations s.a. dogs bark and sound asleep, it also applies to combinations
such as eat apple, in the and doctor nurse which happen to cooccur in the
same context very frequently. We use Firth’s statistical definition of colloc-
ation as an empirical notion to identify fixed expressions. Firth’s concept of
collocation partially overlaps with fixed expression, but collocation refers to
a broader phenomenon (cf. van der Wouden (1994); Sag et al. (2001)).8

Early collocation extraction models were built on the assumption that
the lexical affinities between the words in a collocation can be approxim-
ated by a strong statistical dependence between the words. These purely
statistical models collect all possible patterns (word sequences) of various
lengths from a textual corpus. Descriptive and inferential statistics meas-
ure the degree of dependence between the component lexemes. The simplest
method sorts candidates according to their raw frequency. Other common
statistical measures are: mutual information and log-likelihood. The models
expect that word combinations showing a strong statistical dependence are
good collocations (Damerau, 1993). If the collocations consist of words that
occur non-adjacently, a purely statistical approach allows too much noise
(Dias et al., 1999). Another drawback is that if one aims at collocations that
involve a function word (e.g. prepositions) highly frequent combinations of a
content word and a preposition or a determiner will show a strong statistical
dependence, even though the combination is fully regular (e.g. beginning of,
sing in, in the). Finally, manual evaluation of the retrieved lists is required
due to the mixed types of the retrieved collocation candidates.

Later work on identification of collocations assumes a more restricted
notion of collocation. This notion can be found, for instance, in Fontenelle’s
work:

‘The term collocation refers to the idiosyncratic syntagmatic com-

8To the best of our knowledge, existing grammatical theories have not yet introduced
a linguistic entity collocation. Recent hpsg-grammar proposals have postulated a ‘colloc-
ational module’. This module is an analytical device that allows a lexeme to declare the
distributional context within which its collocates may occur. Such device has been shown
to license idiomatic expressions (Sailer, 2000), certain collocations and negative polarity
items (Sailer and Richter, 2002; Richter and Sailer, 2003).
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bination of lexical items and is independent of word class or syn-
tactic structure (Fontenelle, 1992, p. 222)’

This view of collocation introduces some fundamental features: (1) arbit-
rariness in the combination and (2) a lexico-syntactic relationship between
the component lexemes. In addition, this view sets no restrictions on the
component words nor on the form of the combination. Let us now explain
how more recent approaches model this notion of collocation.

With improvements in part-of-speech tagging, phrase chunking and full
parsing, data which is automatically annotated with linguistic information
has become available; these developments in natural language processing has
enabled identification models that extract only collocation candidates that
satisfy certain morphosyntactic requirements (verb–object, adj–noun, verb–
pp, etc.). Known as hybrid models, they make use of linguistic information
and statistics and they are the preferred models nowadays (Pearce, 2002; Ker-
mes and Heid, 2003; Spranger, 2004). Decisions concerning the annotation
of the extraction data, extraction of candidate datasets, choice of statistical
measure and evaluation metrics, all contribute to differing views on the suc-
cess of these models. Richly annotated data is preferred to part-of-speech
tagged data, since it facilitates collecting candidates whose constituents are
non-adjacent and bear a syntagmatic relation. Since candidates show similar
morphosyntactic structure, evaluation can be fully automatic provided one
has access to machine readable dictionaries or a lexical database.

Two problems faced by all models are: the identification of collocations
among low-frequency data and the size of the candidate expressions. Unless
one has a large amount of data, statistical measures will produce unreliable
scores for low-frequency data. A measure that produces reasonable scores
even among lower-frequency data is log-likelihood. Most collocation statistics
can only be applied on bigrams (two word candidates), thus they pose an
important restriction. When candidate expressions have a size of n ≥ 3,
statistical measures are not easy to adjust. More complex models, among
them a loglinear model implemented by Blaheta and Johnson (2001), by-pass
the size problem, allowing candidates of any length.

In order to compile a computational lexicon of fixed expressions, one
could collect the data from existing monolingual (or bilingual) dictionaries.
We decided against this approach for several reasons. Existing dictionaries
and glossaries are static resources, often covering a limited proportion of the
existing data. Due to the lack of a sound definition of fixed expression, these
expressions are not consistently annotated in dictionaries (Everaert, 1993).
Further, compiling a list from existing dictionaries is not easy because some
fixed expressions are listed as special phrases of a word entry and other
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expressions are cited in examples. Finally, morphosyntactic constraints are
not yet available in most dictionaries. Therefore, we decided to investigate
data-driven methods for automatically identifying fixed expressions.

Besides providing the raw data for collocation identification models, cor-
pus evidence shows preferences and restrictions, and it shows that ‘variation
(within fixed expressions) is much more common than some models suggest
(Moon, 1998)’. Concordances and unix tools (grep, sort, etc.) have been
proven useful to collect evidence of how much variation and morphosyntactic
flexibility is found among a pre-compiled list of fixed expressions (Moon,
1998; Riehemann, 2001). Although the results are satisfactory, these meth-
ods require intensive manual work. We aim at a corpus-based method that
extracts relevant evidence with as little manual inspection as possible.

1.4 This thesis

The accuracy of the representation and linguistic description of fixed expres-
sions in a lexicalist constraint-based grammar is crucial for improving parsing
coverage and accuracy. The work described in this thesis aims at facilitat-
ing the expansion of a lexicalist constraint-based grammar for Dutch. Fixed
expressions exhibit idiosyncrasies at different linguistic levels; and these idio-
syncrasies are not always found in existing Dutch dictionaries. Therefore, we
explore their behavior in large corpora and from such evidence infer the re-
quired morphosyntactic constraints. First, we attempt to build lexica of fixed
expressions found in large corpora and second, we seek to extract evidence of
variation and modification in such expressions from a corpus. On the basis of
the extracted evidence, a grammar writer decides the lexical representation
of a fixed expression, especially the necessary lexical and morphosyntactic
constraints. In addition to investigating data-driven methods for acquiring
a lexicon of fixed expressions, we also seek to establish the variation and
modification potential of required arguments within fixed expressions.

1.4.1 Characteristics of fixed expressions

A general characterization of the idiosyncratic lexical, morphological, syn-
tactic, and semantic features of fixed expressions is necessary for two reas-
ons: (1) the need to identify which properties of fixed expressions introduce
requirements to be captured by the identification models and (2) the import-
ance of assessing the quality of the output of the identification models.

Among the properties involved, there are lexical (e.g. nonce words, lexical
restrictions), morphological (e.g. archaic forms, compounding and deriva-
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tion), syntactic (e.g. ill-formed structures, unexpected syntactic constituency
of a verbal lexeme, internal modification, word order, etc.) and semantic ones
(e.g. non-compositional meaning). More concretely, the required lexemes in
fixed expressions show strong lexical affinities among them; these lexemes
may be adjacent to each other or they may allow intervening elements. Reg-
ular morphological and syntactic rules may apply to some constituents in
fixed expressions. Consequently, the degree of lexicalization varies, showing
a continuum from expressions that are totally fixed (ad hoc) to rather flexible
expressions that allow adjectival modification (spill the royal beans).

General properties of fixed expressions and more specific features of Dutch
collocational prepositional phrases and support verb constructions impose cer-
tain constraints on identification models. Fixed expressions that consist of
unknown words, archaic words and non-productive morphological variants
(case marking remnants), ill-formed structures or verbal lexemes with un-
expected syntactic constituency, could be ignored by hybrid identification
models. We explain how this can happen.

Identification models extract candidate expressions from automatically
annotated data. If the knowledge resources (lexicon and grammar) lack a
description of fixed expressions, the annotation tools (parser) may, for in-
stance, fail to label a dependency between a verb and one of its dependents
containing an unknown word. The consequence is that actual fixed expres-
sions could be missed during extraction of candidate datasets even though
they occur in the extraction corpus. A robust parser, like the Alpino parser
(section 3.2.2), that uses heuristics to guess the part-of-speech of unknown
words partially solves the problem. In the task of identifying support verb
constructions, our solution was to not rely fully on the dependencies proposed
by the parser; instead we make use of lexical and phrasal chunks information
during the extraction of candidate expressions. The more of these properties
that are neglected by the annotation tools, the less linguistic information is
available.

Identification models output a ranked list of candidate expressions. Next,
the researcher assesses which expressions are valid fixed expressions. Altern-
atively, human judges (native speakers) are given guidelines and asked to
identify those candidates in the extracted lists that satisfy one or more dis-
tinguishing features of fixed expressions. Besides factors that affect fixed
expressions in general, specific characteristics of Dutch collocational prepos-
itional phrases and support verb constructions are taken into account during
the qualitative evaluation of the output. In this thesis, evaluation of the
identification models involved assessment by human judges; our informants
commented on the difficulty of making a decision sometimes; we attribute
this difficulty to the lack of a good definition of the phenomena.
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1.4.2 Identification of fixed expressions

Fixed expressions differ in their external form, internal structure and their
behavior. Different linguistic behavior of the data we seek could make data-
driven extraction methods unsuitable.9 We investigate data-driven methods
with two different types of expressions to see the problems the methods
encounter. We start with expressions that we consider rather fixed – colloc-
ational prepositional phrases – and move on to more complex expressions.
Based on the limitations of the first model, we design other models and test
them on the task of identifying support verb constructions in corpora. The
identification task proceeds in various steps: pre-processing extraction data,
building candidate datasets, ranking candidates with statistical scores and
evaluation.

We pursue identification models that provide a list of fixed expressions
in addition to relevant evidence for a linguistic description. During pre-
processing, we used part-of-speech tagged data and automatically parsed
data. Part-of-speech tagged data can be useful for models that aim at fixed
expressions whose component lexemes are adjacent to each other. Syntactic
patterns defined over part-of-speech tags can extract interesting expressions
from a part-of-speech tagged corpora. Chapter 4 describes identification
of Dutch collocational pps in a part-of-speech tagged corpus. Fully parsed
data offer multiple possibilities e.g. searching for patterns whose component
lexemes bear a dependency relation and occur separately from each other.
For example, if we want to extract collocations like een vergadering sluiten
‘to adjourn a meeting’, we collect all instances of the pattern ‘verb object np
’ found in the corpus. Using treebank query tools, syntactic patterns with
varied external form and internal structure can be retrieved. Extraction
of support verb constructions used fully parsed data. To avoid potential
parser mistakes, we used phrasal chunks collected from a full parse during
the extraction of candidate datasets.

Variation of the internal structure (due to e.g. the insertion of modific-
ation) has an effect on the length of the candidate expression. The length
of the candidate can be a problem for applying certain statistical measures.
Such measures are typically applied on bigrams (candidates that consist of
two words). Target fixed expressions often involve three or more words (e.g.
in de gaten houden). In our experiments, pre-nominal specifiers and adject-
ives are ignored, thus, a candidate expression is representend by a triple
(verb, preposition, noun). Chapters 4 and 5 report how we applied the bi-
gram statistics on triples and a loglinear model that sets no restrictions on

9A long term goal is to design a model that identifies any type of fixed expression in
corpora.
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candidate size.
Some statistical tests are highly sensitive to low frequency data. A fre-

quency cutoff is a common technique to avoid unreliable scores. Although
many fixed expressions are very frequent in corpora, some others are not.
A large number of fixed expressions show low frequency, which means that
applying a frequency cutoff would discard them. We decided against using
a cutoff. In the absence of a large gold standard list, we prefer to ignore
the impact of a frequency cutoff. To avoid unreliable scores, two association
measures that are less sensitive to low-frequent counts and therefore less de-
pendent on a frequency cutoff were identified – log-likelihood and salience.
The salience measure was the most successful in the support verb construc-
tion experiments. Given that our validation data was rather limited, we
do not use standard precision and recall; instead, the various statistics are
evaluated with accuracy graphs and a non-standard measure: uninterpolated
average precision (also used in information retrieval). The advantage of this
measure is that it indirectly measures the recall.

Among the candidates retrieved by the best statistical tests, noise surfaces
among the top scores. Systematic errors made by the support verb construc-
tion identification model involve adjuncts and regular complements of verbs.
Chapter 6 presents a theory-informed and data-driven identification method
that exploits the syntactic idiosyncrasies of the expressions. Hollebrandse
(1993) proposed linguistic diagnostics that distinguish Dutch support verb
constructions from regular verb phrases. Tests such as extraposition, scram-
bling, nominalization patterns and coordination draw a distinction between
regular verb phrases and support verb constructions. On the basis of these
diagnostics, we designed an automatic method that discards a substantial
percentage of the errors. The diagnostics are applied as a post-identification
filter. To the best of our knowledge, this type of approach to error reduction
has not been tried before.

1.4.3 Exploring variation and modifiability

Eventually fixed expressions need to be described in a lexicalist constraint-
based grammar. Thus, it seemed appropriate to attempt a characterization
of fixed expressions that studies observable linguistic knowledge, namely,
lexical, morphological and syntactic features. Our second goal is to establish
the modification potential in support verb constructions (svcs). We aim
at extracting relevant morphosyntactic features from corpora and based on
these features, we predict the potential of modification of each expression.

Chapter 7 describes the results of some experiments on establishing modi-
fication potential. Alternation of specifiers, morphological productivity and
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adjectival modification in support verb constructions show a continuum; at
one end, we find totally fixed expressions and at the other end, expressions
that allow specifier variation, limited morphological productivity and ad-
jectival modification. Nevertheless, these findings need to be interpreted care-
fully; the fact that no evidence of variation or modification has been found in
our corpus does not mean that none is possible. Inspired by Fellbaum (1993),
we study the correlation between determiner changes and adjectival modific-
ation in the evidence extracted from the corpus. In a sample of more than
100 svcs, we established that if noun phrases within required arguments in
svcs show alternation between either zero, definite and possessive de-
terminer or, either indefinite or demonstrative or a quantifier and one
or more other determiner types, then the noun phrase also shows adjectival
modification. Therefore, we expect that arguments within svcs for which
we found such determiner alternations are likely to allow adjectival modific-
ation. The underlying intuition is that fixed expressions that allow variation
and internal modification are likely to be semantically decomposable also.
This introduces an often controversial property of fixed expressions: whether
fixed expressions have semantic structure, that is, whether the meaning of
the whole expression may be split among its constituents. Nunberg et al.
(1994) argued that the fact that certain English idioms are semantically de-
composable shows up in their syntactic flexibility. Internal modification is
a manifestation of syntactic flexibility. We take Nunberg et al’s observation
and assess its validity concerning Dutch support verb constructions. Chapter
7 reports that no clear-cut correlation exists between morphosyntactic flex-
ibility and internal semantic structure in support verb constructions.

1.5 Applications

Lexicon update, grammar development and parsing An immediate
application is lexicon updating and grammar development foreseeing a pos-
itive effect on parsing accuracy and coverage. Lexical acquisition methods
provide a quick means of compiling a collection of expressions that satisfy
pre-specified (morpho-)syntactic requirements. The lexical acquisition model
used to extract support verb constructions can be easily modified for extract-
ing any syntactic pattern shown by fixed expressions. Such patterns may be
collocations, support verb constructions, idiomatic expressions, verb-particle
combinations, etc. With this model, the existing lexicon can be expanded
with new types of fixed expressions.

After the compilation of a computational lexicon, one can explore the
syntactic distribution and behavior of the lexical items in corpora. Such
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findings motivate certain decisions in grammar development and implement-
ation. The corpus-based method described in chapter 7 extracts evidence
of alternations that involve determiners, quantifiers, etc., morphological pro-
ductivity and adjectival modification. From this evidence, one can infer
morphosyntactic restrictions of a given fixed expression that the lexicon and
the grammar ought to capture.

Improvements in the lexicon and in the grammar ought to be reflected in
parsing accuracy. Access to a lexicon of prepositional support verb construc-
tions and idiomatic expressions has been shown to improve pp–attachment
disambiguation decisions made by a parser (Volk, 2002).

Linguistic exploration The methods described extract valuable empirical
evidence of actual language use. This evidence can be very helpful to test,
revise and improve existing linguistic theories of idiomaticity.

Computational Lexicography In recent years, a growing interest has led
researchers to compile databases of idioms, collocations and other figurative
expressions to be integrated in natural language processing systems as well
as for linguistic exploration. Examples are: a German database of verbal
idioms called Phraseo-Lex (Dormeyer et al., 1998), a collection of German
collocations by Krenn (2000b), SAID – a Syntactically Annotated Idiom
Dataset of English idioms produced by the Linguistic Data Consortium (ldc)
and a database of Dutch fixed expressions involving prepositions by Loonen
(2003), to name a few. In addition, large dictionaries of fixed expressions and
sayings exist in many languages: the Cambridge International Dictionary of
Idioms (1998) and Collins Cobuild Dictionary of Idioms (2002) with English
idioms, Van Dale Idioom Woordenboek (1999) with circa 10,000 Dutch idioms,
etc. Recently, machine readable dictionaries and/or printed dictionaries have
started to include morphosyntactic preferences of the lexemes and phrases
inside fixed expressions.

Gaps in existing dictionaries (printed and electronic ones) are well-known
to lexicographers; lexicographic projects could profit from a hybrid identi-
fication model that automatically extracts thousands of patterns from large
corpora to update and extend existing dictionaries. Hybrid models have
been successfully applied in English and German lexicographic projects.
After applying filtering techniques (informed by linguistic diagnostics), a
lexicographer would need to manually inspect the extracted lists. Further,
morphosyntactic constraints that affect the internal phrasal structure in fixed
expressions can be helpful to language learners, natural language generation
systems, parsing, etc. Automatic extraction of these constraints facilitates a
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lexicographer’s work.

Information Retrieval and Machine Translation In cross-lingual in-
formation retrieval, a glossary or index of fixed expressions (or domain spe-
cific multi-word terms) is needed in source and possibly target languages
because concepts are often expressed as multi-word terms (Thurmair, 2004).
A word by word translation of the original multi-word term is likely to des-
troy the original meaning of the source term. In open domains, one would
also expect that a list of fixed expressions can be helpful in both applications.

Similar collocation identification methods have been applied to acquire
multi-word lexemes from specialized corpora. Attempts to extract noun
case marker verb multi-word lexemes from a Hungarian corpus have
produced reasonable results (Kis et al., 2004). Extracted lists are used in
machine translation.

1.6 Chapter summaries

Chapter 2 provides a general characterization of fixed expressions from a de-
scriptive linguistics perspective. Lexical, morphological, semantic and syn-
tactic properties and irregularities of fixed expressions are discussed. Prop-
erties of fixed expressions are taken into account during the design of the
corpus-based identification models. An awareness of these properties is cru-
cial for assessing the results of the identification models as well as the limit-
ations encountered while exploring the modification potential.

Chapter 3 describes data-driven methods previously applied in the iden-
tification of collocations. We describe hybrid approaches that combine lin-
guistic information with probabilistic techniques and contrast them with
purely statistical approaches. The chapter describes lexical resources used,
methods adopted and evaluation methodology. Furthermore, we also com-
ment on the success of hybrid approaches.

Chapter 4 reports on the performance of a hybrid approach in identifying
Dutch collocational prepositional phrases in a corpus. Collocational preposi-
tional phrases are rather fixed preposition noun preposition combina-
tions. For this case study, we used a part-of-speech tagged corpus. Various
statistical association measures are compared.

Chapter 5 aims at establishing how useful a hybrid approach is in identi-
fying support verb constructions in corpora. The required constituents in
a support verb construction may be separate from each other. Therefore,
we use automatically parsed data. We compare the accuracy of standard
association measures such as log-likelihood and χ2 to a log-linear model.
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Chapter 6 investigates whether linguistic diagnostics are helpful for the
task of discarding noise from automatically extracted lists of support verb
constructions. Various linguistic properties introduce distinctions between
regular phrases and fixed expressions. We rely on such distinctions to improve
the output of identification models.

Chapter 7 describes a corpus-based method to extract relevant informa-
tion from corpora and investigate whether the method is useful to determine
modification and variation potential within one class of Dutch fixed expres-
sions, that is, support verb constructions that require a pp argument.

Chapter 8 enumerates our conclusions and briefly establishes future dir-
ections.



Chapter 2

On fixed expressions

‘In investigating the properties of lexical items one is looking at
the inmates of a prison (the lexicon) who have in common only
the fact of their lawlessness (Di Sciullo and Williams, 1987).’

2.1 Introduction

Fixed expressions depart in their behavior from regular and productive phrases.
Bearing in mind Di Sciullo and William’s (1987) analogy, this chapter aims
at identifying the irregularities observed in fixed expressions. We mainly
study the lexical, semantic and syntactic properties of these expressions that
distinguish them from regular and productive phrases.

The goal of the characterization is mainly descriptive, namely to identify
features of fixed expressions that ought to be captured or approximated by
the data-driven methods explored in the chapters to follow, and indirectly, to
find features of fixed expressions that need to be specified in a computational
grammar. Some features apply to any type of fixed expressions and some
others describe specific aspects of fixed expressions with a verbal phrase
structure.

The characterization that follows is partly based on descriptive work on
fixed and idiomatic expressions by Everaert (1993), Everaert and Kuiper
(1996) and Moon (1998) as well as formal proposals of their treatment and
representation in various grammar formalisms (Katz (1973); Gazdar et al.
(1985); Erbach (1992); Krenn and Erbach (1994); Sailer (2000); Riehemann
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(2001); Sag et al. (2001) among others). Detailed descriptions of idioms
have contributed a great deal of insight and structure to the contents in
this chapter (Fernando and Flavell (1981), Verstraten (1989), Schenk (1994),
Nunberg et al. (1994) and Abeillé (1995)). The works cited studied fixed
expressions in languages such as English, French, Dutch and German. The
evidence supporting the description is taken either from the literature con-
sulted or from the output of the research presented in later chapters. The
Dutch data is extracted from the Twente Nieuws Corpus (twnc) (Ordelman,
2002), unless explicitly cited otherwise. The Twente Nieuws Corpus (twnc)
is made up of newspaper text and some television news reports.

2.2 Semantic properties of fixed expressions

When a language user encounters a fixed expression, (s)he may notice its non-
literalness. The literal meaning of the component words when they are used
independently plays no role in the meaning of the fixed expression. It is the
defining context that allows speakers to identify the adequate interpretation
(literal or idiomatic) of homonymous expressions such as iets in één hand
houden ‘done under one’s person/institution’s responsibility’; it is the context
that triggers the idiomatic or the literal meaning. The lexical context triggers
only a literal interpretation in (1) but a figurative interpretation in (2):

(1) Nog
still

in
in

zijn
his

schooljaren
school years

bleek
seemed

het
the

houten
wooden

racket
racket

voor hem
for him

te
too

zwaar
heavy

om
to

in één hand
in one hand

te
to

houden.
hold

‘When still in his school years, the wooden racket seemed to be very
heavy for him to hold in one hand.’

(2) Voorlichting,
Information,

onderzoek
investigation

én
and

controle
control

moet
must

je
you

in één hand
in one hand

houden.
hold

‘One must keep information, investigation and control together.’

A mismatch between the literal sense of the individual lexemes, the lin-
guistic context and the discourse marks out the idiosyncratic expression and
triggers the idiomatic interpretation. In some expressions, the lexical re-
strictions and syntactic constituency are sufficient to determine the intended
interpretation. The syntactic dependents of zitten ‘sit’ (typically intransit-
ive) as well as their lexical realization differ significantly in the context of the
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figurative expression iemand iets in het bloed zitten ‘to be in s.o.’s blood’:

(3) Maar
but

schaatsen
skating

zit
sits

ons
us

in het
in the

bloed,
blood,

zegt
says

Karlstad.
Karlstad

‘But skating is in our blood, says Karlstad.’

Nevertheless, some fixed expressions have a (partially) literal meaning.
In the examples in (4), zoen ‘kiss’ refers to the kissing event, still denoting a
literal meaning; school and hospital show the literal meaning they denote in
other contexts, even while the syntax of the expressions in (4-b) unexpectedly
requires no determiner for the singular count nouns.

(4) a. een zoen geven ‘to give a kiss’
b. by car, at school, in hospital

Words that denote literal meaning in fixed expressions could in prin-
ciple have the status of ordinary individual lexemes. However, their morpho-
syntactic behavior in the context of the fixed expression may show irregular-
ity.

2.2.1 Denoting and non-denoting words

Words in fixed expressions may be denoting or non-denoting. A ‘denoting’
word refers to a concrete entity or an abstract concept. A ‘non-denoting’
word bears no meaning assignment. Among denoting words some are poly-
semous, thus showing a literal and a non-literal meaning. The individual
words laatste, hand and leggen (‘last’, ‘hand’ and ‘lay’, respectively) outside
the expression de laatste hand aan iets leggen show a literal meaning. In
the context of the fixed expression they show a non-literal meaning, thus
they qualify as polysemous (5-a). Verbal lexemes sometimes show semantic
bleaching or a defective meaning. So-called light verbs found in support verb
constructions (svc) have a literal meaning outside the svc; that meaning is
‘bleached’ in its svc use. For example, geven ‘to give’ in the expression een
zoen geven ‘to kiss’. Denoting words may only have a literal meaning, the
one present in the fixed expression also. The literal meaning of sluiten ‘close’
remains present in the context of een vergadering sluiten in (5-b).

(5) a. de laatste hand
the last hand

aan
on

iets
something

leggen
lay

‘to put the finishing touches on something’
b. een

a
vergadering
meeting

sluiten
close
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‘to adjourn a meeting’

Some words (in fixed expressions) qualify as non-denoting. Although
the words have a literal meaning outside the expression, no meaning can be
attributed to them in the context of the fixed expression (e.g. plaat ‘plate’
and poetsen ‘clean’ in de plaat poetsen (6-a)).1 In other cases, non-denoting
words are nonce words i.e. words that exclusively occur in fixed expressions.
Petto (6-b) is a nonce word in Dutch.

(6) a. de
the

plaat
plate

poetsen
polish

‘to depart unnoticed’
b. in petto

in store
hebben/houden
have/keep

‘to reserve’

Everaert (1993) also mentions loer in the expression een loer draaien ‘play
a nasty trick on s.o.’. Native speakers maintain that the word loer has no
existence on its own nowadays. In English, the word dint only occurs in by
dint of, amok (a loanword from Malay) in run amok ‘in a violently raging
manner’ and lieu (French loanword) in in (the) lieu of ‘instead of’; these
expressions make up a subtype of cranberry words (Moon, 1998; Richter and
Sailer, 2003).

Two tests help identify denoting phrases inside fixed expressions; the first
one checks if the lexeme(s) exhibit the same meaning outside the fixed ex-
pression and the second, checks if a pronoun somewhere else in the discourse
can refer to an np part of a fixed expression. Sailer (2000) (among others)
used these tests to find out irregularities in the semantics of verbal idio-
matic expressions. Riehemann (2001) provides evidence of pronominal ref-
erence found in ‘decomposable’2 idioms in English. Experiments described
in chapter 6 confirm that pronominalization also distinguishes certain ar-
guments in support verb constructions from complements in regular verb
phrases.

2.2.2 Opacity and conventionality

Non-literalness introduces unpredictability. The literal meaning denoted by
the lexemes in a fixed expression does not always motivate the peculiar mean-
ing of the whole expression. Whereas the idiomatic meaning of the expres-

1An equivalent example in English is shoot the breeze ‘to talk’.
2Section 2.2.3 gives a definition of this term.
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sions in (7) is totally unmotivated, one could guess the meaning of to put the
cart before the horse in both English and Dutch (8) with a bit of effort.

(7) a. pull someone’s leg ‘to tease’, kick the bucket ‘to die’
b. de plaat poetsen ‘to depart unnoticed’, een rib uit het lijf zijn ‘to

cost an arm and a leg’ (Dutch)

(8) a. het
the

paard
horse

achter
after

de wagen
the cart

spannen
set

(Dutch)

‘to put/set the cart before the horse’ (to reverse the natural or
proper order)

Other fixed expressions have rather transparent meaning:

(9) iets
something

in bezit
in possession

hebben
have

(Dutch)

‘to own something’

(10) iets
something

in gedachten
in thoughts

houden
keep

(Dutch)

‘to bear in mind’

Semantic unpredictability increases in parallel with semantic opacity,
a more common concept in the literature (Fernando and Flavell, 1981; Nun-
berg et al., 1994). A non-transparent meaning is the manifestation of opa-
city. Thus, the more opaque the meaning of a fixed expression is, the more
unpredictable it is. Fernando and Flavell (1981) compared the semantic un-
predictability observed in fixed expressions to a continuous meaning scale
that ranges from fully transparent to fully opaque meaning. ‘Fully transpar-
ent’ applies to expressions that exclusively denote a literal meaning therefore,
completely predictable (e.g. to watch a soccer match, een vergadering sluiten).
‘Fully opaque’ applies to unmotivated expressions e.g. the idioms shoot the
breeze and de plaat poetsen. A large number of expressions exhibit either
semi-opaque meaning or semi-transparent meaning, without there existing a
clear-cut division between categories (e.g. in je maag zitten met ‘be troubled
with’ and iemand van de straat houden ‘keep s.o. off the street’).

So far, we have introduced three interrelated properties of certain fixed
expressions: non-literalness, unpredictability and opacity. Next, we study
the semantic opacity a bit further, trying to determine what makes some
expressions opaque.

By combining the meaning of a verb with the meaning of its syntactic
dependents compositionally, language users can regularly derive the meaning
of any literal expression. These facts are captured in the so-called principle of
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compositionality of meaning attributed to Frege. This principle explains why
hearers can understand strings or sentences that they have never encountered
before. Janssen (1997) quotes ‘Frege’s principle of compositionality’ as fol-
lows:

‘The meaning of a compound expression is a function of the mean-
ings of its parts and of the syntactic rule by which they are com-
bined.’

The cumulative combination of the meaning of the individual lexemes
renders the meaning of the expression Pat bought these cherries. However,
there are exceptional cases of expressions whose meaning cannot be derived
in a regular way as it is derived in productive phrases.

The meaning of some idiomatic expressions is semi- or fully opaque due
to the fact that the expression consists of a word that does not occur or
hardly occurs in other expressions in the language (nonce word). This is the
case with the loanword petto. In petto occurs in the Dutch expressions iets
in petto hebben ‘to have sth in reserve’ and the less frequent variant iets in
petto houden ‘to keep sth in reserve’. A speaker either knows the meaning of
the fixed expression or she does not given the presence of nonce words.

In other expressions, semantic opacity is present because the expression (if
literally understood) violates the semantic truth conditions given our know-
ledge of the world (Fernando and Flavell, 1981). This is the case in the
expressions in (11) and (12).

(11) a. to rain cats and dogs
b. jump down someone’s throat ‘to reprimand or contradict one

fiercely’
c. iemand naar de keel vliegen ‘go for s.o.’s throat’

(12) a. perder
lose

los papeles
the papers

(Spanish)

‘to lose control of o.s.’
b. hablar

to talk
hasta
even

por
through

los codos
the elbows

(Spanish)

‘to talk one’s ear off’

In other cases, truth conditions violations are more subtle:

(13) a. iemand
someone

van de straat
off the street

houden
keep

‘keep someone off the street (at work; busy)’
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b. iets
something

bij de hand
by the hand

hebben
have

‘to have something at hand’

Some fixed expressions are homonymous showing a literal and an idio-
matic meaning. Sometimes, the literal and the idiomatic interpretation are
not easily distinguished unless one has access to a salient context. Examples
of homonymous expressions in English are kick the bucket ‘die’, saw logs
‘snore’ and spill the beans ‘reveal the secret’ and in Dutch, the expression
iemand aan de tand voelen ‘to grill someone (by asking lots of questions)’.
The literal and the idiomatic meanings are in principle possible if no ex-
tra contextual information is supplied in (14); nevertheless, the idiomatic
meaning is more plausible:

(14) De
The

dokter
doctor

voelde
felt

vader
father

en
and

zoon
son

aan de tand.
on the tooth

‘The doctor grilled father and son (fig).’

Due to the presence of nonce words, potential truth condition violations
or homonymous expressions, the derivation of the meaning of some fixed
expressions has to differ from that of expressions that only have a literal
interpretation. The interesting data involves idiomatic expressions and other
metaphorical expressions.

Semantic opacity is caused by a more fundamental characteristic of fixed
expressions: conventionality.3 Assuming that the meaning of a fixed expres-
sion is unknown, such meaning cannot be derived from the meaning of its
component lexemes. The idiomatic meaning of Pat spilled the beans is not
the result of combining the meaning of the words in the sentence in a cumu-
lative way. Provided spill and beans occur within the appropriate syntactic
context, the idiomatic meaning ‘to reveal the secret’ is ‘triggered’, and not
otherwise. The individual lexemes in idiomatic expressions exhibit another
meaning that cannot be derived from the literal one using only linguistic
rules. From a synchronic perspective, the expression receives a meaning that
could have been arbitrarily assigned and that we cannot otherwise account
for. Therefore, we can only accept that the idiomatic meaning of word com-
binations like to rain cats and dogs or spill the beans is conventionalized. To
capture this arbitrariness, there is a wide-spread view that the meaning of an

3According to Nunberg et al. (1994), conventionality is an obligatory dimension of
idiomaticity. We adopt Nunberg et al’s definition of conventionality: ‘a relation among
a linguistic regularity, a situation of use, and a population that has implicitly agreed to
conform to that regularity in that situation (. . . ) (Nunberg et al., 1994, p. 492)’.
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idiomatic expression is assigned to the whole phrase (Katz, 1973; Fernando
and Flavell, 1981; Schenk, 1994; Abeillé, 1995; Riehemann, 2001). Other
approaches derive the meaning of less opaque idiomatic expressions compos-
itionally (Nunberg et al., 1994; Sailer, 2000) or by introducing additional
analytical devices (Gazdar et al., 1985).

The derivation of meaning in idiomatic expressions cannot be explained
by the principle of compositionality. Instead, meaning is assigned arbitrarily
to the expression as a whole. These claims imply that the idiom chunks do
not carry meaning i.e. the constituents inside the idiomatic expression do
not denote. However, empirical evidence of incomplete idioms, idiom variants
and insertion of non-idiomatic lexemes seems to contradict this.

Counterevidence are occurrences of incomplete idioms (Fernando and
Flavell, 1981; Moon, 1998; Riehemann, 2001). As an example, the verb scrape
is left out but the meaning of the complete idiom scrape the bottom of the
barrel (‘to obtain something (by necessity) from a poor source’) remains in
(15):

(15) That suggestion came from the bottom of the barrel (from Riehemann
(2001, p. 64))

Based on this, an idiom chunk receives the idiomatic interpretation without
the need to appear in the same context as the rest of the idiom. Riehemann
explains that this is possible for parts of idioms with strong metaphorical
denotation and high frequency. In our view, this suggests that the bottom
of the barrel has semantic significance on its own and is in the course of
becoming institutionalized and acquiring the status of a (phrasal) lexeme.
Another example is a red herring which in its idiomatic use used to be part
of the idiom draw a red herring across the trail (Fernando and Flavell, 1981).

A Dutch example is the proverb Hoge bomen vangen veel wind ‘(fig.) a
great tree attracts the wind’. The np hoge bomen gave title to a television
program that shows interviews with ‘intellectuals and authorities’. The np
may be in the process of becoming lexicalized given the existence of examples
in which the np has the same idiomatic meaning as in the proverb:4

(16) Er kwamen ”hoge bomen” in het nieuws van deze prille regering in
een door etnische verschillen nauwelijks regeerbaar land (. . . ) (‘The
news talked about the officials in this premature government in a
(due to ethnic differences) hardly governable country (. . . )’).

4Example found at http://www.confissius.com/column/column.html, retrieved with a
Google search, 12-07-2004.
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The second piece of evidence is the existence of idiom variants such as
hit the hay/sack ‘go to bed’, blow one’s stack/cool/top ‘lose one’s composure;
go crazy’. Within each pair or triple the same lexemic sense is present even
though there is variation of the form. Furthermore, cases of insertion of
adjectival modifiers, relative clauses, quantifiers, possessive determiners, and
other instances of variation pinpoint traces of meaning inside some idiom
components (Nunberg et al., 1994).5

This evidence suggests that some parts of idioms and opaque fixed expres-
sions are assigned an interpretation, so that the expression must have some
internal semantic structure. But can we reconcile these statements with the
claims that the meaning of an idiomatic expression is assigned to the expres-
sion as a whole and that its meaning derivation cannot be explained by the
principle of compositionality? We discuss these two issues in turn.

2.2.3 Decomposability

Once the meaning of the whole idiom is known, it is natural and intuitive to
attempt to deconstruct the meaning seeking the motivation behind and seek-
ing the analyzability of the expression. A process of meaning deconstruction
begins by which the meaning of the whole expression is distributed across its
parts (Nunberg et al., 1994; Abeillé, 1995). Sag et al. (2001) introduced the
notion of semantic decomposability to refer to ‘the process of semantic decon-
struction that starts off with the idiom and associates particular components
of the overall meaning with its parts’.

According to the decomposability hypothesis, the overall idiomatic mean-
ing of a semantically decomposable expression such as spill the beans can
be split across its component lexemes; thus, the paraphrasis ‘to reveal secret
information’ is mapped onto the component lexemes, such that spill is inter-
preted as the action reveal and the beans is interpreted as secret information:

(17) a. spill the beans reveal(X, a secret)

b. shoot the breeze chat idly(X)

In contrast, the idiomatic meaning of shoot the breeze cannot be distributed
across the component lexemes in the same way. The reason is that not
all idiomatic expressions show isomorphic semantic structures in their literal
and idiomatic meaning. English examples are saw logs ‘snore’, kick the bucket
‘die’; in Dutch de plaat poetsen ‘depart unnoticed’. In these expressions, the
idiomatic meaning cannot be decomposed in such a way that all lexemes

5Chapter 7 gives plenty of evidence; there, we investigate what evidence of modification
is extractable with data-driven methods.
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contribute semantic load; in these cases, the idiomatic the breeze, the bucket
or de plaat lack semantic significance.

Speakers’ intuitions about meaning decomposability may differ (Riehem-
ann, 2001). Some speakers have a richer knowledge of the language and more
experience with figurative language than others, thus while an experienced
speaker sees an expression as semantically decomposable because the speaker
‘sees’ meaning in the different chunks, another speaker may consider the same
expression as an unanalyzable (or partially analyzable) unit.

Semantic decomposability does not explain how the idiomatic meaning is
derived. Instead, this process explains why in some idiomatic expressions,
their constituents seem to carry meaning, therefore, revealing internal se-
mantic structure. That is, they explain why the bottom of the barrel or red
herring may appear on their own with the meaning they have in the original
idiomatic expression. Semantic decomposability accounts for the evidence
above, evidence that does not rule out the hypothesis of conventionalized
meaning.

The second issue is, does the above evidence falsify the claim that the
meaning of idiomatic expressions cannot be derived according to the prin-
ciple of compositionality? In our opinion, it does not. We provide next our
motivation.

In earlier work, idioms were characterized as ‘non-compositional’ because
their peculiar meaning cannot be derived by means of the semantic compos-
ition function applied to the individual meanings of their constituent lex-
emes. Some authors argued that non-compositionality is a defining property
of idioms (Katz, 1973; Fernando and Flavell, 1981; Verstraten, 1989; Schenk,
1992, 1994; Everaert and Kuiper, 1996). Alternative views allow that both
compositional and non-compositional idioms exist (Wasow et al., 1982; Nun-
berg et al., 1994; Abeillé, 1995), with non-compositional idioms being the
archetypal form (Moon, 1998).

A few issues need to be mentioned here. First, these inconsistent views
arise from the use of a narrow or a wide concept of idiom. The former view
considers an ‘idiom’ to be a non-compositional expression with an idiomatic
meaning, whereas the latter view makes use of a more inclusive concept of
idiom. The latter observation is often encountered in the literature (Nun-
berg et al., 1994; Moon, 1998). Whether compositional or not, idioms are
considered a subset of fixed expressions in this thesis.

Second, both views agree that the meaning of some idioms cannot be
explained by the principle of compositionality. This claim is justified because
the idiomatic meaning of an expression cannot be derived from the individual
meanings of its component lexemes, that is, the meaning denoted by the
lexemes when they appear in isolation. Compare the derivation of the literal
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meaning of de wind in de rug hebben in (18-a) and its figurative meaning in
(18-b).

(18) a. Het
It

is
is

de droom
the dream

van
of

elke
every

fietser
cyclist

om
to

altijd
always

de wind
the wind

in de
in the

rug
back

te
to

hebben.
have

‘To always have the wind at his back is the dream of every
cyclist.’

b. Ze
they

hebben
have

vermoedelijk
most probably

de wind
the wind

flink
robust

in de rug
in the back

vanwege
due-to

de hoge
the high

dollarkoers.
dollar exchange rate

‘They most probably benefit strongly from the high dollar ex-
change rate.’

Nevertheless, work on formal semantics by Zadrozny (1992) showed that
there is always a function to derive the meaning of a whole expression from
the meanings of its parts using a compositional semantics. Consequently,
the notion of non-compositionality no longer explains the distinction between
idiomatic expressions and non-idiomatic ones. In fact, Manaster Ramer and
Zadrozny (1992) argue that compositionality plays no role in describing the
semantic structure of an idiomatic expression given that such expression be-
haves like a construction to which meaning is assigned as a whole.6

Zadrozny’s (1992) claims threaten the well established view that ‘idio-
matic expressions show a non-compositional meaning’. Although, under Za-
drozny’s approach compositionality would no longer distinguish idiomatic
expressions from non-idiomatic expresssions, we believe that the notion of
compositionality is still useful from a descriptive point of view.

The notions introduced in the above discussion of the semantic properties
of fixed expressions are summarized in Table 2.1. To conclude, by making
use of the notions of compositionality and semantic decomposability, fixed
expressions can be grouped in two classes: (1) compositional expressions,
that is, (rather) transparent with predictable meaning (e.g. to adjourn a
meeting, make progress, iemand van de straat houden) and (2), noncompos-
itional expressions that can be further split into (i) semantic decomposable
(semi-opaque) (e.g. spill the beans, iets in de gaten houden) and (ii) semantic
non-decomposable (fully opaque) (e.g. shoot the breeze).

6Manaster Ramer and Zadrozny (1992) view such expressions as constructions, a
concept introduced by Leonard Bloomfield.
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2.3 Lexical and morphological properties

Once a fixed expression is taken up by the speakers community, it becomes
part of the language i.e. it becomes institutionalized7 (Fernando and Flavell,
1981). To qualify as an institutionalized expression, the expression does not
need to have a non-literal meaning but irregularities affect at least the lexical
level. As illustrations, the adjective sound in sound asleep cannot be replaced
by other semantically plausible adjectives *intact/*perfect asleep; neither can
one component particle be replaced in to and fro (*forward and fro, to and
*backward). Let us study other idiosyncrasies of fixed expressions that affect
the lexical and morphological levels.

2.3.1 Selectional restrictions and lexical fixedness

The ‘fixed’ nature of fixed expressions partly derives from the lexical co-
occurrence of two or more lexemes. The predicate de laatste hand aan iets
leggen is a combination of a rather transparent np de laatste hand ‘the fin-
ishing touch’, a verb leggen ‘lay’ with its usual meaning and a pp headed by
aan ‘on’:

(19) de laatste hand
the last hand

aan
on

iets
something

leggen
lay

(Dutch)

‘to give the finishing touches to something’

The lexemes laatste, hand, aan, leggen cannot be replaced by other lexemes
with a similar (idiomatic) meaning without destroying the idiomatic meaning,
resulting in a nonsensical string (20-a). Leaving out the adjective causes
meaning change (20-b).8 Clearly, the lexemes mutually select each other and
the lexemes are fixed.

(20) a. de laatste hand
the last hand

*op/aan iets
*on/on something

*plaatsen/leggen
*put/lay

b. *de hand
the hand

aan iets
on something

leggen
lay

Word co-occurrence can be captured in the form of selectional restrictions.
Selectional restrictions should not be understood here as a selection of a se-
mantic nature observed in combinations like drink water/juice/wine/coffee.
Instead, the selectional restrictions present in fixed expressions are (to some

7Eventually the fixed expression appears in dictionaries.
8In a 300-million-word corpus, the np de laatste hand exclusively occurs in the context

of the verb leggen, with a total of 205 occurrences.
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extent) arbitrary. Two types of selectional restrictions surface in fixed ex-
pressions: lexically driven and grammatically driven.9 Firth (1957) named
the first type lexical collocations, and the second type syntactic colligations.
Lexical collocations roughly consist of affinities of a lexico-syntactic type
among open class words such as verbs, nouns, adjectives or adverbs. In con-
trast, grammatical collocations (or syntactic colligations) generally involve
at least one closed class word among particles, prepositions, and auxiliary
verbs (Smadja, 1993, p. 171). As illustration, zoek naar in (21-a) shows gram-
matically driven restrictions, where a deverbal noun zoek ‘search’ selects for
a complement headed by a specific preposition. Instead, een vergadering
sluiten shows lexically driven restrictions. ‘To adjourn a meeting’ can be
expressed as een vergadering sluiten but not as een vergadering dichtmaken
(21-b).

(21) a. We
we

zijn
are

op zoek
in search

naar
to

projecten.
projects

‘We are looking for projects’
b. een vergadering

a meeting
sluiten/∗dichtmaken
close/∗close

‘to adjourn a meeting’

Although sluiten and dichtmaken conceptually mean ‘close’, dichtmaken
does not collocate with vergadering. Lexical collocations are more unpre-
dictable than syntactic colligations in fixed expressions, partly because syn-
tactically driven restrictions can also be found outside the fixed expressions.
Only lexically driven restrictions are common to all fixed expressions.10

2.3.2 Idiom families

Idiom families or sets of semantically related fixed expressions exist in which
a lexicalized phrase (constituent) may combine with a limited set of verbs.
Such ‘families’ often involve a light verb (aka. support verb), a verb which
is semantically defective. Among the possible patterns, there exist [pp verb]
combinations with a common pp that show slight differences in meaning,
depending on the light verb (22):

(22) a. aan
on

de
the

gang
go

zijn/blijven
be/remain

9Benson et al. (1986) made this observation with respect to collocations.
10Chapter 4 presents many examples where colligations and collocations are both present

in Dutch lexicalized prepositional phrases e.g. bij gebrek aan ‘in the absence of, for need
of’.
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‘get started/keep going’
b. iets

something
aan
on

de
the

gang
go

houden/brengen
keep/bring

‘keep sth going/get sth started’

The light verb contributes tense, aspect and ‘Aktionsart’ information, de-
noting causation, change of state, result of an event, etc. The syntactic
constituency of the expression varies according to the ‘Aktionsart’.

In other cases, the same verbal lexeme is used with different nominal
complements, all of them denoting similar meaning e.g. hit the hay/sack ‘go
to bed’ and blow one’s stack/cool/top. Sometimes, substitution is due to
dialectal variation or difference in register. An example in standard Dutch
is iemand voor de gek houden ‘to fool someone’ that corresponds to iemand
voor de zot houden in Flemish Dutch.

2.3.3 Restricted morphological operations

At the morphological level, fixed expressions are non-productive, however
some expressions may allow limited inflectional and derivational variation.
In a literal use, certain nouns display singular/plural alternation or the di-
minutive morpheme; in fixed expressions such nouns show restrictions in the
use of such morphemes. In some expressions, the noun within the lexicalized
argument is always plural e.g. perken ‘limits’ in iets binnen de perken houden
‘to limit, contain’:

(23) Dat
that

houdt
keeps

de
the

kosten
costs

binnen
within

de
the

*perk/perken.
limit/limits

‘That limits the costs.’

A singular or a plural noun realization may correlate with meaning changes
in some expressions:

(24) a. Zo
this way

houden
keep

ze
they

de
the

extra
extra

arbeidskosten
work costs

in
in

de
the

hand.
hand

‘In this way, they have control over the extra work costs’
b. Dat

that
kan
can

alleen
only

goed
well

als
as

de
the

overheid
government

het heft
the grip

in
in

handen

hands

houdt
holds

‘That can only succeed as long as the government remains in
control.’
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Concerning the use of diminutive, oogje the diminutive of oog ‘eye’ is the
dominant surface form in the expression een oogje in het zeil houden ‘keep a
good eye on’ (25). Nevertheless, rare instances are found with the noun oog
also.11 The diminutive is sometimes the only possibility (lijntje in iemand
aan het lijntje houden ‘keep s.o. dangling’ (26).

(25) Keurmeesters
inspectors

houden
keep

een
an

extra
extra

oog/oogje
eye/little eye

in het zeil.
in the sail

‘Inspectors keep a very careful look-out.’

(26) . . . die
. . . who

ook
also

Douglas
Douglas

tijdlang
long

aan
on

het
the

*lijn/lijntje
*line/little line

houdt.
keep

‘. . . who also keeps Douglas dangling’

Some Dutch fixed expressions exhibit archaic forms in noun inflection; the
-e ending is an archaic form, outcome of an inflectional process (case marking)
that is no longer productive in contemporary Dutch ((27) and (28)).

(27) ten
at the

kost-e
expense

van,
of,

ten
at the

last-e
expense

van,
of,

van
of

hart-e
heart

‘at the expense of, at the expense of, honestly’

(28) ter
in

faveur-e
favor

van
of

‘in favor of’

In addition, forms resulting from a merger of a preposition and a non-
productive case marker surface in some expressions e.g. ten and ter in (27)
and (28). Marginally, a determiner marked for case co-exists with its bare
form (e.g. de or den in (29)):

(29) zich
reflexive

van
of

de/den
the/the+case

domme
stupid

houden
keep

‘play ignorant/innocent’

Such archaic forms provide evidence of frozen forms in the lexicon. Frozen
words found inside fixed expressions do not provide much evidence for mor-
phological productivity ((27) and (28)).

Nouns within fixed expressions also show restrictions in derivational mor-
phology. In some cases, typically in the more transparent expressions, in-
stances of noun-noun compounding are observed. The noun deur ‘door’
within the fixed expression iets buiten de deur houden ‘keep sth away’ is

11In the twnc corpus used, 5 out of 254 instances of the expression show no diminutive.
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sometimes modified by a prefix that may be realized by an acronym (30) or
another noun:

(30) . . . om
. . . to

genetisch
genetic

gemanipuleerd
manipulated

voedsel
food

buiten
out

de
the

eu-deur
eu-door

te
to

houden.
keep

‘in order to keep genetically manipulated food outside the eu’

Among productive morphological processes, tense inflection is the one
that is observed most frequently in expressions that involve a verbal lexeme.
All forms of the verb houden are possible in the context of the expression
vinger aan de pols houden. Proverbs and sayings tend to show preference for
a particular tense (e.g. Hoge bomen vangen veel wind typically occurs in the
present).

In some fixed expressions, morphological processes are completely blocked
but in other expressions, restricted morphological variation is possible. The
semantically more transparent expressions (e.g. iets buiten de deur houden
‘keep away’) seem to participate in more productive processes than the
opaque expressions (e.g. iemand aan het lijntje houden). Since we even-
tually would like to identify criteria to classify fixed expressions, it would
be reasonable to ask if we could use the evidence of unproductive and semi-
productive morphological processes as a determinant of semantic decompos-
ability. Chapter 7 provides evidence and discusses this issue further.

2.4 Syntactic properties

Fixed expressions (whether metaphorical or not) show varied phrase structure
types such as nps (a red herring, an arm and a leg), pps (op bezoek ‘visit’, naar
huis ‘to the house’), coordinated phrases (bits and pieces, by and large, op
en neer ‘up and down’ (Dutch)), verbal phrases that exhibit varied syntactic
structures, (in-)complete sentences, etc. Such structures show a departure
from regular phrases due to irregularities concerning their semantics, lexicon,
morphology and/or syntax. Fernando and Flavell (1981) observed of English
idioms that they do not exhibit a specific form or morpho-syntactic structure;
this applies to fixed expressions in general.

The syntactic structure is sometimes ill-formed or non-productive, e.g.
trip the light fantastic in English. Some are not easily categorizable such as
numerous adverbial-like phrases in Dutch (e.g. bij lange na ‘far from (a)’,
om en nabij ‘around’, al met al ‘all in all’, nooit en te nimmer ‘never and
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never’, op en top ‘very much’, uit en te na ‘very thoroughly’. The latter are
comparable to by and large in English which is also syntactically ill-formed.
Among pps with rather transparent meaning, there are many syntactically
marked prepositional phrases that include a determinerless noun phrase e.g.
at school, in hospital, etc.; English and Dutch determinerless pps have been
studied recently by Baldwin et al. (to appear). In addition, so-called syntactic
constructions abound where certain lexemes are fixed: the X-er, the Y-er in
English, van A tot B ‘from a to b’ or phrases exhibiting the pattern [noun
postposition1, noun postposition2] such as trap op, trap af ‘up and
downs the stairs’, dag in, dag uit ‘day in, day out’.

A common characteristic of fixed expressions is that they fail to conform
to the traditional concept of lexeme i.e. a one to one mapping between form
and meaning. The lexicalized phrases allow spaces in between; in addition,
some complex prepositional phrases and verbal phrases may allow intervening
adjuncts or other elements but at some level of description they behave as
a unit. Evidence of intervening adverbs within ‘suspected fixed phrases’ is
found in corpora (31):

(31) a. De
the

teneur
drift

is
is

dat
that

Camus
Camus

‘niets
‘nothing

aan
on

actualiteit
current affairs

heeft
has

ingeboet’,
filled up’,

in tegenstelling
in contrast

misschien
perhaps

tot
with

andere
other

’existentialisten’
‘existentialists’

in
in

het
the

naoorlogse
post-war

Parijs
Paris

. . .

. . .

‘The drift of the argument is that Camus has not contributed
anything to current affairs, as opposed to other existentialists
in post-war Paris’

b. Economisch
economic

rekenen
figures

kunnen
can

de
the

ambtenaren
officials

al
already

47
47

jaar,
years,

in tegenstelling
in contrast

dus
thus

tot
with

de
the

dames
ladies

en
and

heren
gentleman

. . .

. . .

‘(lit.) . . . economic figures can the officials already 47 years, in
contrast thus with the ladies and gentleman . . . ’

c. met
with

dank
thanks

natuurlijk
obviously

aan
to

Shakespeare
Shakespeare

. . .

. . .

‘ . . . thanks to Shakespeare, obviously’

Chapter 4 provides evidence of Dutch lexicalized collocational preposi-
tional phrases that in the context of certain verbs allow extraposition (32):
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(32) Het
The

orkest
orchestra

zal
shall

onder
under

leiding
guidance

staan
stand

van
of

een
a

Duitse
German

dirigent.
director

‘The orchestra will be directed by a German director.’

Fixed arguments in support verb constructions and other idiomatic expres-
sions are often separated from the verbs by adjunct modifiers (33), auxiliary
verbs (34), etc.

(33) Hij
He

ging
went

onmiddellijk
inmediately

aan
on

de
the

slag.
turn

‘He got to work inmediately.’

(34) Grunberg
Grunberg

heeft
has

ons
us

dus
thus

niet
not

voor
in front of

de
the

gek
crazy

willen
will

houden.
hold

‘Grunberg would not have wanted to fool us.’

In addition to spaces and intervening elements, fixed expressions may
allow open slots. In (35), the accusative np complement harde overtredingen
is an open slot because the np may be realized by any semantically plausible
np. A few subject idioms exhibit an open slot in their complementation. Er
schot zitten in ‘there exists progress in’ shows a partially lexicalized subject
schot and a verbal ppin complement with an open np slot (36). Open slots
may need to satisfy syncategorematic constraints, e.g. only phrasal type
(np) in (35), and/or more specific morphosyntactic restrictions, e.g. (empty)
specifier or adjective modifier in (37).

(35) [Harde
Strong

overtredingen]np

offences
werden
were

niet
not

uit de weg
out the way

gegaan
gone

‘Strong offences were not avoided.’

(36) a. In
in

deze
this

zaak
case

zit
is

geen schot
no progress

‘There is no progress in this case.’
b. Er

there
zit
is

eindelijk
finally

schot
progress

in
in

‘There is finally some progress.’

(37) Hij
he

kon
could

er
there

echter
really

[geen]spec/adj

no
gevolg
consequence

aan
on

geven.
give

‘He was not able to carry it out.’
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Word order constraints may need to be specified in certain clausal con-
structions, especially in subordinate clauses. According to Hoeksema (p.c.),
fixed arguments (whether np, ap, pp) in Dutch idiomatic expressions (and
also support verb constructions) tend to precede the verbal cluster inside
subordinate clauses.12 Thus, word order constraints will have an affect on
the fixed argument as well as the open slots.

Internal morphosyntactic flexibility is observed in some expressions like
het geld niet op iemand’s rug groeien ‘not be made of money’ which may
surface with three related syntactic patterns:

(38) a. [npnom:het geld niet ppop POSS rug groeien]
b. [npnom:het geld npdat pron niet ppop de rug groeien]
c. [npnom:het geld npdat pron niet ppop POSS rug groeien]

The head noun rug within the complement pp may be preceded by a
definite or a possessive determiner agreeing with the dative np (if present)
(39):

(39) Natuurlijk
Obviously

groeit
grows

het geld
the money

mei

me-dat
niet
not

op
on

de/mijni

the/my
rug
back

‘I am not made of money, obviously.’

If the dative np is not present, a possessive determiner is required (40). More
fixed expressions exhibit agreement relations between two of their constitu-
ents, often between the subject or the object and another fixed argument.

(40) Natuurlijk
Obviously

groeit
grows

het geld
the money

niet
not

op
on

mijn
my

rug
back

‘I am not made of money, obviously.’

Quantifiers, demonstrative determiners, intensifiers and various sorts of
modifiers may be allowed in some fixed expressions. Whereas the Dutch
expression vinger aan de pols hebben ‘follow the latest developments’ allows
adjectives (41) and post-nominal pp modifiers (42), een oog(je) in het zeil
houden ‘keep an eye on’ blocks variation inside its pp complement; by con-
trast, variation is allowed inside the np headed by oog (43).

(41) Parmentier
Parmentier

toont
shows

de
the

vinger
finger

aan de
on the

literaire
literary

pols
pulse

te
to

hebben
have

‘Parmentier shows that he’s followed the latest developments in lit-
erature.’

12See Chapter 6 for empirical evidence in support of this claim.
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(42) Hebben
Have

ze
they

nog
still

een
a

vinger
finger

aan de pols
on the pulse

van
of

de
the

tijdgeest?
spirit of the age

‘Do they still follow the latest developments on the feel of the times?’

(43) . . . dat
. . . that

hij
he

op deze manier
in this way

ook
also

een
a

wetenschappelijk
scientific

oog
eye

in het zeil
in the sail

kan
can

houden
keep

‘(. . . ) that in this way, he can scientifically keep an eye on it.’

Fellbaum (1993) tried to identify denoting nps in idioms by exploring
the range of determiners accepted and the determiner’s use inside the nps.
Fellbaum investigated the definite, indefinite and zero determiners (the lat-
ter found in bare plural nps). The nature of the determiner points at the
semantic status of the noun phrases in many idioms, and this in turn predicts
the range of possible determiner variations (Fellbaum, 1993).

Let us examine some examples by Fellbaum (1993). The noun beans in
the context of spill accepts several determiners and the idiom still maintains
its figurative interpretation (44). Beans also allows the insertion of adjectives
as the examples given by Riehemann (2001) show in (45).

(44) John spilled the/no beans

(45) royal beans, some very complimentary beans, the politically charged
beans, the oboistic beans

On the contrary, if the determiner the in front of bullet is replaced in to bite
the bullet, the figurative meaning disappears (46):

(46) a. You will have to bite the bullet.
b. You will have to bite a/no/every bullet.

This different behavior may be explained by the fact that the np object in the
expression spill the beans has semantic significance (the figurative meaning
‘the secret’) whereas the bullet in the context of bite the bullet does not.

Fellbaum (1993) observed that some determiners allow limited substitu-
tion by other quantifiers, negative determiners, demonstratives or insertion of
specificity-inducing adjectives is possible in some compositional vp idioms.13

The substitution by other determiner brings about changes in the truth val-
ues of the expressions, just like in literal language (e.g. in (44)). For us,
one relevant observation by Fellbaum is that determiner’s flexibility is only

13Fellbaum’s use of the term ‘compositional idioms’ corresponds to ‘decomposable
idioms’.
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found in compositional idioms where it is ‘largely an indicator of the noun’s
referential status’. In non-compositional idioms the determiner is invariable.

In order to license intervening elements as well as open slots in the relev-
ant fixed expressions, their lexical representation requires internal syntactic
structure. Open questions include: what constraints are needed and how
finely grained must they be.

2.4.1 Sense syntax asymmetry

A predicate expresses a semantic relation among participants; these parti-
cipants are called the arguments of the predicate. The argument structure of
e.g. a verbal lexeme consists of the semantic relation expressed by the verb
and the semantic roles expressed by the participants. Here, the argument
structure of a predicate is represented as relation(participant rolei,...).
Adjuncts are not included in the argument structure.

At the syntax-semantics interface, verbal lexemes inside fixed expressions
may show non-homomorphism between the argument structure and the
syntactic frame specifying the syntactic dependents. Non-homomorphism
obtains when syntax and semantics are constructed differently, e.g. when the
literal verb is different from the verb within the lexicalized fixed expression.

In its most usual sense, the lexeme gaan denotes a two-place relation
go(agent,(goal)); the argument structure exhibits two participant roles.
In syntax, the corresponding verbal lexeme shows the subcat frame: [npnom

xp]. At the syntax-semantics interface, the agent is realized by the npnom

and the goal is typically realized by a directional xp (pp or np), reflecting a
homomorphism between the semantic and the syntactic structures.

The phrase uit de weg (lit. ‘out of the path’) combines with gaan in an
idiomatic context (47). In this case, the PP uit de weg is not a directional
adjunct since, removing the phrase uit de weg brings up ungrammaticality
as well as meaning change (48).

(47) John
John

ging
went

de
the

problemen
problems

uit
out of

de
the

weg.
way

‘John avoided the problems.’

(48) * John
John

ging
went

de
the

problemen
problems

In the idiom iets uit de weg gaan ‘avoid something’, gaan no longer shows
such a homomorphism. The verbal lexeme exhibits an ‘unexpected’ syntactic
constituency. Whereas one could say that gaan selects for a [npnom npacc

ppuit de weg] frame in syntax, in semantics, iets uit de weg gaan denotes a two-
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place relation avoid(agent,theme) expecting an agent and a theme. Uit de
weg contributes no meaning on its own, rather it is the combination uit de weg
gaan that denotes. (49) specifies the syntactic dependents of the verb gaan
as well as the participant roles in the two uses: literal (49-a) and idiomatic
(49-b).

(49) a. gaan 〈 npnom, xp 〉 : go(agent,(goal))
b. gaan 〈npnom, npacc, ppuit de weg 〉 : avoid(agent,theme)

At the level of description, non-homomorphism between the argument
structure of the main predicate in a fixed expression and its syntactic valence
is claimed to be a consequence of the fact that the fixed expressions exhibit
non-compositional semantics. The phenomenon does not affect all fixed ex-
pressions and it is by no means restricted to Dutch.

2.4.2 Syntactic versatility

Diagnostic tests such as topicalization, extraction, passivization, raising, con-
trol, coordination, etc. are often applied to determine whether certain con-
stituents in fixed expressions behave like regular constituents in non-fixed
expressions, i.e. those constituents to which general grammar principles and
other lexical rules may apply.

Topicalization refers to the realization of a constituent (other than the
subject in svo languages) in initial position in a sentence. Concerning the
Dutch expression iets uit de weg gaan ‘avoid something’, no examples of the
topicalized fixed chunk uit de weg were found in the twnc corpus. However,
native speakers accept (50) as possible, in which the fixed chunk occurs in
topic position, once the context has been enriched.

(50) Colijn ondernaam
Colijn undertook

weinig
little

actie;
action;

maar
but

uit de
out the

weg
way

ging
went

Colijn
Colijn

een
a

rechtstreekse
direct

aanval
attack

op
on

de
the

vorstin
queen

echter
however

wel
well

‘Colijn undertook little action; but he, however, avoided a direct
attack on the queen.’

Some authors argue that topicalization only applies to meaningful expres-
sions (Schenk, 1994). In the example Marie’s hart brak Piet ‘Marie’s heart
broke Piet’ taken from Schenk (1994, ex. 67), part of the topicalized con-
stituent obligatorily carries meaning. Marie needs a referent. Topicalization
changes the topic comment structure (the information structure) of a sen-
tence. Since a meaningless chunk is not part of a topic comment structure,
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this structure cannot be changed by topicalizing such an expression (Schenk,
1992).

Schenk’s (1992) argument can be questioned. Though topicalized con-
stituents typically denote meaning, it is not necessarily always the case (e.g.
existential ‘there’ and weather and expletive ‘it’ in English (Schenk, 1992)). A
few instances of the topicalized fixed chunk in the expressions iets ter sprake
komen ‘to come up (during discussion)’ and door de mand vallen ‘fail as;
make a poor showing’ were found in the same corpus (51):14

(51) a. Ter sprake
to-the talk

kwamen
came

onder
under

meer
more

de
the

veiligheid
safety

en
and

softdrugs.
soft drugs

‘Safety and soft drugs, among others, came up in the discussion.’
b. Door

through
de mand
the basket

viel
fell

prof. T. Schalken,
prof. T. Schalken,

de
the

bekendste
most-famous

rechtsgeleerde
jurist

Nederlander
Dutch

. . .

. . .

‘Prof. T. Schalken, the best known Dutch lawyer, made a poor
showing (. . . )’

If a fixed chunk of a fixed expression appears in topicalized constructions,
the only conclusion we can make is that the fixed chunk is an ‘independent’
syntactic constituent. Investigating whether the chunk is meaningful or not
falls outside the scope of this work.15

A fixed complement (gevolg in gevolg aan geven) may be subject of a
passive sentence (52-a) but not all expressions allow passive. De plaat poetsen
‘to depart unnoticed’ does not allow passive (52-b):

(52) a. Maar
But

er
there

werd
was

nooit
never

gevolg
consequence

aan
on

gegeven.
given

‘But there has never been any follow-up.’
b. *De

the
plaat
plate

wordt
was

gepoetst
cleaned

door
by

Karel.
Karel

Similarly, some fixed constituents can realize the subject of a raising con-
struction (53) or the subject of a control vp (54) (cf. (Nunberg et al.,

14We sought topicalization instances of fixed chunks for a few fixed expressions and they
seem rather rare in the corpus we used. Perhaps topicalization is more common in spoken
language.

15Deciding whether a topicalized fixed constituent carries meaning or not, is crucial in
a syntax-semantics analysis since one needs to assign the (formal) semantic representation
to the topicalized constituent.
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1994)).16 This also shows that fixed expressions may occur in embedded
contexts.

(53) . . . omdat
. . . because

er
it

schot
progress

lijkt
seems

te
to

zitten
sit

in
in

de
the

regeling
regulation

‘. . . because it seems that there has been progress in the regulation.’

(54) The lawsuit over contested seats on the Auburn Board of Trustees
may be over, but now the piper wants to be paid.

Though not commonly found, a head noun part of a fixed expression may
be located in a different clause than the rest of the expression. Riehem-
ann (2001) provides substantial evidence of this phenomenon in English se-
mantic decomposable idioms. Gijzeling part of the Dutch expression iemand
in gijzeling houden ‘hold s.o hostage, imprisoned’ introduces a relative clause
where the rest of the expression is realized:

(55) . . .
. . .

niet
not

de
the

ruisloze
noiseless

gijzeling
hostageship

waarin
where

zijn
his

communicatie-apparaten
communication-apparats

hem
him

houden
hold

‘. . . not the noiseless hostageship in which his communication appar-
ats keep him’

A difficult part of every study of fixed expressions is to find generaliza-
tions on their syntactic distribution. At an observational level, there is no

uniform presence or absence of syntactic constraints in all fixed ex-
pressions since not all fixed expressions exhibit the same syntactic versatility.

It has been claimed in the literature that certain constraints observed in
productive phrases also hold for idioms (Katz, 1973; Abeillé, 1995; Nunberg
et al., 1994). For example, passivization applies to transitive verbs (but also
impersonal verbs); control is sometimes possible if the fixed constituent refers
to an animate entity, etc. This would explain that in English spill the beans
‘reveal a secret’ can be passivized but kick the bucket ‘die’ cannot. Kick the
bucket in its idiomatic use denotes a one-place semantic relation, thus lacking
a topic argument (direct object) that can be promoted to subject position.
In addition, irregularity pervades in some idiomatic expressions that only
occur in particular syntactic contexts (e.g. het pleit is/wordt beslecht ‘the
argument was settled’ only occurs in the passive).

To be certain, further systematic research on the syntactic versatility of

16Example found at http://www.auburn.edu/student_info/plainsman/archives/

97FA/1009/front.html.
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verbal fixed expressions is necessary, research that needs to include expres-
sions with various morphosyntactic structure, not just v np combinations.

Other factors observed by Nunberg et al. (1994) are proverbiability, in-
formality and affect. These factors are not relevant in the presentation that
follows.

We summarized the semantic, lexical and morphosyntactic properties in
Table 2.1. These features need to be taken into account when deciding the
necessary representation of a fixed expression in a computational lexicon and
the description of the grammatical operations it may undergo.

In deciding whether an expression in the language qualifies as a fixed ex-
pression, a lexicographer or a computational linguist does not need to check
whether each single item listed in Table 2.1 applies or not. However, semantic
and morphosyntactic properties need to be tested, since some fixed expres-
sions are semantically compositional but show morphosyntactic deficiencies,
or alternatively, they might show traces of regular morphosyntax, but have
lexical or semantic irregularities (Everaert, 1993).

2.5 Summary

An exhaustive characterization of fixed expressions is a complex undertaking,
partly due to the idiosyncrasies of the data but also due to the different
judgements and intuitions that native speakers and linguists have about the
data.

The previous characterization aimed at collecting evidence of features
that need to be captured by data-driven models to be described in Chapters 4
and 5. Furthermore, such features (at least some of them) need to be specified
in a computational lexicon and allowed by the corresponding grammar.
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Lexeme level

high co-occurrence frequency
vergadering sluiten

ordinary lexemes peculiar meaning only
present in fixed expression
de laatste hand aan iets leggen

nonce words only exist in fixed expression
in petto hebben

Morphology

singular/plural morpheme in nouns
diminutive

inflectional if adjective gradable
archaic forms (-e ending)
case marking (determiners)
tense inflection

derivational prefix, compounding
Semantic

only literal meaning
denoting vs. non-denoting lexemes polysemous

non-denoting
transparent
semi-transparent

opacity semi-opaque
fully opaque

conventionality
compositionality
decomposability

Syntactic

morpho-syntactic regular structure
structure synt. marked

ill-formed
internal variation modification, quantification, determiners
intervening adjuncts between required constituents
agreement relations with subject/object
syntactic versatility topicalization, passive, . . .
open slots words/phrases
non-homomorphism
(syntax-semantics interface)

Table 2.1: Features to check in a (potential) fixed expression.



Chapter 3

Automatic extraction methods

3.1 Introduction

We start with a broad overview of two different approaches to identification
of collocations in corpora: the purely statistical approach and the hybrid
approach. Both types of approaches employ probabilistic statistics; they
mainly differ in the preparation of the extraction data. To avoid redundant
description, the remaining sections in this chapter describe the different tasks
in the identification process. When appropriate we include references to
the purely statistical approach, or else we limit the presentation to hybrid
approaches.

3.1.1 Overview of identification models

Early models were built to identify those word combinations showing strong
lexical affinities in textual corpora; these lexical affinities were modelled as
a strong statistical dependence between the component words (Damerau,
1993; Dunning, 1993; Pedersen et al., 1996; Pedersen, 1996). With improve-
ments in part-of-speech tagging, phrase chunking and parsing, data which
was automatically annotated with linguistic information became available;
these developments in natural language processing enabled identification
models that extract only those collocation candidates that satisfied certain
morpho-syntactic requirements (verb–object, adj–noun, verb–pp inside the
same predicate clause, etc.). Following Krenn (2000b), we refer to these
models as hybrid models because they make use of both linguistic informa-
tion and statistics. Currently, more sophisticated models aim at identifying
multi-word lexemes and classifying them; such methods incorporate not only
morpho-syntactic annotation in the extraction data, but they also use se-
mantic ontologies such as an automatically constructed thesaurus (Lin, 1998)

49
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or wordnet (Schone and Jurafsky, 2001; Baldwin et al., 2003; McCarthy et al.,
2003) during the classification task.1

3.1.2 Purely statistical approach

Built on the assumption that co-occurrence frequency is a good indicator of
collocativity, this approach is based on Firth’s notion of collocation:

‘Collocations of a given word are statements of the habitual or
customary places of that word . . . The collocation of a word or a
‘piece’ is not to be regarded as mere juxtaposition, it is an order
of mutual expectancy (Firth, 1957, p. 181).’

Firth’s definition stresses a relation of habitual co-occurrence and mutual
expectancy between the component words of a collocation. If two words
occur together a lot, then that is evidence that there is a special relation
between them. A relation of mutual expectancy means that each component
word in a collocation expects the other component word(s) in its surrounding
context.

Purely statistical approaches apply ngram models.2 Candidates (ngrams
or word tuples) in datasets represent word combinations extracted from raw
corpora. Ngrams may correspond to sequences of adjacent or non-adjacent
words. To allow for the fact that component words in collocations may be
separate from each other a numeric span is used. A window technique is used
to extract ngrams of non-adjacent words observed within the boundaries of a
specified span. For example, if each word wi in a corpus is tallied with every
word occurring within a window of 10 words, word wi is combined with every
word occurring from five words before wi to five words after wi.

To avoid prohibitively expensive computational effort, some models use
a seed word list while sampling outcomes (Weeber et al., 2000). Such a list
includes those words whose collocates are being sought. For example, if
we are interested in finding collocations such as pilot study, the noun study
is entered in the seed word list. Seed words are typically used together
with a numeric span in which case the seed word is tallied with each co-
occurring word within a specific span. An alternative heuristic is to use stop
lists that include function words (determiners, prepositions, etc.) and/or
diacritics. The words in the stop lists are considered unlikely to participate
in interesting lexical associations. Damerau (1993), for example, discards all
word pairs ‘containing one of a defined list of common words’. The use of seed

1Chapter 7 briefly characterizes this research.
2An ngram is a sequence of n words.
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words and stop lists reduces computational work and discards uninteresting
candidates.

Outcomes in the dataset are ranked on the basis of a score; this score typ-
ically reflects the statistical dependence between the individual words inside
the word tuple. The simplest method sorts candidate outcomes according to
their raw frequency. One expects that the most frequent word combinations
are better collocations than the less frequent ones. Alternatively, commonly
used statistical measures are: mutual information (Church and Hanks, 1990),
‘dice’ coefficient and log-likelihood (Dunning, 1993), among others.

One advantage of a purely statistical approach pertains to the dataset
extraction task: the sampling process is straightforward; one only needs to
collect all possible tuples from a text (their length typically ranges from
2 to 5). Even though tuple extraction is easy, there is free software that
collects all possible tuples from an input text. An example is the ngram
statistics package (Banerjee and Pedersen, 2003).3 Another advantage is
that (in theory) there is no restriction on the type of collocations; thus,
two word, three word, or n word collocations, where the word may belong
to any part-of-speech category, could be identified. In practice, two-word
collocations are the most common target due to the difficulty in adjusting
standard statistical tests to handle tuples with n ≥ 3. An exception is mutual
expectation, a measure proposed in Dias et al. (1999).

The first disadvantage of a purely statistical approach (already suggested)
is the difficulty of adjusting statistical measures to compute the association
score for ngrams (tuples) with n ≥ 3. Many statistical measures are not
easily generalized to ngrams (Dias et al., 1999; Blaheta and Johnson, 2001).
A second disadvantage concerns the amount of noise in the extracted lists.
Often ‘adverbial, adjectival, prepositional and conjunctive locutions’ are also
retrieved (Dias et al., 1999). If no filtering techniques are used, candidates
with high scores often contain a function word next to a content word (noun,
adjective, verb); these word combinations may be very frequent in a corpus
but they only qualify as collocations under a purely Firthian definition.4 To
improve performance of a purely statistical approach, Weeber et al. (2000)
claim that considering only window-size as a parameter is not enough to
reach an optimal recall in the extraction task. The reason is that tests such
as log-likelihood or Fisher’s test reach several high peaks (high recall) at
different window-sizes. The windowing technique is unreliable for outcomes
with a frequency of less than 5 (Weeber et al., 2000). A final drawback – but

3ngram is a SourceForge project available at http://sourceforge.net/projects/

ngram.
4In section 3.1.3, we introduce a linguistic notion of collocation.
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not specific to this approach – is related to evaluation. Evaluation ought to
reflect the accuracy with which the chosen statistics identify true collocations
and multi-word lexemes in the input text. Typically, collocation extraction
aims at expanding and improving existing lexica, thus the lack of reference
data is always a problem. This makes evaluation rather difficult, especially
when the list of potential collocations includes expressions of various sizes
and linguistic types (functional, semantic and uncharacterizable ones (Daille,
1996)). Often, a human evaluator needs to assess the validity of the retrieved
expressions.

Purely statistical approaches have been mainly applied to restricted do-
mains. Dias et al. (1999) apply their method to the identification of multi-
word lexical units in the European Parlament corpora and Weeber et al.
(2000) investigate medline, a database of medical abstracts. The retrieved
lists of collocations, terms and multi-word lexemes may be good enough for
some applications such as information extraction, information retrieval and
(limited) machine translation. However, other applications such as parsing
and grammar development require a detailed (morpho-syntactic) characteriz-
ation and classification of the multi-word lexemes potentially found in general
domain text. This is one reason to investigate hybrid approaches.

3.1.3 Hybrid approaches: linguistics and statistics

Hybrid approaches assume a more restricted notion of collocation, one that
we will refer to as the ‘linguistic notion’. These approaches to collocation
identification attempt to capture arbitrary word combinations whose com-
ponent words share a syntagmatic relationship. We chose a definition pro-
posed by Fontenelle (1992):

‘The term collocation refers to the idiosyncratic syntagmatic com-
bination of lexical items and is independent of word class or syn-
tactic structure (Fontenelle, 1992, p. 222)’

Hybrid approaches combine linguistic information with statistics. Dur-
ing pre-processing, linguistic information is added to the extraction corpora.
The linguistic annotation allows the researcher to specify (morpho-)syntactic
patterns that describe the collocation type(s) to be extracted. Thus, the
sampling process involves the search for all instances of a pre-specified tem-
plate or pattern in the extraction data. Frequent patterns are adjective-noun,
verb-object, verb-prepositional phrase and verb-particle combinations.

Researchers agree that having linguistic information available while build-
ing datasets results in more homogeneous datasets (Evert and Krenn, 2001),
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and therefore it is expected that the statistical models based on these will be
less sensitive to the noise in the data. When available, researchers have made
use of large human-annotated treebanks,5 since they constitute the highest
quality extraction data a computational linguist can have. When human-
annotated data is not available, annotation tools are used. One of the risks
of adopting a hybrid approach is that errors in annotation may contribute
spurious outcomes or candidates to datasets.

This dissertation presents a hybrid approach tested on the task of identify-
ing Dutch collocational prepositional phrases and support verb constructions.
In the remainder of this chapter we describe previous attempts at the iden-
tification of collocations and multi-word lexemes using a hybrid approach.
The acquisition task involves a sequence of steps: pre-processing extraction
data, applying statistical tests and evaluation.

3.2 Pre-processing extraction data

Pre-processing involves preparation of the extraction data by adding some
linguistic information. The amount of linguistic information primarily de-
pends on available resources for the specific language, but also on the struc-
tural complexity of the collocations to be extracted. For example, if one aims
at identifying collocations made up of two adjacent nouns such as traffic light,
a corpus annotated with only part of speech tags may be good enough. By
contrast, if one wants to identify collocations made up of a verb and its
direct object such as make headway, a corpus annotated with grammatical
functions may facilitate the collection of more relevant candidates.

3.2.1 Extraction data

Most current work on collocation identification in English performs extrac-
tion of datasets from fully parsed data (Lin, 1999; Blaheta and Johnson,
2001; Pearce, 2002). Some approaches rely on a large treebank from where
candidate tuples are selected on the basis of lexical and morpho-syntactic con-
straints. When a large treebank is not available, extraction of datasets can
be done from automatically annotated data, such as part-of-speech-tagged
corpora (Church and Hanks, 1990; Smadja, 1993; Dias et al., 1999), chunked
data (Krenn, 2000a; Kermes and Heid, 2003) or the output of a lexicalized
stochastic grammar model (Lin, 1998; Zinsmeister and Heid, 2002; Schulte im
Walde, 2003).

5A treebank is a collection of hand-corrected sentences fully annotated with syntactic
structure and dependency relations.
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3.2.2 Annotation tools for Dutch

In the course of this project, the Alpino parser, its lexicon and grammar
continue being expanded and improved.

Alpino is a wide-coverage parser for Dutch informed by a constraint-based
grammar (van der Beek et al., 2002b). Based on a lexicalist constraint-based
grammar framework (Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar) (Pollard and
Sag, 1994), the Alpino grammar incorporates lexical information that encodes
properties concerning part of speech, morphology, subcategorization require-
ments and dependency relations. The grammar currently licenses a variety of
syntactic constructions like subordinate clauses, (indirect) questions, imper-
atives, (free) relative clauses, comparatives, a wide range of verbal and nom-
inal complementation and modification patterns, verbal crossing-dependency
constructions, extraposition, and coordination (van der Beek et al., 2002c).
The lexicon contains approximately 47,000 lemmas. Lemmas specify (if ap-
plicable) subcategorization frames enriched with dependency relations and
some lexical restrictions. More than 70 different subcategorization frames
specify the complementation requirements of verbs, nouns and adjectives.

Among the parser’s various components there is a highly accurate pos-
tagger and a maximum entropy disambiguation module that boost the re-
liability of the parsed output. Currently, the pos-tagger reaches 95% per
tag average accuracy while using a very large tagset (Prins and van Noord,
2004). The parser reaches about 87% per sentence average concept accur-
acy.6 To be able to repeatedly test and evaluate the impact that changes
made to the lexicon, the grammar or to some of the other parser’s modules
have on the performance of the parser, a treebank has been created. The
Alpino Treebank includes more than 7,000 sentences extracted from written
text that were annotated semi-automatically and hand-corrected (van der
Beek et al., 2002a).

3.2.3 Sampling and representation

Corpus patterns whose component words satisfy certain constraints (word
category, dependency relation, syntactic relation, etc.) are collected into a
dataset. Once a pattern is selected, all instances of that pattern present in
the extraction data should be equally likely to be selected into the dataset. If
the statistical scores are to be reliable, the selection from the corpus should
be a random sampling, such that each object (pattern) in the data sample is
selected via independent and identical trials (Pedersen, 1996).

6Concept accuracy reflects the percentage of named dependency relations within a
sentence that the parser got correct.
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Sampling approaches differ depending on (i) the available linguistic an-
notation and (ii) the type of the target multi-word lexemes. Fully-parsed
extraction data allows the researcher to specify more morpho-syntactic con-
straints than part-of-speech tagged data.

Using part-of-speech tagged data, Church and Hanks (1990) extract verb
particle outcomes from their corpus and Daille (1996) extracts potential terms
from a technical French corpus. Krenn (2000b) describes an experiment to
extract support verb constructions and figurative expressions that consist of
a verb and a pp from partially chunked data. Phrasal chunks and clause
boundary information allow Kermes and Heid (2003) to collect adjective verb
collocations from a German corpus. If a syntactic or dependency relation
ought to hold between the candidate’s component words, fully parsed data
is necessary. Thus, Zinsmeister and Heid (2003) use an automatically parsed
newspaper text corpus to identify adjective noun verb collocational or idio-
matic triples in German. Schulte im Walde (2003) uses parsed data to build
a database of different collocation types in German.

The independent and identical trial assumption is often violated or ig-
nored. Heuristics and filtering strategies are applied to filter a priori judged
‘noise’ in the datasets before applying statistical tests. Filtering strategies
make use of a window technique, stop lists, etc. It remains necessary to track
the impact of these filtering techniques on the identification process results.

It is important to mention that datasets extracted from automatically
annotated corpora may contain errors. Because of tagger or parser errors,
spurious candidates end up in a dataset or existing patterns in the corpus
are absent in the dataset. Although spurious outcomes add noise, Evert and
Kermes (2003) argued that these errors mostly affect low-frequency types
for which the statistical measures are not reliable. Nevertheless, many inter-
esting collocations and multi-word lexemes exist among low-frequency types,
therefore one should look out for and beware of systematic annotation errors.

Outcomes are represented as tuples. A tuple may consist of word forms,
lemmas or a combination of both. Researchers report that for some types of
collocation, using lemmas gives better results than using word forms (Krenn,
2000b). The underlying reason for using lemmas is to cluster the various word
forms whose individual mass distributions may not be statistically significant.
In addition to lemmas, Lin (1998) employs the dependency relation between
two lemmas (head verb, dependency relation, head noun) in order to identify
various types of collocations (verb-object, subject-verb, adjective-noun, etc.).
Schulte im Walde (2003) follows Lin (1998) and also includes the dependency
relation in the tuples.
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3.3 Collocation statistics

A dependence between two random variables can be identified with vari-
ous statistics. Once the probability distribution of each random variable is
known, a statistical test determines how similar or dissimilar the probability
distributions of the random variables in question are.

Words may instantiate possible values of categorical (random) variables.
The ‘lexical affinity’ between two words can be thought of as the lexical
association between the two words and it can be measured as the statistical
dependence between two random variables.

To represent the data in terms of a statistical model the components of
each candidate bigram, that is, its unigrams, are represented by the binary
variables X and Y. Each bigram will have one of four possible classifications
corresponding to the possible combinations of these variable values. The
possible values of the 2 random variables are cross-classified, the frequency
of each possible classification in the sample is collected, and these are rep-
resented in a 2 by 2 table, known as a contingency table.

3.3.1 Contingency table

Table 3.1 shows the frequency count data that summarizes the hypothetical
frequency distribution of a bigram (X, Y ) where the random variables have
the values (X = houd, Y = in gaten). This contingency table cross-classifies
the frequency distribution of the two variables X and Y . Rows correspond
to the distribution of the X variable that may take two values, either X =
houd or X = ¬ houd. Columns give the distribution of the variable Y , where
either Y = in gaten or Y = ¬ in gaten. ¬ in front of a unigram stands for
‘NOT’ and represents the complement set of that unigram.

w2 ¬ w2 Row
in gaten ¬ in gaten marginals

w1 O11 O12 O1+

houd 125 7785 7910
¬ w1 O21 O22 O2+

¬ houd 213 1159283 1159496

Column marginals O+1 =338 O+2= 1167068 N = 1167406

Table 3.1: Contingency table for the bigram (houd, in gaten), representing
the lexicalized expression iets in de gaten houden ‘keep an eye on sth’.
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We refer to the frequency counts for a given bigram (wi, wj) in our dataset
as the observed frequency Oij. Index i ranges over those words that may
occur as first word (w1) in a bigram and, index j applies to those words seen
as second word (w2). Thus, the O11 value gives the raw frequency of the
bigram (houd, in gaten) in the dataset (that is, 125). O1+ and O2+ give the
row marginal frequencies; these marginal counts correspond to the number of
times w1 and ¬w1 are found in position 1 in a bigram. The column marginals
O+1 and O+2 give the total frequencies for w2 and ¬w2 as the second unigram
in a bigram. The sum of all observed frequencies Oij gives the total sample
size N .

Row marginals, column marginals and N (sample size) are needed to cal-
culate the expected frequency (Eij) values for each cell in the contingency
table. The expected frequency of a unigram indicates how likely it is to
observe the unigram in a given population by chance. This is expressed in
equation 3.1. The expected frequency of a bigram (wi, wj) reflects how likely
wi is to be seen next to wj by chance. Equation 3.2 gives the expected fre-
quency of a bigram i.e. the probability of seeing its component unigrams
together if they always occur independently of each other. The expected fre-
quency of a cell is the product of the corresponding row and column marginals
divided by the sample size. Several statistics require expected frequencies.7

E(wi) =
O(wi)

N
= P (wi) (3.1)

E(wi, wj) = E(wi)E(wj) (3.2)

3.3.2 Association measures

Statistical tests commonly used in identifying word associations or colloca-
tions are often referred to as association measures (ams) (Krenn, 2000a). In
this section, we describe a few association measures, the required data and
the interpretation of the final score. For each measure, we show an example
of how the score is computed based on the contingency table in Table 3.1.
For further details about the statistical tests, the reader is referred to Agresti
(2002), Evert (2004) and Oakes (1998).

Mutual information Motivated by information theory, mutual informa-
tion measures how much information a variable tells us about another vari-
able. Church and Hanks (1990) call this measure the association ratio. The

7The expected frequencies of the contingency table in Table 3.1 are: E11=2.29,
E12=7907.7, E21=335.7 and E22=1159160.
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mutual information score for the bigram (wi, wj) is computed as the logar-
ithm of the probability of seeing two words wi and wj together, divided by the
product of the words individual probabilities (whether they occur together
or in isolation):

I(wi, wj) = log2

P (wi, wj)

P (wi)P (wj)
(3.3)

A large mutual information score reflects the circumstance that a given
bigram is found more often than chance, i.e. the probability of seeing a
bigram is greater than the probability of seeing it if the two words in the
bigram were in fact independent. In this case, a large mutual information
score rules out the null hypothesis of independence between wi and wj.

Mutual information of the bigram (houd, in gaten) is computed as fol-
lows:

I(houd, in gaten) = log2

P (houd, in gaten)

P (houd)P (in gaten)
= log2

125

1167406

7910

1167406

338

1167406

=

log2

0.0001

1.96e − 06
= log254.58 = 5.77

(3.4)

In practice, mutual information may misclassify some low-frequency data
as collocations. To illustrate this, we compute the corresponding score for
the bigram (houd, met popmuziek) that occurs only once in the dataset:

I(houd, met popmuziek) = log2

P (houd, met popmuziek)

P (houd)P (met popmuziek)
=

log2

1

1167406

7910

1167406

1

1167406

= log2

8.56e − 07

7.33e − 13
= log2

1167406

7910
= 20.15

(3.5)

The mutual information score assigned to (houd, met popmuziek) (20.15)
is much larger than the score assigned to (houd, in gaten) (5.77). The former
score wrongly predicts an association between houd and met popmuziek.
There is only one occurrence of met popmuziek in the dataset next to houd.
If this were a representative reflection of its frequency, then the calculation
above would not be incorrect.

Pearson’s χ2 The χ2 metric computes for a bigram (wi, wj) how much the
observed frequency of each cell of the table in Table 3.1, such that,

(wi, wj) ∈ { w1w2, w1¬w2,¬w1w2,¬w1¬w2 }
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deviates from the expected frequency.

χ2 =
∑

i,j

(Oij − Eij)
2

Eij

(3.6)

Greater differences between the observed Oij and the expected Eij fre-
quencies produce larger χ2 values, therefore stronger evidence to reject the
null hypothesis (H0) that no association holds between the words in the
bigram.

We compute the χ2 score for our running example as follows:

χ2 = (
(125 − 2.29)2

2.29
+

(7785 − 7907.7)2

7907.7
+

(213 − 335.7)2

335.7

+
(1159283 − 1159160)2

1159160
) = 6621.63

(3.7)

The χ2 score for the low-frequency bigram (houd, met popmuziek) is
146.58 – much smaller than the score assigned to true collocations. χ2 is
less sensitive to very low frequencies. Intuitively, this is due to the fact that
χ2 is based on observed frequencies and not merely relative frequencies, which
mutual information relies on.

Log-likelihood ratio This measure works well with both large and small
sample sizes and furthermore, it allows a direct comparison of the significance
of common and rare phenomena (Dunning, 1993). This ratio can more easily
be computed by the log-likelihood chi square ratio (aka. G2) (Evert, 2002):

G2 = 2
∑

i,j

Oij log2

Oij

Eij

For the bigrams (wi, wj), G2 adds up the product of the observed value
Oij and the logarithm result of dividing the observed frequency Oij by the
expected frequency Eij. The larger the G2 value the more evidence the model
has to reject the null hypothesis. Again, large scores are interpreted as an
association between the words in a bigram.

We take up our example again and compute the G2 score in the following
way:

G2 = 2((125 log2

125

2.29
) + (7785 log2

7785

7907.71
) + (213 log2

213

335.7
)

+(1159283 log2

1159283

1159160
)) = 808.03

(3.8)
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The low-frequency bigram (houd, met popmuziek) is assigned a score of
9.98, certainly much smaller than the score assigned to true collocations. We
attribute this to G2’s incorporation of concrete frequencies.

Dunning (1993) argues that when the event space (number of outcomes)
is large enough, Pearson’s χ2 and the log-likelihood ratio give similar results;
however, when the observations space is small, Pearson’s χ2 overestimates
the significance of rare data. The corresponding G2 and χ2 scores attributed
to the bigram (houd, met popmuziek) are rather different; this suggests that
the data is insufficient for the χ2 score to be reliable.

Fisher’s exact test This test may be applied to small-sample distributions
as well as large-sample distributions. Fisher’s test computes the hypergeo-
metric probability of observing frequency O11 in a contingency table based on
the sample size (N), the row marginal total O1+ and column marginal total
O+1. Computing the hypergeometric probability P (O11) requires the compu-
tation of the probability of observing O11 in all possible contingency tables
that have the same sample size (N), row marginal total O1+ and column
marginal total O+1.

P (O11) =

(

O1+

O11

)(

O2+

O+1−O11

)

(

N

O+1

) (3.9)

Pedersen (1996) recommends this test for small samples only, because it
requires heavy computation. We use Pedersen’s implementation of a left-
sided Fisher’s test. This version of the test computes the probability of
observing the same or a smaller value for O11 in the contingency tables with
same N value and row and column marginals. A high left-sided probability
indicates that one is very unlikely to observe the given bigram more frequently
than one already has, thus an indication that these pair of words is somehow
special.

Both bigrams (houd, in gaten) and (houd, met popmuziek) are assigned
a left Fisher value of 1.0, the maximum value.

Salience This measure is an adjustment to pointwise mutual information
and estimated as the product of mutual information and log frequency:

I(wi, wj) log2 Oij = log2

P (wi, wj)

P (wi)P (wj)
log2 Oij (3.10)

The test was originally proposed by Lin (1998), and later used for colloc-
ation extraction in lexicography by Kilgarrif and Tugwell (2001). Kilgarrif
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and Tugwell (2001) use salience to prevent low-frequency candidates from
ending among the higher-ranked candidates.

The salience score of the bigram (houd, in gaten) is:

salience(houd, in gaten) = log2

P (houd, in gaten)

P (houd)P (in gaten)
log2 O(houd, in gaten) =

log2

125

1167406

7910

1167406

338

1167406

log2 125 = log2

0.0001

1.96e − 06
∗ 6.96 = log254.58 ∗ 6.96 = 40.19

(3.11)

The corresponding value for hapaxlegomena like (houd, met popmuziek)
is 0. The salience score of hapaxes will always be null, because the log2(1) =
0.

3.3.3 Hypothesis testing

Hypothesis testing helps the researcher make a categorical decision. Stat-
istic tests used in collocation identification inform the decision whether a
candidate in the sampled data is a collocation or not. These tests measure
the divergence between the probability distribution of the candidate’s ob-
served frequency in the data sample and the probability distribution of the
candidate’s expected frequency under the assumption that the candidate’s
component words are independent of each other. In short, two hypotheses
are compared: the null hypothesis (H0) and the alternative hypothesis (Ha).
The alternative hypothesis (Ha) states that the probability distributions of
the component words exhibit a dependence, thus, suggesting that the can-
didate is a collocation. In contrast, the null hypothesis (H0) states that the
probability distributions of the component words are independent.

The ams are applied to the contingency table that summarizes the fre-
quency distributions of the candidate ngram and its component unigrams.
If the resulting am score assigned to the candidate ngram is significantly
different from a hypothesized score (often 0), the null hypothesis may be
rejected.

One of the challenges faced in identification of collocations and multi-
word lexemes is to find a statistic test that among all candidates assigns a
high score to those whose composite words show a strong dependence; in
other words, one aims at finding candidates whose statistic score suggests we
can confidently reject the null hypothesis.
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3.4 Loglinear models

Both a loglinear model and the association measures infer associations between
variables. The structural form of a loglinear model models the patterns of
association and interaction between the variables. Thus, the advantage of
using a loglinear model is that this type of models can handle more com-
plex relations such as analyzing simultaneously the effect of several variables
(Agresti, 2002).

The problem of computing the association between various words can
be decomposed into various measurements: on the one hand, assessing how
frequent the word combination (as a whole) is in the language and on the
other hand, measuring the partial associations between every two words in
the expression allowing for the possibility of accidental word co-occurrences.

Let us now consider an example. The association score between a verb,
a preposition and a noun (e.g. take into account) can be approximated by
measuring the binary associations between the verb and the preposition,
the verb and the noun and, the preposition and the noun. However, it is
possible that a verb frequently co-occurs with a preposition even though the
two words bear no lexical relation. Such combinations result from the fact
that two (highly) frequent words or phrases cooccur in the same context by
chance; they are called anticollocations and every identification model should
beware of them. To minimize the chance of anticollocations, the frequency of
the individual words (i.e. the verb, preposition and noun) negatively affects
the association score of the whole word combination.

Given a three-dimensional contingency table (one more dimension than
Table 3.1) that cross-classifies the possible values of three categorical vari-
ables X, Y and Z, the most general loglinear model where i ranges over the
different values of X, j ranges over the different values of Y , and k ranges
over the different values of Z has the form:

log µijk = λ + λX
i + λY

j + λZ
k

This model states that the expected frequencies µijk of the observations
Oijk, can be predicted on the basis of the total of observations (λ) and a
number of effects λX

i , λY
j and λZ

i . The λ terms are model parameters and
their values are estimated using maximum likelihood estimators. This is the
simplest model that should hold if the three variables are independent. If
there is reason to believe that the three variables X, Y and Z are not truly
independent, a more complex model should add term effects that measure
the interaction between every two variables and also the interaction between
the three variables. The saturated loglinear model adds such interaction
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terms namely, λXY
ij , λY Z

jk , λXZ
ik and λXY Z

ijk . The model has the form:

log µijk = λ + λX
i + λY

j + λZ
k + λXY

ij + λY Z
jk + λXZ

ik + λXY Z
ijk (3.12)

Applied to language models, categorical variables have nominal values,
that is, words. The models can be used to identify interactions between
words that can be part of a collocation. Indirectly the models are applied
to identify expressions made up of words that exhibit a strong interaction
between them.

Blaheta and Johnson (2001) apply a saturated loglinear model to identify
English multi-word verbs (e.g. look forward to). The model parameters
measure and consequently, reflect the degree of association between the com-
posite words (verb and particles) in a candidate ntuple. They use maximum
likelihood estimators for the n-way interaction terms in loglinear models (if
n=3, the interaction term would be λXY Z

ijk above). These interaction terms
measure how strong the association between a verb and the accompanying
particles inside an ntuple is. Refer to Blaheta and Johnson (2001) for de-
tails on how the interaction parameters are actually computed. Blaheta and
Johnson (2001) report good results when the model is used to identify multi-
word verbs in English. Furthermore, the loglinear model applies to tuples of
any length and the model does not suffer from the low-frequency bias.

According to the loglinear model, the significant interaction term assigned
to the example trigram (houd, in, gaten) is 11.1163. The loglinear is designed
to control for the low-frequency bias; a frequency cutoff and/or a significance
value discard hapax legomena such as (houd, met, popmuziek). Contrary to
the association measures, this model is applied directly on trigrams.

3.5 Evaluation methodology

A standard evaluation methodology has not yet been proposed, despite the
rigorous method comparison proposed by Evert and Krenn (2001). The
lack of a consistent evaluation methodology is a by-product of the lack of
any agreed-upon definition of collocation (Pearce, 2002). Nonetheless, a con-
sensus exists that an identification method is successful if it assigns the higher
scores to true collocations and the lower scores to uninteresting combinations.
In addition, the method ought to identify as many collocations as there are
in the extraction corpus. In order to decide whether an expression in the out-
put list is a true collocation, researchers have adopted one of the following
approaches:
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• compare the ranked list of extracted collocation candidates to a list of
expressions compiled from existing lexical resources (dictionaries, gloss-
aries, index, term bank, etc.) or collocations that have been annotated
in a (corrected) treebank;

• native speakers assess the degree of collocativity of the extracted col-
location candidates; or

• task-based evaluation: test how the addition of the extracted colloca-
tions in a lexical resource improves the results of a system in a given
application (e.g. parsing).

3.5.1 Validation data

Machine readable dictionaries, such as specialized dictionaries of idiomatic
expressions or monolingual dictionaries for language learners have been used
to compile a list of true collocations (or other multi-word expressions) (Lin,
1999; Pearce, 2002; Schulte im Walde, 2003); such validation data list is
known as the gold standard. Besides dictionaries, a term bank (Lin,
1998) and a term index included in a book (Arehart, 2003) have also proved
to be useful.

For various reasons, compilation of a large gold standard list from ex-
isting dictionaries might not be possible. In this case, a random sample of
words (nouns, verbs) is selected. Then, all collocations with those words
are (manually) extracted from a dictionary. This ‘dictionary list’ is the gold
standard. The ranked list of candidate collocations is checked against the
gold standard. Lin (1998) applies this methodology.

Machine readable dictionaries exist for many languages, but sometimes
the researcher has no access to them. Furthermore, the expressions one is
interested in are not consistently annotated in published dictionaries. In this
case, the researcher opts for a different approach by either asking a lexico-
grapher (Smadja, 1993) or native speakers (Blaheta and Johnson, 2001) to
judge the validity of the retrieved expressions. Alternatively, the research-
ers themselves search for true collocations in the candidate dataset (Krenn,
2000b; Evert and Krenn, 2001) thus, manually compiling a gold standard list.
Whereas a skilled lexicographer may not hesitate about what a collocation
is, nonexpert human judges or the researchers themselves typically find the
task rather hard, thus they disagree on their judgements. This obviously
adds more difficulties during the manual compilation of a gold standard list.
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3.5.2 Quantitative evaluation

Precision and recall are typically used to account for the coverage of stat-
istical models. Precision measures the proportion of selected items that are
correct, thus, it measures the quality of the retrieved material. Alternatively,
recall measures the proportion of correct items that were selected, i.e. the
effectiveness of the system.

Precision =
correct items selected

correct items selected + incorrect items

Recall =
correct items selected

correct items

Krenn (2000b) and Evert and Krenn (2001) evaluate the performance
of the models on the basis of (i) varying frequency thresholds applied on
datasets and (ii) varying N-best candidates lists. Evert and Krenn (2001)
argue that precision and recall should be assessed for data from different
frequency ranges and for data among the high and low scores to ensure that
results are not a matter of chance. Thus, they plot recall and precision graphs
for the whole set of candidate data.

Standard precision and recall can only be computed if all true colloca-
tions have been identified in the dataset. If all true collocations have not
been identified, approximate precision and recall can be computed on the
basis of a reference list of collocations. The evaluation described in chapter
4 reports approximate precision given that a rather large list of collocational
prepositional phrases is available. Instead, in chapter 5, we introduce a dif-
ferent evaluation metric known as uninterpolated average precision (Manning
and Schütze, 1999).

3.6 Choosing the best approach

Various investigations target different collocation and multi-word lexeme
types and they use different corpora, annotation tools, sampling strategies,
statistic tests and evaluation methodology. There is no best approach that
one can adopt in identification of collocations and multi-word lexemes.

In general, researchers prefer to use richly annotated data, thus chunked
and shallow- or fully-parsed data are most frequently used.

Among the statistical tests described, researchers’ opinions vary and
sometimes contradict each other. There seems to be a consensus in that
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the mutual information score overestimates the association between words
in low-frequency candidates (Church and Hanks, 1990; Dunning, 1993; Evert
and Krenn, 2001). Dunning (1993) argues that when the event space (number
of outcomes in dataset) is large enough, Pearson’s χ2 and the log-likelihood
ratio give similar results; however, experiments with natural language show
that the two tests give very different results. When the observations space is
small, Pearson’s χ2 overestimates the significance of rare data. Contradicting
Dunning (1993), Pedersen et al. (1996) show that G2 and Pearson’s χ2 scores
are unreliable when: (i) the sample is not large enough, or (ii) the number of
cells in the contingency table is larger than the sample size or (iii) a cell’s ex-
pected frequency is less or equal than 5. When one suspects the 3 conditions
mentioned above are not met, Pedersen et al. (1996) recommend using an
exact distribution of a goodness of fit test statistic. Two ways are possible:
(i) enumerate all elements of that distribution as in Fisher’s exact test, or
(ii) sample from that distribution using a Monte Carlo sampling scheme.

Systematic comparison of association measures reveals differences in pre-
cision and recall depending on the collocation type. Evert and Krenn (2001)
observe that whereas the log-likelihood test and the t-Test8 are good meas-
ures to extract adjective-noun pairs from a German newspaper corpus, the
t-Test performs better in identifying preposition + noun + verb construc-
tions. If the dataset includes low frequency data, Evert and Krenn (2001)
showed that the log-likelihood test reaches higher precision than the t-Test,
χ2 and mutual information. If low frequency data is discarded, the per-
formance of t-Test, log-likelihood and raw frequency is rather similar when
extracting preposition + noun + verb collocations. In a different com-
parison of association measures, Krenn and Evert (2001) investigate what
measures are more useful to identify pp-verb collocations and conclude that
mere co-occurrence frequency achieves significantly better results than the
ams. Judging from the results reported in previous work, the log-likelihood
ratio seems to be the most reliable and in fact, the preferred test.

One should mention that in collocation identification a large percentage
of the candidates constitute hapax legomena (one occurrence candidates)
and dislegomena (two occurrence candidates). Often 70% of the extracted
dataset is made up of hapax legomena (Zinsmeister and Heid (2003) describes
such a typical scenario). The success of a method relies on how accurately
the statistic identifies true collocations among low-frequency data.

Previous work tried to tackle the low-frequency bias by applying a fre-
quency cutoff that discards those candidates in datasets whose frequency
is below a chosen threshold. A frequency threshold of f ≥ 5 is the most

8Refer to Evert and Krenn (2001) for a description of the test.
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commonly applied (Evert and Krenn (2001); Pearce (2002); Zinsmeister and
Heid (2003) among others). The cutoff is not always the best solution be-
cause it leads to the loss of the infrequent collocations. On the other hand,
with more data the loss of collocations might be lessened. The cutoff value
needs to be empirically established, because it varies with corpus size and
collocation type.

The association measures have been mostly applied on bigrams. When the
collocation candidates consist of three words, triples are treated as bigrams.
As examples, Krenn (2000b) and Zinsmeister and Heid (2003) applied the
tests to candidate triples treated as (verb, prep noun) and (adj noun, verb)
bigrams, respectively. Measures generalized to ngrams when n ≥ 3 have
been applied by Blaheta and Johnson (2001) (a log-linear model) and by
Dias et al. (1999) and Kaalep and Muischnek (2003) (mutual expectancy).

Previous research agreed that addition of linguistic information improves
the accuracy of statistical models in identifying lexical associations. There
has been much progress in improving the quality of the retrieved expressions,
however the identification problem is not solved yet. The main limitations of
the existing models pertain to the length of the candidate ngram, the low fre-
quency data (a non-negligable proportion of potential candidate expressions)
and the lack of validation data.
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Chapter 4

Identification of Collocational

Prepositional Phrases

In this chapter, we describe an identification model that uses part-of-speech
tagged extraction data. We evaluate the model on the task of extracting
Dutch collocational prepositional phrases (cpps) from a corpus. We describe
joint work with Gosse Bouma. Part of the material in this chapter has been
published as Bouma and Villada (2002) and Villada Moirón and Bouma
(2002). Evaluation and results comprise original work.

4.1 Introduction

In this case study we explore whether a hybrid model that requires a part-of-
speech tagged corpus and various statistics is feasible to identify collocational
prepositional phrases.

Dutch has a number of preposition-(determiner-)noun-preposition (p-np-
p) combinations, which are more or less fixed (1). In Dutch linguistics
such expressions are known as voorzetsel-uitdrukkingen (Paardekooper, 1962).
Here, we will refer to them as collocational prepositional phrases (cpps).

(1) ten opzichte van ‘with respect to’, in tegenstelling tot ‘as opposed
to’, in verband met ‘in connection with’, in plaats van ‘instead of’,
op basis van ‘on the basis of’, naar aanleiding van ‘in response to’,
ter gelegenheid van ‘on the occassion of’, te midden van ‘amidst’, in
het kader van ‘in the framework of’, aan de hand van ‘on the basis
of’.

In a lexicalist grammar, one might analyze phrases introduced by these con-
structions, such as (2), as prepositional multi-word units, as shown in (3).

69
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This is the analysis adopted by the annotation guidelines of the Corpus
Gesproken Nederlands (Moortgat et al., 2001). It presupposes that these
expressions behave as units syntactically, and can be listed in the lexicon.

(2) in
as

tegenstelling
opposed

tot
to

eerdere
earlier

berichten
reports

(3) PP

P

in tegenstelling tot

NP

eerdere berichten

In certain contexts, intervening adverbs (4) or other material (5) separate
the p-np from the second preposition.

(4) a. De
the

teneur
purport

is
is

dat
that

Camus
Camus

‘niets
‘nothing

aan
on

actualiteit
current affairs

heeft
has

ingeboet’,
filled up’,

in tegenstelling
in contrast

misschien
perhaps

tot
with

andere
other

’existentialisten’
‘existentialists’

in
in

het
the

naoorlogse
post-war

Parijs
Paris

. . .

. . .

‘The purport is that Camus has not contributed anything to cur-
rent affairs, as opposed to other existentialists in post-war Paris’

b. Economisch
economic

rekenen
figures

kunnen
can

de
the

ambtenaren
officials

al
already

47
47

jaar,
years,

in tegenstelling
in contrast

dus
thus

tot
with

de
the

dames
ladies

en
and

heren
gentleman

. . .

. . .

‘(lit.) . . . economic figures can the officials already 47 years, in
contrast thus with the ladies and gentleman . . . ’

c. met
with

dank
thanks

natuurlijk
obviously

aan
to

Shakespeare
Shakespeare

. . .

. . .

‘ . . . thanks to Shakespeare, obviously’

(5) Het
The

orkest
orchestra

zal
shall

onder
under

leiding
guidance

staan
stand

van
of

een
a

Duitse
German

dirigent.
director

‘The orchestra will be directed by a German director.’

This evidence rules out an analysis like (3). An alternative is to consider only
the initial p-np combination as a lexicalized unit (6) that selects another
phrase headed by the second preposition. This analysis still requires that
such elements are listed in the lexicon, and that the p-np combination is
rigid, but it does allow the second pp to behave as a complement of the
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initial p-np expression.

(6) PP

PP

in tegenstelling

PP

P

tot

NP

eerdere berichten

A number of linguistic tests (described below in section 4.2) suggest that
collocational prepositional phrases need to be distinguished from regular p
np p combinations. As we will explain, the tests also indicate that for some
cpps the analysis in (3) is appropriate, whereas for others the analysis in
(6) is more likely. The analysis in (3) requires that p-np-p combinations
are listed as complex prepositions in the lexicon, whereas the analysis in (6)
requires that p-np combinations are listed as prepositional phrases selecting
for a pp-complement headed by a specific preposition. In both cases the
question arises whether it is in fact possible to list such expressions.

An exhaustive listing of cpps does not exist and, given the amount of
variation within the class of cpps, it may not be easy to decide on a definite
listing. Paardekooper (1973) and the Algemene Nederlandse Spraakkunst
(ans – General Dutch Grammar) (Haeseryn et al., 1997) provide a list of
cpps. Paardekoper’s list is a subset of the list of 86 items given in the ans.
To obtain a more complete listing, we therefore considered whether a corpus
could be used to identify potential candidates. In particular, it seems that
frequent p-np-p patterns are likely to contain cpps.

In this chapter we address the question of to what extent corpus-based
methods can be used to obtain a more complete listing of cpps. Before
providing a characterization of the model, we enumerate the linguistic prop-
erties of cpps and motivate a distinction between different cpps on the one
hand, and regular prepositional phrases on the other hand. Idiosyncrasies in
the syntactic distribution highlight the fact that cpps are lexicalized phrases.
The second half of the chapter describes an identification model that extracts
candidate data from a tagged corpus and measures the lexical affinity between
the component words using standard association measures. Next, we assess
the limitations of such model in identifying cpps.

4.2 Linguistic properties

A number of linguistic properties set collocational prepositional phrases apart
from syntactically and semantically regular pps. Most of these properties
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were already observed by Paardekooper (1962, 1973).

4.2.1 Idiosyncratic features

Idiosyncratic prepositions and nouns. Many p-np-p patterns are in-
troduced by the preposition te and its dative and genitive forms ten (from
te+den) and ter (from te+der). This preposition has a restricted, formal,
usage and otherwise occurs in fixed expressions only. Dative and genitive
markings only occur in fixed archaic expressions. Thus, the inflected forms
of the nouns following ten in (7) below, do not occur outside fixed expressions.

(7) ten opzichte van ‘in comparison with’, ten tijde van ‘at the time of’,
ten koste van ‘at the expense of’, ten gunste van ‘to the benefit of’ ,
ten gevolge van ‘as a consequence of’, ten nadele van ‘at the expense
of’

There are also cpps which contain a noun that is seen only rarely outside
the context of this fixed expression:

(8) aan de vooravond van ‘at the eve of’, in navolging van ‘following’,
met behulp van ‘with the use of’, bij monde van ‘according to’,
onder het mom van ‘under the pretext of’, in samenspraak met ‘in
negotiation with’, ten overstaan van ‘facing’, onder auspiciën van
‘sponsored by’, ter wille van ‘on behalf of’, onder de hoede van ‘under
protection of’, in het bijzijn van ‘in the presence of’, op voorspraak
van ‘recommended by’

The presence of idiosyncratic prepositions, case-marked nouns, and of idio-
syncratic nouns is evidence for the collocational status of these expressions.

Absence of a determiner. Singular count nouns typically require a
determiner. Leaving out the determiner de the sentences become ill-formed
in the examples (9)–(11).

(9) Dit
this

vormt
forms

∗(de)
the

basis
base

van
of

haar
her

betoog
story

(10) De
the

banken
banks

dringen
insist

aan
on

op
at

het
the

ontslag
firing

van
of

∗(de)
the

leiding
management

‘The banks insist on firing the management.’

(11) Hij
he

neemt
takes

∗(de)
the

plaats
place

in
in

van
of

de
the

geblesseerde
injured

aanvoerder
captain

‘He replaces the injured captain.’
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Yet, many of cpps contain just singular count nouns without a determiner:

(12) in plaats van ‘instead of’, op basis van ‘based on’ , in tegenstelling
tot ‘as opposed to’, in verband met ‘in connection with’, in ruil voor
‘in exchange for’, na afloop van ‘at the end of’

Other constructions in which singular count nouns occur without a determ-
iner are support verb constructions (i.e. plaats maken voor ‘to make way for’,
leiding geven aan ‘to lead’, verband houden met ‘to be connected with’) and
other more or less idiomatic expressions (van huis ‘away from home’, naar
school ‘to school’). Again, this suggests that the elements in (12) have a
special status.

Restricted modification. Many of the nouns found in p-np-p patterns
cannot be modified by an adjective:

(13) met (∗directe) betrekking tot ‘with (direct) relation to’, naar (∗con-
crete) aanleiding van ‘in (direct) reaction to’, door (∗legitiem) middel
van ‘by (legitimate) use of’

In some cases, modification forces the collocation to take on a literal meaning:

(14) In
in

de
the

ogen
eyes

van
of

zijn
his

tegenstanders
opponents

was
was

het
the

voorstel
proposal

een
a

ramp.
disaster

‘In the eyes of his opponents, the proposal was a disaster.’

(15) In
in

de
the

verschrikte
frightened

ogen
eyes

van
of

zijn
his

tegenstanders
opponents

was
was

paniek
panic

te
to

zien.
see

‘In the frightened eyes of his opponents, one could see panic.’

(16) #In
In

de
the

verschrikte
frightened

ogen
eyes

van
of

zijn
his

tegenstanders
opponents

was
was

het
the

voorstel
proposal

een
a

ramp
disaster

‘In the frightened eyes of his opponents, the proposal was a disaster.’

The fact that no modification is possible and the fact that, where modific-
ation is possible, the nonliteral meaning disappears, are often considered to
be tests for identifying certain idiomatic expressions and collocations. Sec-
tion 2.4.2 provided evidence of fixed expressions that allow various types of
modification.

Restricted functionality as complement. Some verbs select for a
pp-complement introduced by a specific preposition. Thus, geloven ‘to be-
lieve’ selects a complement introduced by in, twijfelen ‘to doubt’ by aan
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and rekenen ‘to expect’ by op. In such cases, complex prepositional phrases
cannot realize the complements of these verbs:

(17) Kim
‘Kim

gelooft
believes

in
in

de
the

toekomst
future.’

(18) ∗Kim
Kim

gelooft
believes

in
as

tegenstelling
opposed

tot
to

de
the

toekomst
future

(19) Kim
‘Kim

twijfelt
has doubts

aan
about

zijn
his

bedoelingen
intentions.’

(20) ∗Kim
Kim

twijfelt
has doubts

aan
at

de
the

hand
hand

van
of

zijn
his

opmerkingen
remarks

(21) Kim
‘Kim

rekent
counts

op
on

een
a

overwinning
victory.’

(22) ∗Kim
Kim

rekent
counts

op
on

grond
ground

van
of

een
a

overwinning
victory

On the other hand, some verbs specifically select for a cpp:

(23) Het
The

orkest
orchestra

staat
stands

onder
under

leiding
guidance

van
of

een
a

Duitse
German

dirigent
director

‘The orchestra is directed by a German director.’

(24) Kim
Kim

houdt
keeps

iedereen
everyone

op
at

de
the

hoogte
height

van
of

de
the

laatste
latest

ontwikkelingen
developments

‘Kim keeps everbody informed about the latest developments.’

This suggests that cpps must be syntactically and/or semantically distinct
from regular pps.

Limited extraposition. Dutch allows extraposition of pps, both from
within vps and within nps. Most cpps resist extraposition, however:

(25) Kim
Kim

heeft
has

het
the

plan
plan

in
as

tegenstelling
opposed

tot
to

haar
her

buurman
neighbour

ondersteund
supported

‘Kim has supported the plan, as opposed to her neighbor.’

(26) ∗Kim heeft het plan in tegenstelling ondersteund tot haar buurman

(27) Kim
Kim

heeft
has

een
a

beslissing
decision

op
on the

basis
basis

van
of

geruchten
rumours

genomen
taken

‘Kim has made a decision on the basis of rumours.’

(28) ∗dat ik geen beslissingen op basis neem van geruchten
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Where extraposition is allowed, it seems to be restricted to certain verbs
which select for a cpp:

(29) Het
The

orkest
orchestra

zal
shall

onder
under

leiding
guidance

staan
stand

van
of

een
a

Duitse
German

dirigent
director

‘The orchestra will be directed by a German director.’

(30) Kim
Kim

moet
must

iedereen
everyone

op
at

de
the

hoogte
height

houden
keep

van
of

de
the

laatste
latest

ontwikkelingen
developments

‘Kim must keep everbody informed about the latest developments.’

Pronominal adverbs. In Dutch, a preposition combining with a so-
called r-pronoun (i.e. daar ‘there/that’, hier ‘here/this’) can be realized as
a pronominal adverb (i.e. daarvan ‘of that’, hiervan ‘of this’). Some cpps
can be combined with an R-pronoun (31), whereas others cannot (32).

(31) in plaats daarvan ‘instead of that’, op basis daarvan ‘based on that’,
naar aanleiding daarvan ‘in reaction to that’, in ruil hiervoor ‘in
exchange for this’

(32) ∗ten koste hiervan ‘at the cost of this’, ∗bij wijze daarvan ‘by way
of that’, ∗met ingang daarvan ‘starting on that’, ∗onder het mom
hiervan ‘under pretext of this’

For the first type of cpp, an analysis which considers only the initial pre-
position and the np as a unit seems appropriate. In such an analysis, the
second p-np combination is considered to be a regular pp, and thus, the pos-
sibility of realizing this pp by a pronominal adverb (which is syntactically
equivalent to a pp) is predicted. The fact that the second type of cpp cannot
combine with a pronominal adverb suggests that these are best analyzed as
multi-word units consisting of a p-np-p pattern.

Optional complement. The pp introduced by the second preposition is
optional for some cpps ((33),(34)). In other cases, omission of complements
is impossible (35).

(33) Na
After

afloop
end

(van
of

de
the

voorstelling)
show

klonk
sounded

applaus.
applause

‘Applause was heard at the end (of the show).’

(34) Het
The

werk
work

is
was

uitgevoerd
carried-out

in
on

opdracht
behalf

(van
of

de
the

regering).
government

‘The work was carried out at a request (of the government).’
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(35) Kim
Kim

speelt
plays

in
in

plaats
place

∗(van
of

de
the

geblesseerde
injured

keeper).
keeper

‘Kim plays in replacement for the injured keeper.’

4.2.2 Discussion

The properties listed above suggest that cpps should be distinguished from
regular pps. The fact that cpps exhibit a number of idiosyncratic syntactic
properties (archaic prepositional and nominal forms and inflection, absence
of a determiner, restricted possibilities for modification, restricted function-
ality as complement) suggests that cpps must at least to some extent be
lexicalized.

The details of the lexical representation remain somewhat unclear, how-
ever, as there is considerable variation within the class of cpps. The fact
that some cpps may combine with pronominal adverbs suggests that those
cpps actually consist of a p-np phrase selecting for a regular pp. The fact
that in some cases modification of the noun is possible suggests that the np
within a cpp cannot simply be represented by a (single) word or multi-word
unit.

4.3 Extracting cpps from a corpus

A number of statistical tests can be applied to select patterns with strong
collocational properties (as opposed to patterns which just consist of frequent
words) from a corpus. Below, we describe how the initial data was collected.

4.3.1 Resources

We used a corpus consisting of newspaper text from de Volkskrant op CD-
ROM, 1997. The corpus consists of over 16 million words and over 1 million
sentences. The text was tagged with part-of-speech (pos) tags, using the
‘simplified’ wotan tagset (Berghmans, 1994), that is, with only major cat-
egories. The tagset is briefly described in van Halteren et al. (2001). Tagging
was performed automatically, using a Brill-tagger for Dutch (Drenth, 1997).
The accuracy of the tagger is estimated to be around 95%.1

We used Gsearch (Corley et al., 2001) to extract syntactic patterns from
the tagged corpus. Gsearch allows one to search for substrings matching ex-
pressions defined by a context-free grammar. Terminals may refer to (regular

1Drenth (1997) reports 95.1% accuracy on the Eindhoven corpus, using 80% for training
and 20% for testing, and using only word class information.
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expressions matching) pos-tags. For instance, we used the definition given in
Table 4.1 to identify base noun phrases. A base noun phrase (bnp) spans the
initial (non-recursive) part of a noun phrase up to and including the nominal
head.

bnp → det ap* noun base (non-recursive) NP
bnp → ap* noun
det → 〈 Art.*〉 determiner
det → 〈 Pron(.*attr) 〉 possesive pronoun
det → 〈 Num(.*attr.*) 〉 numeral
adj → 〈 Adj(attr.*) 〉 prenominal adjective
noun → 〈 N(.*) 〉 common noun

Table 4.1: Context-free grammar to license a base noun phrase.

4.3.2 Dataset extraction

Potential cpp strings were collected by searching for the pattern p bnp p.
There were 285,000 matching strings in the corpus, instantiating 163,000
different strings (137,000 strings occur only once, 2,333 strings occur at least
10 times). The ten most frequent patterns are shown in Table 4.2.

freq candidate
1,253 in plaats van

816 op basis van
710 onder leiding van
659 op het gebied van
609 aan het eind van

freq candidate
579 ten opzichte van
549 in tegenstelling tot
541 op grond van
520 na afloop van
511 aan de hand van

Table 4.2: Ten most frequent patterns in the dataset.

From the extracted patterns, we removed all strings in which the bnp con-
tained proper names, acronyms, dates, numbers, etc. which we do not con-
sider to be part of potential cpps (e.g. aan de Universiteit van ‘at the
University of’, op het WK in ‘at the World Championship in’, op 3 januari
in ‘on January, 3 in’). About 40,000 strings (14%) were removed this way.

While most of the remaining strings are instances of the pattern we are
interested in, some false hits occur as well. For instance, the string op één
na ‘except for one’ looks like an instance of the search pattern, but na is a
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post-position and the string is a productive pattern functioning as an adverb.2

Other sources of errors are larger idiomatic phrases which contain a substring
matching p bnp p. For instance, the phrase van tijd tot tijd ‘from time to
time’ contains a matching substring van tijd tot. Similarly, dag in dag uit
‘day in, day out’ contains the matching substring in dag uit.

4.4 Collocation statistical tests

High co-occurrence frequency is often claimed to be a defining feature of
collocations (Firth, 1957). This means that two words that co-occur often
enough in a given corpus could, in principle, be mutually associated. A
problem with this approach is that combinations of frequent words can form
frequent bigrams as well, even though they are not collocations. For example,
the expression in het centrum van ‘in the centre of’ occurs very frequently
in the corpus, but this could just be due to the fact that in and van are
highly frequent prepositions, and het centrum is a reasonably frequent np.
More sophisticated statistical tests measure whether a sequence of words
occurs more often than would be expected on the basis of the frequencies of
the words involved and thus, do not suffer from this problem. We applied
three statistical tests to the data extracted with Gsearch, namely mutual
information, Pearson’s χ2 and the log-likelihood ratio. (The statistical tests
were described in section 3.3.2.) The baseline we used is raw frequency. We
experimented with two different setups: a bigram and a trigram model.

4.4.1 Bigram model

As discussed in Section 3.3, common tests for identifying collocations assume
that candidates are bigrams. However, we are interested in collocational
patterns of the form p1 bnp p2 (preposition base noun phrase preposition).
As bnps can consist of multiple words, this means that we are dealing with
strings of length 3 or more. In order to apply the bigram tests to our dataset,
we assumed that either p1 bnp forms a unit or that bnp p2 forms a unit. In
the first case, we obtain a bigram p1 bnp p2 (e.g. aan de hand van), whereas
in the second case we obtain a bigram p1 bnp p2 (e.g aan de hand van).

The statistical tests were applied to the set of (p1 bnp, p2) bigrams and to
the set of (p1, bnp p2) bigrams.3 This results in two ranked lists of bigrams.

2This error could have been avoided with search queries that require a bnp to the right
also.

3All test results were collected using Ted Pedersen’s ngram statistics package available
at http://sourceforge.net/projects/ngram.
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1 in plaats van 2 1
2 onder leiding van 1 4
3 op basis van 4 3
4 ten opzichte van 3 8
5 op het gebied van 7 6
6 aan het eind van 6 7
7 in tegenstelling tot 12 2
8 op weg naar 14 5
9 op grond van 11 9

10 naar aanleiding van 9 12

11 met behulp van 15 14
12 na afloop van 5 27
13 aan de hand van 10 24
14 in verband met 24 10
15 in opdracht van 20 15
16 in het kader van 23 13
17 in ruil voor 26 11
18 op verzoek van 19 22
19 in de loop van 18 23
20 ten koste van 8 33

Table 4.3: The 20 highest ranked patterns using combined log-likelihood
scores with a frequency cut-off of 10. The last column lists the rank assigned
to the p1 bnp p2 and p1 bnp p2 bigrams, respectively.

candidate bigram rank score
in tegenstelling tot 2 6213.12
in tegenstelling tot 12 4126.01
ten koste van 33 1648.41
ten koste van 8 4842.68

Table 4.4: Log-likelihood scores and ranks assigned to two different bigrams
representing the triples in tegenstelling tot and ten koste van.

The final rank of a p1 bnp p2 pattern was determined on the basis of the
sum of the ranks assigned in the two bigram-sets. An example is shown in
table 4.3. Note that the rank of a pattern can differ strongly, depending on
the method that was used to form the bigram. The pattern in tegenstelling
tot is assigned ranks 12 and 2, respectively. The difference can be explained
by observing that in is a highly frequent preposition and tot a relatively
infrequent preposition.

The probability distribution of an outcome p1 bnp p2 differs from the
probability distribution of an outcome p1 bnp p2. We believe that the asso-
ciation score assigned to events of types p1 bnp p2 and p1 bnp p2 cannot be
directly compared because the magnitude of the scores can be very different
as the two examples show in table 4.4.

The magnitude of the score assigned to an outcome p1 bnp p2 might be
very high and the magnitude of the score assigned to its associated outcome
p1 bnp p2 relatively low. Since the outcomes belong to two different prob-
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ability distributions, it is not obvious that the scores could simply be added
up. For this reason, in order to determine the association score of the out-
come p1 bnp p2, instead of adding up the scores assigned to each outcome
(p1 bnp p2 and p1 bnp p2) we added up the outcomes’ corresponding ranks.
Ranks also reflect the degree of association between the component words
inside an outcome, therefore we believe that results should not degrade. Re-
call that a high rank means that the statistics inferred a strong dependence
between the candidate’s component words.

4.4.2 Trigram model

An obvious alternative to using a combination of bigram scores is to use
scores for trigrams (where the bnp, with varying length, is still treated as a
unit). We attempted a method to compute the mutual information and χ2

test of trigrams.4

Mutual Information. The mutual information score of a trigram is the
result of dividing the joint probability of the words inside a particular trigram
by the product of the independent probabilities of each word in that trigram:5

I(w1, w2, w3) = log2

P (w1, w2, w3)

P (w1)P (w2)P (w3)

Pearson’s χ2. The χ2 test computes for a trigram (w1, w2, w3) how much
the observed frequency (Oijk) of each of the trigrams (i, j, k), such that

(i, j, k) ∈ {
w1w2w3, w1w2¬w3, w1¬w2w3, w1¬w2¬w3,

¬w1w2w3,¬w1w2¬w3,¬w1¬w2w3,¬w1¬w2¬w3

}

deviates from the expected frequency (Eijk):

χ2 =
∑

i,j,k

(Oijk − Eijk)
2

Eijk

4In the trigram set-up, we do not apply the log-likelihood test given that the necessary
term factorization is unknown to us.

5Following an idea in Lin (1998), we also experimented with a formulation of mu-
tual information where, in the denominator, the scores of w1 and w3 depend on w2 (the
idea being that the choice of the prepositions depends strongly on the noun), but in our
evaluation, this gave the same results as the formula shown here.
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The expectation of a trigram is calculated on the basis of the assumption
that the three components of the trigram occur in a statistically independent
fashion.

4.5 Evaluation and results

4.5.1 Methodology

We considered two parameters for the evaluation of the models: a frequency
threshold and varying nbest lists.

Frequency threshold Collocation density is typically lower among low-
frequency data than among high-frequency data. We chose two differ-
ent frequency cutoffs: f ≥ 10 and f ≥ 40. Once we applied the fre-
quency thresholds, we are left with 2084 collocation candidates showing
a frequency bigger than 10 and 317 candidates with a frequency bigger
than 40. The assumption is that word combinations that occur less
than 10 times in the corpus are not likely to yield reliable data. How-
ever, we keep the candidates with a frequency 10 ≥ f ≤ 40 to make
the task a bit harder for the statistical model.

Varying nbest lists Nbest lists include the N highest ranked candidates
resulting from the application of a statistical test. Three different nbest
lists are chosen so that we evaluate those candidates with a frequency
bigger than 10 among the top 100, the top 300 and all ranked candid-
ates.

The accuracy of a test is measured by counting how many items of a pre-
defined list of cpps are among the nbest collocation candidates according to
the test. We measure the accuracy of the tests with the (approximate) preci-
sion measure (see Section 3.5). To compare the behavior of the tests, we also
calculate the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient which we immediately
describe.6

The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (ρs) is a non-parametric pro-
cedure used to measure the degree of association between the values of two
variables X and Y (Oakes, 1998). In this application of the Spearman’s coef-
ficient, the X and Y values correspond to the association scores assigned to
candidate cpps and proposed by two statistics (e.g. mutual information and
log-likelihood). The ρs value can be computed as follows:

6Bouma and Villada (2002) and Villada Moirón and Bouma (2002) did not include this
coefficient in the evaluation.
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ρs = 1 −
6
∑

d2
i

N(N2 − 1)

The association scores proposed by each statistic are ranked such that the
highest score is given a rank of 1, the next highest value is given a rank of
2 and so on. For each candidate i in the dataset, two ranks are taken into
account: one is assigned by statistic a and the other by statistic b. The
absolute value of the difference between these two ranks corresponds to di in
the formula above. N is the number of common candidates in the two ranked
lists. If the resulting coefficient value is greater than the critical value, we
can be certain that there is an association between the two variables X and
Y ; in this case, it means that the rankings proposed by the two statistics
correlate significantly.

Validation data Until recently the only existing list of collocational pre-
positional phrases available was that proposed in Paardekooper (1973) and
Haeseryn et al. (1997). The ans list contains 86 cpps, however, a few ex-
pressions are not used in current Dutch (e.g. naarmate van ‘according to’,
omwille van ‘because of’, ter fine van ‘to the amount of’).

Giving the limited validation data, Bouma and Villada (2002) manually
compiled a list of cpps from the monolingual Van Dale dictionary (Geerts
and Heestermans, 1992). 200 candidate expressions proposed as true cpps
by the log-likelihood test were looked up in the abovementioned dictionary.
In the event that a candidate expression (e.g. in tegenstelling tot ‘opposed
to’ is listed under the lexical entry of the head noun (e.g. tegenstelling) this
special use of the noun is considered a true cpp. Bouma and Villada’s (2002)
validation list consisted of 88 cpps listed in Van Dale’s dictionary as ‘special
phrases’. Table A.5 in appendix A provides this list.

Recently, Loonen (2003) published a systematic and thorough study of
the morphology, syntax and semantics of Dutch prepositions. Loonen’s work
provides two electronically available lexica: one of prepositions and another
one with fixed expressions involving prepositions. The second lexicon consists
of a large variety of expressions among which collocational pps are included.
From Loonen’s second lexicon, a list of 287 cpps was compiled.

The evaluation data used in this chapter is the result of merging Bouma
and Villada’s (2002) validation data and Loonen’s cpps list. This list con-
tains 315 cpps.7 Table 4.5 provides the distribution of the true positives

7Items that were originally absent in Loonen’s list are highlighted in bold face in Ap-
pendix A, Table A.5. 29 cpps are specific to Bouma and Villada’s (2002) list.
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present in our data. 25% of the cpps in our validation data are not found in
the dataset.

Cutoff Outcome types True positives
none 138,857 232

f ≥ 10 2,084 169
f ≥ 40 317 98

Table 4.5: True positives found in dataset

4.5.2 Bigrams results

Table 4.6 gives the results of applying mutual information (mi), log-likelihood
(ll) and χ2.8

nbest
test freq n 100 300 all
mi 32 72
ll ≥ 10 2,084 65 107 169
χ2 55 106
mi 56 98
ll ≥ 40 317 65 96 98
χ2 66 98

raw freq ≥ 10 2,084 64 95 169
≥ 40 317 64 95 98

Table 4.6: Bigram model results of mutual information, log-likelihood, χ2

and raw frequency.

Mutual information, when used with a frequency cutoff of 10, leads to a
disproportional number of low frequency patterns among the highest scoring
items, leading to poor results. Using a higher frequency cutoff of 40, more
true positives are found among the smaller nbest lists. Considering an nbest
list larger than 300 does not improve results because there are only 317 items
that occur more than 40 times in the dataset.

Comparing the results of log-likelihood and Pearson’s χ2 for the two dif-
ferent thresholds, it becomes apparent how these two tests are not as sensitive

8Refer to section 3.3.2 for a description of these measures.
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to low-frequency data as mutual information. In terms of precision, the per-
formance of these tests is fairly similar in the bigram model, although χ2 is
less accurate when nbest=100.

If we only consider the number of true positives found in the complete list
(all column), raw frequency produces as good results as mi, ll and χ2; for
smaller nbest lists raw frequency comes closer to the log-likelihood and χ2

coverage. This seems to suggest that selecting the most frequent instances of
a sequence of adjacent syntactic categories in a part-of-speech tagged corpus
may provide a rather accurate list of multi-word units. Nevertheless, the
raw frequency ranking allows slightly more noise among the top scores (for
nbest=50, raw frequency identifies 36 true positives and log-likelihood iden-
tifies 41). Perhaps, for some collocation patterns, raw frequency is a suitable
test (cf. Evert and Krenn (2001)). In our experiments and given our settings,
log-likelihood yields cpps lists of a better quality.

Expressions included in the validation data and not found by any statistic
either have a frequency value that is lower than the cutoff or, the expressions
are not present in the extracted datasets (missing in the corpus). The use of
a cutoff has a positive and a negative side effect. On the one hand, a cutoff
of f ≥ 10 brings about an improvement on the precision of the tests, but
on the other hand it discards many true cpps from the dataset. The figures
in the last row in Table 4.6 show that 63 true cpps are ignored due to the
cutoff requirement.

4.5.3 Trigrams results

Table 4.7 shows the results of applying the mutual information and χ2 test to
trigrams.9 As was the case for bigrams, mutual information performs poorly
on low frequency data. However, the mi results are better than in the bigram
model. Overall, it seems that using the proposed trigrams method does not
lead to improved results.

4.6 Discussion

This section discusses to what extent the association measures are useful
to identify cpps in a part-of-speech tagged corpus. First, we compare the
tests’ performance and select the statistics that produces the best list, both
in terms of precision and coverage. Next, we discuss the errors made by the
selected test. To conclude we comment on the positive effect of having more

9The log-likelihood test was not computed because of the difficulty to state the condi-
tionalization between the trigram constituents.
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nbest
test freq n 100 300 all
mi 34 84 169
χ2 ≥ 10 2,084 56 94 169
mi 56 96 98
χ2 ≥ 40 317 67 97 98

raw freq ≥ 10 2,084 64 95 169
≥ 40 317 64 95 98

Table 4.7: Results of mutual information, χ2 and raw frequency applied on
trigrams.

tests cutoff n=100
≥ 10 0.0421

ll – χ2 ≥ 40 0.0333
≥ 10 -0.2044

mi – ll ≥ 40 -0.1715
≥ 10 0.1756

mi – χ2 ≥ 40 0.5421

Table 4.8: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients of the rankings proposed
by the association measures when applied on a bigram model.

validation data by comparing the results reported in Bouma and Villada
(2002) and Villada Moirón and Bouma (2002) and the new results with the
larger validation data.

4.6.1 Identifying the best association measure

Considering the similar accuracies achieved by the log-likelihood ratio and
the χ2 (given in Table 4.6) it is interesting to compare the ranked lists of
candidates produced by these statistics. We compared the rankings proposed
by mutual information, χ2 and log-likelihood using the Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient. The resulting coefficients are given in Table 4.8. The
critical value for the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is 0.165 (α =
0.05) for a one-tailed test. A one-tailed test examines whether two variables
X and Y are positively associated.

Among the 100 higher scores, the rankings proposed by the three asso-
ciation measures differ significantly. If low frequency data is included (≥
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10), the biggest difference is observed between mi and ll (ρ = -0.2044) and
ll and χ2 (ρ = 0.0421). A similar trend is observed with a higher cutoff.
When low frequency data is discarded, the rankings proposed by mi and χ2

correlate significantly (ρ=0.5421).

Two reasons explain this divergence: first, the two ranked lists (n=100)
under comparison contain few common candidates and second, the rankings
of the common candidates differ substantially. Among the 100 top scores
proposed by mi and ll, with a frequency bigger than 10, there are only 14
candidates in common; among those proposed by χ2 and ll, there are 47
common expressions and, among those proposed by χ2 and mi there are 79
common candidates. Related to the second reason, Table 4.9 shows the rather
different rankings of a few true positives proposed by the three association
measures.

expression ll χ2 mi
in tegenstelling tot 1 112 131
op basis van 2 22 407
onder leiding van 3 3 105
ten opzichte van 7 166 61
op grond van 8 43 429
in handen van 31 114 1157

Table 4.9: Ranks proposed by three different association measures

Concerning the trigram model, the Spearman’s rank correlation coeffi-
cient values given in Table 4.10 show a significant correlation between the
rankings proposed by mutual information and χ2; the correlation between χ2

and raw frequency is poor. Recall that the critical value of the Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient is ρ = 0.165 (α = 0.05, one-tailed test). The
level of correlation between the tests is greater when low frequency data is
discarded. The values in Table 4.10 suggest that the proposed formulation
of χ2 and mutual information produce comparable rankings.

Close inspection of the rankings reveals that the log-likelihood ratio ranks
the true positives (actual cpps) higher than the χ2 test does, thus log-
likelihood allows less noise among the top scores. From this we may conclude
that the strong associations inferred by the log-likelihood test are more ac-
curate than those inferred by the χ2 test given our data. In addition, the
performance of the log-likelihood test is the least sensitive to the frequency
cutoff parameter. Based on this evidence, we select the log-likelihood as the
best statistic for the task of identifying cpps in a tagged corpus. In general
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tests cutoff n=100
≥ 10 0.3407

mi – χ2 ≥ 40 0.7598
≥ 10 0.0943

mi – rawfreq ≥ 40 0.0007
≥ 10 0.2374

χ2 – rawfreq ≥ 40 0.1354

Table 4.10: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients of the rankings proposed
by mutual information, χ2 and raw frequency when applied on a trigram
model.

the low ρ scores are encouraging, since they indicate that we are comparing
genuinely different tests.

4.6.2 Error analysis

All false positives found among the highest scores are shown in Table 4.11.
These are known as ‘type I errors’ which means that the score assigned by the
statistics suggests that one can confidently reject the hypothesis of independ-
ence. That is, the data that the statistics is based on provides more evidence
of a dependence betweeen the component words than of independence.

met werk van
in een brief aan
van het ministerie van
in handen van
in de richting van
in een interview met
in het geval van
over de toekomst van
op het terrein van
bij de presentatie van
in de nacht van
met hulp van
in de rest van

na de dood van
in een regie van
in de strijd tegen
ten zuiden van
in het centrum van
na de val van
in dienst van
ten noorden van
met de komst van
in de geschiedenis van
onder de indruk van
sinds het begin van
wegens gebrek aan

op initiatief van
van de raad van
op het ministerie van
voor rekening van
van huis uit
op smaak met
door gebrek aan
op een omzet van
volgens een woordvoer-
der van

Table 4.11: Log-likelihood false positives among top ranks.

False positives ranked by log-likelihood among the 100 top scores exhibit
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one or more of the following characteristics:

• The two prepositions in the candidate p1 bnp p2 are very frequent and
the noun phrase is also rather frequent (e.g. in de nacht van ‘in the
night of’).

• bnp p2 constitute a syntactic colligation; this combination is not re-
stricted to occur in the context of p1. Examples are in interview met
‘in an interview with’, in gesprek met ‘talking with’.

• A frequent p1 bnp string cooccurring with a p2 that introduces a post-
nominal modifier with the preposition van (e.g. bij de presentatie van
‘during the presentation of’, in handen van ‘in the hands of’, van het
ministerie van ‘of the ministry of’).

• p1 bnp phrases that often co-occur in the same context as p2 due to
an external cause which is often a verb selecting both, the phrase and
a complement introduced by p2. Examples are in dienst van (stel-
len/nemen/zijn) ‘in service of (declare/take/be)’, op smaak met (bren-
gen) ‘(lit) bring on taste with’.

Close inspection of the type I errors reveals that this statistic favors fre-
quent candidates over infrequent ones and candidates with frequent compon-
ent words over infrequent ones. Thus, most errors consist of highly frequent
prepositions (in, van, met), determinerless noun phrases (zuiden, oosten,
dienst, smaak, hulp) or noun phrases that typically exhibit no internal modi-
fication but a postmodifier introduced by van ‘of’. Nevertheless, in dienst
van ‘in service of’, in handen van ‘under the control of’ and op initiatief van
‘on the initiative of’ could be considered true cpps. These were not present
in our validation data.

The previous frequency-based explanation would also explain why many
true positives with low frequency (f ≤ 35) are assigned a low rank (rank ≥
300). Some of the latter are shown in Table 4.12.

Some of the true positives that are assigned a lower score have a low
frequency due to the fact that they allow morpho-syntactic variation. For
example, uit het oogpunt van ‘from the standpoint of’ (19 occurrences), uit
oogpunt van (17) and uit een oogpunt van (12). Other cases include p np p
candidates whose p np is observed with various prepositions, e.g. van belang
voor ‘of importance to’(52), van belang(en) in (13), van belang vanwege (2),
van belang tijdens (2). Variation of the second preposition could be due to
different uses of the phrase p np. Each of these variants is treated as a
separate outcome, thus the actual probability distribution of the outcome
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met toestemming van
ter nagedachtenis aan
in tegenspraak met
op bevel van
ter grootte van
uit respect voor
op gezag van
ten nadele van
van belang voor
onder de hoede van
op voorspraak van

met inbegrip van
ten bate van
tot verbazing van
onder verwijzing naar
in het voetspoor van
onder de vlag van
ter voorbereiding op
op voorstel van
uit het oogpunt van
aan weerszijden van
onder toezicht van

tot verdriet van
onder redactie van
uit hoofde van
tot opluchting van
ter bevordering van
op instigatie van
ter wille van
bij afwezigheid van
in samenhang met

Table 4.12: Log-likelihood true positives among low ranks.

prep noun prep is split across all its variants. In our opinion, the fact
that the model does not take into account that an np may exhibit limited
variation has a negative effect on the scoring process.

Possible improvements of this model could be (i) improve the search pat-
terns such that only p np p patterns that are followed by a baseNP are
extracted and (ii) clustering the data by representing the noun phrase as its
noun only.

4.6.3 Effects of having more validation data

Access to (almost) four times more validation data allows a more informed
assessment of the performance of the statistics. Here we only report changes
pertaining the bigram model, since the results are better than the trigram
model results.

When we only consider the nbest list containing the 100 best scores,
precision increase ranges from 11% (mi) to 15% (ll, χ2 and raw frequency)
using the f ≥ 10 cutoff. With a higher cutoff f ≥ 40, mi and χ2 show
a 10% precision increase and ll a 14% increase. This implies that more
candidates among the 100 best scores were correctly identified by ll, χ2

and raw frequency than our previous results had shown. ll reached a 65%
precision, χ2 55%, raw frequency 64% and mi 32% (when nbest=100, f ≥ 10).
Among the 300 best scores and using a low cutoff, the precision increase of
ll and χ2 is more significant: 14%. mi and raw frequency show 12% and 10%
precision increase, respectively. With a cutoff of f ≥ 40 all tests’ precision
increases 11%. Given these settings, ll and χ2 perform equally well (35.67%
and 35.33% precision, respectively; f ≥ 10, n=100). Overall, the test whose
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performance is less sensitive to low frequency data is the log-likelihood test.
A conclusion to draw from these precision figures is that the substantial

increase in validation data reveals that ranking the candidate patterns with
the log-likelihood statistic still holds as the best technique. Furthermore,
performance difference between the tests becomes larger.

4.7 Summary

Collocational prepositional phrases have a number of syntactic properties
which suggest that they need to be distinguished from regular pps. Although
cpps are collocational, they do not always act as fixed multi-word expres-
sions. The background study revealed that some cpps cannot be formalized
as a multi-word-lexeme inserted as a fixed string in a lexicon. Variation needs
to be allowed and therefore, internal structure is required.

We have described a corpus-based method for acquiring cpps from cor-
pora, in which potential cpps are first extracted from the corpus on the basis
of syntactic criteria, and next, a ranked list is constructed using statistical
collocation tests. The statistical tests were evaluated against a list of cpps
extracted from a dictionary and from Loonen’s (2003) lexicon. The log-
likelihood ratio test was identified as the one that provides the best trade-off
between precision and coverage.



Chapter 5

Identification of Support Verb

Constructions

The goal of this chapter is to investigate the feasibility of hybrid identification
models to acquire fixed expressions of a verbal nature. Thus, the models are
tested in the task of identification of support verb constructions (svcs).

5.1 Introduction

Parsers that are informed by lexicalist grammars use the argument structure
of the main predicate in a clause to build the skeleton of its syntactic rep-
resentation. The participants in the argument structure are realized by the
syntactic constituents required by the verb; these syntactic constituents are
listed in the verb’s subcategorization frame. We may conclude that the ac-
curacy of the subcategorization information supplied in a verbal lexical entry
is crucial during parsing.

During operation, the parser needs to distinguish which constituents are
to be analysed as required arguments of the verb and which as adjunct mod-
ifiers. This applies in contexts of pp-attachment site disambiguation. Under
a lexicalist approach, the verb in a fixed expression selects its required con-
stituents via the subcategorization frame. The syntactic dependents of a verb
may be partially or fully lexicalized phrases; to provide a correct analysis of
the lexical and grammatical relations between the verb and its potentially
lexicalized arguments, this information needs to be captured in the lexicon.

Support verbs are highly frequent verbs that require the parser to make
such decisions. As an illustration, houden ‘hold, keep’ is a rather frequent
verb in Dutch (6938 instances in 16 million words); because of its multiple
contexts of use, houden is highly polysemous. In the company of the PP voor
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de gek (lit. ‘before the crazy’), houden means ‘to fool someone’ as in (1).

(1) Ik
I

heb
have

steeds
more and

meer
more

het
the

gevoel
feeling

dat
that

ik
I

voor
before

de
the

gek
crazy

word
was

gehouden.
held

‘I have more and more the impression that I am being fooled.’

To correctly analyze the that-clause in (1), a parser needs to consider the
context around the verb and treat voor de gek as a required argument of
houden, but not as an adjunct. This way, iemand voor de gek houden will
be parsed as a lexicalized phrase and ik word voor de gek gehouden will be
interpreted idiomatically. Were the PP analysed as adjunct then we would
get a nonsense interpretation like (2):

(2) ‘#More and more, I have the impression that I was held before the
crazy one.’

Given that support verbs are rather frequent in the language and also highly
polysemous, for NLP applications that require parsing of text it is crucial
to describe those contexts where support verbs necessitate more complex
subcategorization frames in the form of lexical restrictions.

5.1.1 Support verb constructions

Support verb constructions (svcs) have been treated as idiomatic phenom-
ena. svcs consist of a support verb and its required complementation. The
relation between the verb and its nominal complement has been described
as a mutual lexical selection (Krenn and Erbach, 1994; Kuhn, 1994). NLP
implementations of these views capture the mutual lexical selection by fully
specifying the lexical co-occurrence between support verbs and their comple-
ments in a lexicon. In addition to identifying verb complement combinations
that show a strong lexical association, what needs to be established is the
degree of lexicalization shown by the required complements.

The complement may be realised by a lexicalized prepositional phrase as
in (1) above, a noun phrase as in rekening houden met ‘to take into account’
(3) or an adjectival phrase as in zich bezig houden met ‘be involved with’ (4):

(3) We
we

moeten
must

rekening
account

houden
hold

met
with

de
the

wensen
wishes

van
of

bewoners
inhabitants

‘We must take into account the wishes of the tenants.’
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(4) Mijn
my

grootste
biggest

wens
wish

zou
shall

zijn
be

me
myself

ooit
ever

alleen
only

met
with

de
the

marketing
marketing

bezig
busy

te
to

houden.
hold

‘My biggest wish shall be to be entirely involved with marketing.’

Some support verbs may select for a lexicalized np and a pp (het hoofd
boven water houden ‘keep up with difficulties’):

(5) Zo
in this manner

houden
hold

we
we

het hoofd
the

boven
head

water.
above water

‘In this way, we keep up with difficulties.’

Among prepositional support verb constructions, some exhibit a fixed pp
without a determiner ((5), (6)):

(6) in toom
in bridle

houden
hold

‘keep under control’

Others may allow various determiners and limited adjectival modification
((7), (8)) within the np. Across the various svcs, the internal structure
inside the np is not uniform:

(7) in
in

het/een
the/a

(Vaticaans)
(Vatican’s)

gareel
harness

houden
hold

‘keep under control/keep under the control by the Vatican’

(8) iets
something

tegen
against

het/een
the/a

zo
this

fel
thin

licht
light

houden
hold

‘investigate something’

The noun within the complement is often fixed. Singular/plural alternation
and the use of diminutive are strongly restricted. Often, only one number
morpheme (singular or plural) maintains the support verb construction inter-
pretation. A change from plural to singular destroys the figurative meaning
(9).

(9) Dat
that

houdt
keeps

de
the

kosten
costs

binnen
within

de
the

perken/*perk.
limits/limit

‘That limits the costs.’

Further evidence involves body parts; these are often found in fixed ex-
pressions. As an example, hand ‘hand’ occurs in various support verb con-
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structions headed by the verb houden ‘hold’. The singular noun occurs in the
fixed expression iets in één hand houden ‘be the boss’ and the plural noun is
found in het heft in handen houden ‘be/stay in charge’. Both, the singular
and the plural can be found in the literal use iets in de hand(en) houden
‘hold something in the hand(s)’.

Another interesting feature of support verb constructions is that various
pp verb combinations share a common pp (10) and their meaning is related.
The light verb contributes tense, aspect and ‘Aktionsart’ information, de-
noting causation, change of state, result of an event, etc. The syntactic
constituency of the expression varies according to the light verb.

(10) a. aan
on

de
the

gang
go

zijn/blijven
be/remain

‘get started/keep going’
b. iets

something
aan
on

de
the

gang
go

houden/brengen
keep/bring

‘keep sth going/get sth started’

Morpho-syntactic information about what type of complements a support
verb selects, the shape and internal structure of the complements, the min-
imum required lexemes and whether the complement may occur with other
support verbs need to be specified in a lexicon. Such information is to be
taken into account in the design of the identification models. Here, we focus
on combinations of a light verb and a pp, and we do not investigate adjectival
modification, lexemes variation, etc. The latter properties are investigated
in Chapter 7.

5.1.2 Aims and overview

We seek to determine which data-driven methods applied to Dutch corpora
serve to identify in what uses support verbs show an association with pre-
positional complements. These methods use statistical information to infer
dependencies between the support verb and its complement(s). We consider
an identification method effective when it extracts as many good svcs as
possible with few false hits in the extracted list.

We aim at identifying uses of support verbs selecting a specific preposi-
tional complement. We treat support verb constructions as a type of colloc-
ation assuming that there is a mutual lexical selection between the support
verb and a specific pp (following Krenn (2000b)).

This chapter describes experimental work carried out with different stat-
istical models. Section 5.2 describes the experimental settings, pre-processing
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and the extraction of datasets. Section 5.3 outlines the identification process
itself and the evaluation methodology. Throughout the experiments, we as-
sess the performance of various association measures, raw frequency and a
loglinear model. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 present the results. Our results agree
with previous findings reported in the literature and show evidence that the
log-likelihood chi-square test works well for the identification of support verb
constructions; nevertheless, the salience measure reaches better accuracy. We
argue that a test which is not dependent on a frequency cutoff is preferable.
Section 5.6 offers our conclusions.

5.2 Candidate extraction from corpora

In support verb constructions, the prepositional complement and the light
verb often occur separated from each other due to intervening adjuncts, other
complements and auxiliary or modal verbs. For this reason, it is convenient
to use corpora with rich linguistic annotation that allows us to extract po-
tentially discontinuous components of a support verb construction.

5.2.1 Preprocessing

Two different Dutch corpora were used: (i) De Volkskrant on cdrom - 1997
edition which contains ca. 16 million words, and (ii) the nrc 1994 section
from the Twente Nieuws Corpus (TwNC 0.1) (Ordelman, 2002) which con-
tains roughly the same amount of data. Both corpora contain newspaper
text. All sentences no longer than 20 words from De Volkskrant and the
NRC 1994 corpora were fully parsed with the Alpino parser (Bouma et al.,
2001).

Once the best parse has been found, the parser reports for each word
token the pos-tag and lemma previously proposed by the pos-tagger and
lexical analyzer. In addition, the positional information is added. Given an
input sentence like (11),

(11) Groenink
Groenink

heeft
has

in
in

de
the

maanden
months

voorafgaande
prior

aan
to

zijn
his

benoeming
appointment

de
the

strategie
strategy

van
of

de
the

bank
bank

tegen
against

het
the

licht
light

gehouden.
held

‘In the months prior to his appointment, Groenink has investigated
the strategy of the bank.’

the output of the parser is the one shown in figure 5.1.
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FRAME|0|1|Groenink|proper_name(both)|Groenink

FRAME|1|2|heeft|verb(hebben,sg_heeft,aux_psp_hebben)|heb

FRAME|2|3|in|preposition(in,[])|in

FRAME|3|4|de|determiner(de)|de

FRAME|4|5|maanden|tmp_noun(de,count,pl)|maand

FRAME|5|7|voorafgaande aan|preposition|voorafgaande aan

FRAME|7|8|zijn|determiner(pron)|zijn

FRAME|8|9|benoeming|noun(de,count,sg)|benoeming

FRAME|9|10|de|determiner(de)|de

FRAME|10|11|strategie|noun(de,both,sg)|strategie

FRAME|11|12|van|preposition(van,[af,uit,vandaan,[af,aan]])|van

FRAME|12|13|de|determiner(de)|de

FRAME|13|14|bank|noun(de,count,sg)|bank

FRAME|14|15|tegen|preposition(tegen,[aan,in,op])|tegen

FRAME|15|16|het|wkpro_determiner_pro(nparg,het)|het

FRAME|16|17|licht|noun(het,count,sg)|licht

FRAME|17|18|gehouden|verb(hebben,psp,transitive)|houd

FRAME|18|19|.|punct(punt)|.

CHUNK|pp|2|5|2|3|in de maanden

CHUNK|pp|5|9|5|7|voorafgaande aan zijn benoeming

CHUNK|pp|11|14|11|12|van de bank

CHUNK|pp|14|17|14|15|tegen het licht

CHUNK|np|0|1|0|1|Groenink|nom

CHUNK|np|3|5|4|5|de maanden|dat

CHUNK|np|7|9|8|9|zijn benoeming|dat

CHUNK|np|9|11|10|11|de strategie|acc

CHUNK|np|12|14|13|14|de bank|dat

CHUNK|np|15|17|16|17|het licht|dat

Figure 5.1: Sentence annotated with part-of-speech, positional information,
lemmas and phrasal chunks. frame lines specify word information and
chunk lines provide phrasal information.
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Lines beginning with frame display information about each word in the
input sentence. The two digits provide begin and end position. After the
digits, the surface form of a word is followed by the word’s pos-tag and the
word’s lemma.

The parser returns a full parse for each input sentence. However, it is
not guaranteed that the proposed analysis is the correct one. As a matter
of fact, the pp tegen het licht ‘(lit.) against the light’ in (11) has been
misparsed and treated as a modifier of the preceding noun bank. Figure 5.2
provides the output tree showing the syntactic structure and dependency
relations proposed by the parser. The parser took the string de strategie van
de bank tegen het licht as the np object (obj1) of the verb houden failing to
recognize that de strategie van de bank and tegen het licht are two separate
syntactic dependents of the light verb houden in iets tegen het licht houden
‘to investigate something’. Clearly, it is expected that such errors occur due
to the difficulty in resolving pp–attachment site ambiguity.

We try to avoid building on parser errors to the extent that is possible,
therefore, we do not rely on the verb-complement dependencies or noun-
complement dependencies proposed by the parser. Thus, from a fully parsed
sentence, we use the phrasal boundaries proposed by the parser to ‘bracket’
and label noun phrases and prepositional phrases. As an illustration, the
phrasal chunks shown in figure 5.3 were identified in sentence (11).

In figure 5.3, there are four pp chunks. Among these, the pp tegen het
licht is located between positions 14 and 17 and its head is located between
positions 14 and 15. From the chunks above we know the location of the np
object (between positions 15 and 17) of the preposition tegen and the head
noun in the np.

Note that parsing is fully automatized and no error correction was done.
This may be a source of noise to the extent that some verbs or pps may
be badly tagged or chunked. As a consequence, there may be candidates
in the corpus that are missing in the dataset; alternatively, there could be
spurious candidates in the dataset that were not verb pp constructions in the
corpus but were wrongly analyzed by the parser. In any case, parser errors
of this type are not very frequent; furthermore, we hope that the statistical
measures are robust enough to penalize spurious candidates with a low score.

Once the extraction corpus is in the format shown in figure 5.1, candidate
expressions can be collected to build the dataset.

5.2.2 Building datasets

Candidate expressions are the result of combining each verb with each co-
occurring pp in the sentence. Candidates are represented as triples made up
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vc
ppart

obj1
np

det
det
de9

hd
noun

strategie10

mod
pp

hd
prep
van11

obj1
np

det
det

de12

hd
noun

bank13

mod
pp

hd
prep

tegen14

obj1
np

det
det

het15

hd
noun

licht16

hd
verb

houd17

Figure 5.2: The parsed tree displays the syntactic structure and dependency
relations within the verbal cluster in the sentence (11). The root houd ‘hold’,
the head (hd) of the verbal cluster (vc), selects for an object (obj1). The pp
constituent tegen het licht was misanalyzed as a post-modifier of the noun
bank.
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CHUNK|pp|2|5|2|3|in de maanden

CHUNK|pp|5|9|5|7|voorafgaande aan zijn benoeming

CHUNK|pp|11|14|11|12|van de bank

CHUNK|pp|14|17|14|15|tegen het licht

CHUNK|np|0|1|0|1|Groenink|nom

CHUNK|np|3|5|4|5|de maanden|dat

CHUNK|np|7|9|8|9|zijn benoeming|dat

CHUNK|np|9|11|10|11|de strategie|acc

CHUNK|np|12|14|13|14|de bank|dat

CHUNK|np|15|17|16|17|het licht|dat

Figure 5.3: np and pp chunks found by the parser in sentence (11) above.

of the verb’s lemma, the preposition and the head noun within the np. An
abstract triple would be (verb lemma,preposition,noun). Figure 5.4 shows
the triples extracted from the sentence in (11) above.

houd in maanden (lit. ‘hold in months’)
houd voorafgaande aan benoeming (lit. ‘hold prior to appointment’)
houd van bank (lit. ‘hold of bank’)
houd tegen licht (lit. ‘hold against light’)

Figure 5.4: Candidate triples extracted from the sentence in (11).

Whereas the verb’s surface forms have been reduced to the verb’s lemma,
the noun maintains its surface form (without discarding inflectional inform-
ation). The various surface forms of the verb correspond to different tenses;
tense varies in support verb constructions, thus by lemmatizing the verb no
crucial information is lost.1 In contrast, if we reduce the noun to its lemma,
different uses (figurative and literal) of the noun are clustered in one. By
maintaining the surface form, the risk of clustering a figurative and a lit-
eral use is smaller. In preliminary experiments, the noun inside the pp was
represented with its lemma. The results were worse.

Some verb occurrences are ignored while collecting candidates. Auxiliary
verbs like zijn ‘to be’, hebben ‘to have’, worden ‘become’, etc. typically add
tense, aspect, voice or modality to the predicate they head. If the parser
decides that a verb is used as an auxiliary verb, we ignore it. The detailed

1In proverbs and sayings, the verb typically exhibits one tense; in this case, tense
information might be relevant in automatic identification tasks.
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information contained in the pos-tags allows us identify the auxiliary uses of
a verb.2

In these experiments, we treated any pp occurring within sentence bound-
aries as equally likely to realize a complement of any verb in the same sen-
tence. Therefore, adjunct pps may be tallied with totally unrelated verbs.
We are aware of the noise we are introducing into datasets, but we hope that
the statistical tests will be able to discard the noise.

In section 5.1 we mentioned that in some support verb constructions the
noun within the pp may allow quantification and restricted modification. We
decided to leave out prenominal determiners and modifiers for 2 reasons: to
shorten the tuple’s length and to avoid the sparse data problem.

A total of 886,000 triples was collected from De Volkskrant corpus; among
these, over 5,500 different types with the verb houden ‘to hold, keep’. More
than 1.5 million triples were extracted from the two corpora. These include
9,300 triples involving houden. Hapax legomena (i.e. candidates with one
occurrence in the dataset) account for 1.3 million triples in the bigger dataset.
Dislegomena (candidates with two occurrences) add up to 112,000. The
figures indicate that the collocation candidates are rather infrequent even
in a corpus of ca. 32 million words. Table 5.1 reports the distribution of
triples with the verb houden and with any verb (all data) in 3 cases: any
frequency, dislegomena and hapax legomena.

frequency dataset houden all data

any 5,569 886,000
2 occurrences volks 453 55,900
1 occurrence 4,800 789,700

any 9,313 1,515,000
2 occurrences volks nrc 874 112,340
1 occurrence 7,750 1,320,540

Table 5.1: Triple types distribution. Two datasets were extracted, one from
the De Volkskrant corpus (volks) and one from the two corpora (volks
nrc). The column houden enumerates the number of triples headed by the
verb houden in the specific dataset. The column all data shows the number
of triples headed by any verb. Rows provide the number of types with a given
frequency in each dataset.

2Occurrences of hebben ‘to have’ used as a light verb are not discarded.
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5.3 Identification process and evaluation

Once all candidate triples have been collected, identification proceeds by ap-
plying various statistical metrics. Two well-known problems in collocation
identification using association measures receive special attention: the length
of candidate expressions and the low-frequency data. To overcome the fact
that candidates are triples (length 3), we treat them as bigrams. Whereas
association measures are applied on bigrams, the loglinear model may be
applied directly to triples (i.e. the original candidates in datasets). To con-
trol for the frequency bias, we investigate whether there exists a model or
association measure that retrieves a reasonable list of collocations without
the need to impose a frequency cutoff. Since our aim is to identify the best
statistical model, we describe our criteria and evaluation methodology for
selecting the best model.

5.3.1 Bigram model

The bigram model set-up is similar to that used in identifying collocational
prepositional phrases described in section 4.4.1. When the expressions (w1w2w3)
are treated as bigrams, a candidate may be represented by any of the follow-
ing bigrams:

• (w1, w2 w3) e.g. (houd, in gaten)

• (w1 w2, w3) e.g. (houd in, gaten)

• (w1 w3, w2) e.g. (houd gaten, in)

Krenn (2000b) and Evert and Krenn (2001) represent candidates as bi-
grams in the task of identifying pp verb support verb constructions and
figurative expressions in German. In their work, each candidate is represen-
ted as the bigram (w1, w2 w3).

In preliminary experiments, only the bigram (w1, w2 w3) had been used,
however the results were worse. Our work departs from Evert and Krenn’s
in that we use two bigrams ((w1, w2 w3) and (w1 w2, w3)) to estimate the
association score of the component words in the candidate. Only the first
two bigrams are taken into account assuming that a dependency ordering
underlies the formation of triples. We also carried out experiments that
included the third bigram; however, adding the third bigram did not help
either.

Two partial associations are taken into account, the association between
the verb and the pp and, the association between the tuple (verb, preposition)
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and the noun. If a strong lexical association exists between the lexemes in
the triple the association score corresponding to the two bigrams should be
high. On the other hand, if only partial lexical associations hold between the
lexemes, the score of one of the bigrams stands out. Refer to section 4.4.1
for details on computing the triple association score.

5.3.2 Imposing a frequency cutoff

Low-frequency counts make the statistical scores unreliable. Because of this,
some ams like mutual information and χ2 perform badly with low-frequency
data (Dunning, 1993; Evert and Krenn, 2001). The low-frequency bias has
been tackled by applying either a cutoff that discards those candidates whose
frequency is below a given threshold or alternatively, a cutoff that disqualifies
those candidates whose association score is below an empirically established
threshold. Both techniques pose problems because such thresholds may vary
with the type and the size of the corpus, and also with the association meas-
ure (Dias et al., 1999; Kaalep and Muischnek, 2003); due to these problems,
these thresholds are not reliable or portable across datasets and association
measures.

More concretely, the use of a frequency cutoff can have a strong impact
on the coverage of a statistical test. Applying a cutoff is likely to discard
infrequent collocations and fixed expressions existing in the candidates data-
set. Before we apply the statistical tests and select the cutoff, we ignore the
impact the cutoff will have on the results. This makes the use of cutoffs or
thresholds undesirable.

A look at table 5.1 shows that 94% of the triples in the dataset are
hapaxes and dislegomena. What is really needed is a technique that can
be successful with low-frequency data, not only from a practical point of
view (automatic language acquisition) but also from a theoretical perspective
(language acquisition). In the absence of such technique, we want to identify
which test is less sensitive to low-frequency data and find out whether this test
is good enough without the need to empirically determine an extra parameter.
Section 5.4.2 further discusses the advantages and disadvantages of using a
cutoff.

5.3.3 Evaluation methodology

Two decisions need to be made before we can identify the best statistic: (i)
how to decide what a valid support verb construction is and, (ii) how to
decide what the best model or metric is. To answer (i) a manually compiled
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gold standard list is used. To answer (ii), we measure which statistic ranks
more svcs (also in our gold standard list) among the top scores.

Validation data The lack of a well established definition of support verb
construction and consequently the lack of an exhaustive list of collocations of
the type we seek to extract make the evaluation of collocation identification
models difficult, albeit interesting.

We collected a list of phrases with the verb houden ‘to hold’ from a mono-
lingual dictionary (Geerts and Heestermans, 1992). Such phrases were found
under the verb’s entry itself or under the head noun object of the preposition.
The list was further enlarged with other uses of houden consisting of a pp
complement which are frequently found inside the verb cluster in subordin-
ate sentences.3 The resulting list was given to three linguists familiar with
collocational phenomena. The three informants were asked to mark those
expressions which should be considered lexicalized into a support verb con-
struction and that should be entered in a dictionary. No further instructions
were given.

Our three informants significantly disagree in their judgments. Only those
expressions which were marked as good by at least two people were added into
the validation list. From a list of 120 candidates, a total of 80 expressions
were identified as support verb constructions with the verb houden. This
non-exhaustive list constitutes our validation data. Appendix B displays
this list.

Some validation candidates are missing in the candidate datasets; these
valid expressions occur in the raw corpus but they appear in sentences longer
than 20 words, therefore, the sentences were excluded during preprocessing.4

The number of true positives present in the original datasets is, 61 in the
volks dataset and 63 in the volks nrc one. Roughly 25% of validation data
is not found in datasets.

Nbest lists The expressions ranked according to each association measure,
raw frequency and the loglinear model are compared to the validation data.
Among the ranked expressions we select the top scores associated with n

expressions and build what is known as an nbest list. The nbest lists are
compared to our validation data to determine which test performs best in
identifying collocations. It is unclear how big the nbest list should be. We
chose nbest = 500 since usually, few true positives (with the verb houden)
are found after 500 expressions.

3This list was kindly provided by Jack Hoeksema.
4For the latest version of Alpino, such sentences are no longer problematic.
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Evaluation measures Since we lack an exhaustive list of the true posit-
ives included in the datasets, standard precision and recall cannot be directly
measured. To be able to compare the different metrics we still need a figure
that reflects how efficient a test is in identifying truly lexicalized candidates
and penalizing false candidates. We compute the coverage and the uninter-
polated average precision.

Coverage gives the number of true positives found in the nbest list. Ex-
amining the coverage of the complete output list (i.e. the list of candidates
ranked according to each statistic) is uninteresting because all statistics even-
tually identify all the svcs common to the candidate dataset and our gold
standard list. Instead, the coverage at varied N levels throughout the nbest
list allows us to assess which statistic identifies more svcs (Evert and Krenn,
2001). Coverage values can be read from the ‘accuracy graphs’ that we in-
troduce below.

Uninterpolated average precision is often used in information retrieval,
where evaluation measures determine which system manages to rank relev-
ant documents before non-relevant ones (Manning and Schütze, 1999, p. 535).
We adopt this metric for our task. Given an input list of candidate colloca-
tions L such that c1, c2, c3, ..., ci ∈ L where L has size N , we want to determine
for several values of N , ni, nj, nk, . . . , nz which statistic extracted more true
positives overall. Uninterpolated average precision aggregates many precision
numbers into one evaluation figure. At each point where a true positive in
the retrieved list is found, the precision is computed and, all precision points
are then averaged. Retrieved candidates that are false hits have an indirect
effect on the uninterpolated average precision.

Table 5.2 displays two hypothetical nbest lists with 5 candidate expres-
sions each. Within the nbest lists, 1 denotes a true positive and 0 a false
hit. To compute the standard precision one just divides the number of true
positives by the number of candidates, thus, 3/5 gives a precision of 0.6% for
both nbest lists. To compute uninterpolated average precision we add up all
precision points and compute the average; thus, (1/1 + 2/3 + 3/4)/3 gives
us 0.8 uap value for list 1 and (1/2 + 2/4 + 3/5)/3 gives 0.53 uap value
for list 2. The uap value suggests that the list 1 is more accurate than the
second one; in fact, list 1 allows fewer false hits among the top scores, thus
providing a more interesting list. Whereas the standard precision suggests
that both rankings are equally accurate, the uninterpolated average precision
clearly suggests that list 1 is more interesting.

As far as it is known to us, there is no unique criterion that says how large
the nbest list shoulde. Using uninterpolated average precision, we circumvent
the problem of where to set the nbest value. In computing the uninterpolated
average precision, all true positives down the extracted list have to be taken
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list 1 list 2
1 0
0 1
1 0
1 1
0 1

precision 0.6 0.6
uap 0.8 0.53

Table 5.2: Computing standard precision and uninterpolated average preci-
sion (uap) for a hypothetical ranked list with 5 candidates.

into account. Indirectly, uap measures an ‘approximated’ recall also. Hence,
we rely on this measure to identify the best statistic.

Accuracy graphs Such graphs plot the trend line that displays the num-
ber of true positives (y axis) found while traversing the nbest list (x axis). All
graphs include the maximum accuracy line. Maximum accuracy is reached if
all higher ranked expressions in the nbest list are valid collocations (present in
our validation data). If a test reached maximum accuracy, its corresponding
accuracy line should overlap with the grey line (labelled ‘maximum’).

5.4 Quantitative results

This section characterizes the results of the different tests paying attention to
the accuracy, coverage and uninterpolated average precision. The association
measures, raw frequency (our baseline) and the loglinear model are applied
to the datasets described in section 5.2, where one of them (volks) is a
subset of the other (volks nrc). First, we report the results of the metrics
without any additional parameter. Next, we explore the advantages and
disadvantages of adding a frequency cutoff. This issue is followed by some
remarks on the performance of the loglinear model. We also assess if the
results of the models in identifying support verb constructions with one verb
resemble the results for other light verbs. Finally, we add some remarks
related to evaluation.
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5.4.1 Bare models

The different tests applied on the smaller dataset (volks) display the accur-
acy lines depicted in figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Raw frequency and various ams applied to the dataset volks.
The y-axis denotes the number of support verb constructions correctly found
among the first 500 candidates (x-axis).

Raw frequency sets the baseline. Three tests perform poorly: mutual in-
formation, left Fisher and loglinear. Loglinear performs the worst because the
model retrieves very few expressions with houden. We leave out the loglin-
ear accuracy line. Mutual information and left Fisher rank hapax legomena
among the top scores and these turn out to be mostly false positives. 5% of
the top scores ranked by χ2 are true positives; accuracy improves very little
throughout the rest of the retrieved nbest list. Salience and log likelihood
(G2 from here onwards) reach higher accuracy (than the baseline) through
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the top 30% of the nbest list. Between the interval 30–70% (approx.) of the
nbest list, raw frequency reaches better accuracy. Towards the end salience
finds a few more true positives than raw frequency.

Table 5.3 gives the number of true positives (tps) retrieved by each stat-
istic (measured at nbest=500) and the uninterpolated average precision (uap)
values. Raw frequency and salience retrieve a similar number of true pos-
itives. G2 and χ2 reach lower coverage. The corresponding uninterpolated
average precision values in the right column show that salience reaches the
best uap value closely followed by G2.

Dataset Statistic tps uap
baseline 48 0.52

mi 7 0.01
χ2 36 0.42

volks G2 42 0.60
leftFisher 21 0.04
salience 49 0.63
loglinear 1 0.05

Table 5.3: Number of true positives (tps) and uninterpolated average preci-
sion value for raw frequency (baseline), the various ams and the loglinear
model.

In terms of accuracy and coverage, salience and raw frequency are the
best tests (based on the accuracy lines in figure 5.5). The uninterpolated
average precision values shown in Table 5.3 suggest that either salience or
G2 are good tests.

5.4.2 Adding a frequency cutoff: pros and cons

Since our goal is to identify the most parsimonious test that retrieves the
best list of collocations, we explore whether a frequency cutoff is desirable.
We focus on tests from here onwards: salience and loglinear (the best and the
worst tests in our previous experiments). We set to determine what cutoff is
required by each test to reach best accuracy, coverage and uap. Figures 5.6
and 5.7 illustrate the effect of varying the cutoff from 1 through 6.

Observed in figure 5.6, setting the cutoff to 2 makes no difference in the
accuracy line of salience (see overlapping dotted and dotdashed lines). A
cutoff of 3 improves the accuracy line (line marked with an inverted triangle)
but the coverage decreases slightly. In fact, a cutoff of 3 causes a shortening
of the nbest list, since only 300 candidates (with houden) reach that cutoff.
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Figure 5.6: Effect of increasing frequency cutoff: salience. Each line cor-
responds to a frequency cutoff n (e.g. f1 applies a cutoff of 1). Maximum
displays the maximum accuracy possible.
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Figure 5.7: Effect of increasing frequency cutoff: loglinear model. Each
line corresponds to a frequency cutoff n. Maximum displays the maximum
accuracy possible.
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Thus, a decision to leave out hapaxes and dislegomena discards expressions
which are indeed true positives. Raising the cutoff causes substantial im-
provements in the loglinear model also. With a cutoff of 3, loglinear reaches
the best coverage (figure 5.7); with a cutoff of 4, one achieves the best com-
promise between accuracy and coverage.

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 illustrate that a frequency cutoff is a parameter that
needs to be chosen specifically for each statistic or model. The issue is in
fact even more complicated, since the cutoff needs to be empirically selected
on the basis of the dataset size. Evidence of this is given in figures 5.8 and
5.9.
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Figure 5.8: Increasing dataset size: readjustment of cutoff for salience.

When a larger dataset is available, salience reaches the best accuracy
when a cutoff of 4 is applied; however note that the accuracy line with a
cutoff of 3 reaches higher coverage (figure 5.8). A cutoff set to 5 ensures the
best accuracy and coverage for the loglinear model (figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.9: Increasing dataset size: readjustment of cutoff for loglinear
model.
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In collocation extraction, most collocations are spread among low-frequency
ranges, exactly the frequency ranges most likely to be discarded by the
cutoffs. Leaving out low-frequency data makes the statistical scores more
reliable. Thus, one expects that the accuracy of the identification models
should improve. However, given that we lack an exhaustive list of svcs,
by applying a cutoff we would rule out the possibility of finding new svcs
(absent in our validation list). Further, the cutoff needs to be specifically
tuned for the chosen statistic and it is also dependent on dataset size (and
indirectly on extraction corpus size). We conclude that the use of a cutoff is
undesirable in identification tasks that aim at expanding an existing list of
(any sort of) collocations.

One question that emerges is: Is there a test that retrieves a reasonable
and accurate list of collocations and, that does not require a cutoff?

Let us return to the original dataset (volks) and select the cutoff that
allows each test to reach the best accuracy line and uap value. We compare
the most parsimonious test (raw frequency) with the best and the worst two
tests. First, the ‘optimal’ cutoffs are computed: salience (3), G2 (3), mu-
tual information (4) and loglinear (3). Table 5.4 provides the uninterpolated
average precision values. The uap values of G2 and salience are almost un-
distinguishable but slightly better than the uap value of mutual information
and significantly better than that of the loglinear model.

mi G2 salience loglinear Baseline
cutoff 0.805 0.809 0.816 0.56 0.52

without cutoff 0.01 0.60 0.63 0.05 0.52

Table 5.4: Uninterpolated average precision values.

If a test reaches good accuracy, coverage and uap value without the need
to set a cutoff, this test has a clear advantage over other tests that clearly
require a cutoff. This is the case with the salience test. Figure 5.10 displays
the accuracy lines of mutual information and the loglinear model (with a
cutoff) and the accuracy lines of salience, G2 and raw frequency (without
a cutoff). The results are appealing. G2 reaches poorer coverage than the
other tests, but salience reveals a good accuracy line, higher coverage than
the other tests and a reasonable uap value (refer to second row table 5.4).

With the evidence given, we conclude that a test that is not dependent
on the adjustment of a frequency cutoff is more interesting and useful than
any other tests, since it is exploits the available data more extensively.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison between raw frequency, salience, G2, mutual in-
formation and loglinear. No cutoff applied to salience nor G2.
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5.4.3 A few remarks on the loglinear model’s perform-

ance

The main advantage of Blaheta and Johnson’s loglinear model (described in
section 3.4) is that it generalizes to ntuples, that is, candidate expressions
of any length. A second advantage is that it (supposedly) handles the low-
frequency bias. To realize these advantages, two parameters need to be set:
a frequency cutoff and a significance level. Although this model requires the
tuning of these two parameters, we still considered it an attractive alternative
because our candidate ntuples did not need special treatment.

Suppose the cutoff 3 gives us best accuracy and coverage. Would accur-
acy and coverage further improve if we now tune the significance level? If
we isolate the accuracy lines for two different cutoffs and two different signi-
ficance levels we get the graph in figure 5.11. Compare the lines labelled “f3
sf=0.1” and “f3 sf=0.9”. A significance level of 0.9 is the most permissive
because it admits all association scores that chance would account for 90%
of the time. A change in significance level slightly diminishes accuracy but
it has no apparent effect on coverage. Now compare the lines labelled “f4
sf=0.1” and “f4 sf=0.9”, using a cutoff of 4. The effect of the significance
level is positive, although the difference between the accuracy lines is not
as noticeable as with cutoff 3. This suggests that after an optimal cutoff is
found, the effect of the significance level is less manifest. In addition, the
improvement in accuracy is accompanied by a decrease in coverage but, this
is mainly caused by the cutoff increase.

The graph supplies evidence that a cutoff of 4 and significance level of 0.1
produce the best compromise between accuracy and coverage (see dotdashed
line). This best accuracy line, the same as is displayed in figure 5.10, is still
far from giving results comparable to those of some association measures,
namely salience and G2.

5.4.4 Experiment’s validation: other support verbs

Salience and G2 (log-likelihood) are the two tests that reach best uap in
the extraction of support verb constructions with houden. An identification
model to expand a lexicon of e.g. support verb constructions, ought to be
efficient for any type of collocation, independently of the lexemes involved.
In order to assess the applicability of our findings, we expand the task to
identify support verb constructions headed by one of the following verbs:
hebben ‘have’, maken ‘make’ and doen ‘do’.
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Figure 5.11: Tuning significance level for loglinear model. Small dataset.
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Ntuples distribution In the extraction corpora we used, there are more
different candidate expressions headed by hebben, maken and doen than there
are with houden. Table 5.5 shows the number of triple types headed by each of
the four verbs. The number of candidates with hebben is 4 times the number
of expressions with houden. A similar ratio 1:4 is observed for dislegomena
and hapax legomena. Candidates with doen and maken double the number
of candidates with houden.

Dataset Frequency houden doen maken hebben
any 5569 10057 12660 22140

volks dislegomena 453 893 1093 2190
hapax legomena 4800 8535 10675 17945

Table 5.5: Distribution of all triple types consisting of the support verb
houden, maken, doen or hebben in the Volkskrant corpus.

Validation data We followed the procedure described in section 5.3.3 to
compile the validation data. In our validation data, there are very few pre-
positional support verb constructions with doen and maken because these
verbs collocate mostly with nps but rarely with pps. Hebben seems to col-
locate with pps very often. Tables A.3 to A.2 in appendix A provide the
lists of validation data with houden, hebben, maken and doen. We stress that
these validation lists are not exhaustive. Table 5.6 displays the number of
expressions in our validation data found in the candidate dataset volks.

True positives with
Dataset houden hebben maken doen
volks 61 98 8 10

Table 5.6: Number of true positives found in the dataset volks.

Results First we report how the tests perform in identifying other support
verbs. Next, we focus on hebben and compare the accuracy and coverage of
the different statistics. Without a cutoff, mutual information, left Fisher and
the loglinear model perform poorly in the identification of houden and the
same is seen in the identification of the other verbs. We limit the following
description to raw frequency, salience and G2.
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As in the previous experiments with houden, raw frequency sets the
baseline. Table 5.7 provides the coverage and uninterpolated average pre-
cision values of the tests.

Dataset Statistic houden hebben maken doen
baseline 48 (0.52) 42 (0.13) 6 (0.07) 10 (0.13)

volks G2 42 (0.60) 46 (0.27) 4 (0.19) 6 (0.39)
salience 49 (0.63) 52 (0.29) 6 (0.20) 9 (0.40)

Table 5.7: Identification of 4 different support verbs: true positives and un-
interpolated average precision values (in parentheses) corresponding to raw
frequency (baseline) and G2, salience. The number of true positives cor-
responds to nbest = 500.

There are more true positives with hebben than with houden in the data-
set. Among the top 500 expressions, raw frequency identifies expressions
with houden better than expressions with hebben. G2 and salience differ;
these two tests find more true positives with hebben than with houden. This
shows that G2 and salience discard noisy candidates that happen to be very
frequent, whereas raw frequency promotes them to the top scores.

Concerning the other two verbs, there are very few svcs common to the
validation data and the dataset (8 with maken and 10 with doen). This
makes the identification task harder for all three tests. The tests identify
almost all true positives with maken and doen among the top 500 scores.

The uap values show that it is easier for all tests to identify collocations
with houden than collocations with hebben, doen or maken. On the basis of
a comparison of the uap values of all three tests, we have further evidence
to claim that salience and G2 are more suitable than raw frequency (and the
other tests) for extraction of support verb constructions.

5.4.5 Discussion

This section provides a few remarks about the tests’ performance followed
by some comments on the evaluation methodology.

On tests’ performance

Raw frequency, salience and G2 better identify support verb constructions
with houden than with the more frequent support verbs hebben, doen and
maken in our experiments. This may be due to the facts that (i) houden
occurs less frequently than the other verbs, (ii) houden is less polysemous
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than the other verbs and (iii), maken and doen more often collocate with
nps, therefore, the few verb pp collocations stand out among the candidates
in the dataset.

If we were to use only raw frequency to identify support verb constructions
that ought to be added in a computational lexicon or dictionary, many false
positives would have to be manually discarded. In contrast, salience or G2

produce nbest lists with higher precision; this implies that a computational
lexicographer would have to spend less time in checking nbest lists to retrieve
the same amount of support verb constructions.

Neither χ2 nor G2 is as sensitive to low-frequency data as mutual inform-
ation is. In order to accomplish a reliable classification when we apply χ2

and G2, a large sample size is desirable, that is, the expected frequency of
each cell should be equal or greater than 5 (Agresti, 2002). In our data,
many bigrams exhibit an expected frequency smaller than 5; this hurts χ2

more than G2.

On evaluation methodology

For evaluation, nbest lists of candidates ranked according to the different
tests are selected. The size of the nbest list is arbitrary but it is crucial. To
gather reliable results, coverage and accuracy should be provided for several
nbest sizes, preferably large lists. Attempting extraction of “adjective noun”
collocations in German, Evert and Krenn (2001) report results about two
nbest lists, size 100 and 500. In this research we chose nbest=500, which we
consider large enough for examining candidates with a unique verb.

Evaluation requires a boolean decision: either an expression in the nbest
list is a valid collocation (true positive, thus present in our validation data)
or it is not (false positive). Given our limited validation data, it may happen
that some expression in the nbest list is regarded as a false positive because
it is not in our validation data, even though the expression is a perfectly
legitimate collocation. To carry out a reliable assessment of the accuracy
and coverage of the tests, we also perform qualitative evaluation of top scores
inside the nbest lists. This is described in Section 5.5.

We argue that in order to measure how successful a statistic or model
is, given our limited validation data, the uninterpolated average precision is
an appropriate measure. If we only compare standard precision achieved by
the tests, the difference between the statistics would not be so obvious (refer
to precision values in Table 5.3). Note that several tests identify a similar
number of true positives, therefore their precision values are identical. uap is
a more reliable measure than precision because it tells us which test is more
accurate in identifying good collocations and indirectly measures recall. A
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high uap value is obtained if the top scores in the nbest list include mostly
true positives and few false positives occur in between them. Nevertheless,
caution in interpreting the uap is needed. Due to the use of a cutoff or a
strict significance level, a test may return a small nbest list that shows high
accuracy. If this nbest list is compared to a larger nbest list with a reasonable
accuracy and better coverage, the uap value for the smaller nbest list will be
higher leading us to inaccurate conclusions. Thus, we recommend that one
use the uap values together with the accuracy graphs.

There is a final issue that needs discussion since it may influence the
results we obtained. On one hand, when the association measures are applied
to a dataset, the resulting list displays the same set of expressions originally
present in the dataset but re-ordered on the basis of the AM score they were
assigned. The resulting list includes exactly the same number of expressions
as there were in the candidate dataset. From this resulting list an nbest
list of 500 expressions with a specific verb is extracted for evaluation. On
the other hand, when the loglinear model is applied to the same candidate
dataset, only those expressions for which the loglinear model estimates a
significant association score are retrieved. Even if we set the most permisive
significance level and a low frequency cutoff value, the loglinear model still
retrieves shorter output lists than the AMs. Aware of this difference, one
could conclude that the comparison between the ams and the loglinear model
is unfair. To establish similar evaluation settings we need to apply a test of
significance to the scores proposed by the AMs. Significance is assessed by
looking up the p-value assigned to the statistic score in a table. As far as
we know, this is possible for tests like χ2 or G2 for which a p-value specifies
whether the score is significant enough to establish that the candidate is
a collocation. Thus, one should apply a p-value to the scores proposed by
the AMs (χ2, G2) and discard those expressions whose scores have a p-value
above a certain threshold.

5.5 Qualitative results

In this section we inspect what sort of expressions cause a divergence between
the accuracy line of salience and that of G2. We also examine why not all
true positives existing in the dataset are ranked among the 500 best scored
expressions. Finally, we check if all expressions classified as false positives
are indeed false positives.
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5.5.1 Qualitative divergence between best tests

To answer the first question, we compared the 100 highest ranked expressions
(with houden) retrieved by the two tests to determine whether a qualitative
difference emerges. We observe that a total of 7 true positives included in
the salience nbest list are not included in the G2 nbest list. Refer to Table
5.8.

iemand aan zijn woord houden ‘to fulfil a promise’
iets in eigen huis houden ‘to host an event’
iets in leven houden ‘keep sth going/alive’
in het midden houden ‘leave something unclear’
in pand houden ‘keep in custody’
op de rails houden ‘keep sth going’
op zak houden ‘keep sth as a possession; save’
iets voor ogen houden ‘not to forget about sth’

Table 5.8: True positives among 100 highest ranked expressions only retrieved
by salience.

G2 assigns the seven expressions in this table a lower score; consequently
these 7 expressions are not even included among the 500 nbest expressions.
Low-frequency candidates consisting of rather frequent prepositions and nouns
tend to be ranked low by the G2 (e.g. voor ogen houden, in leven houden).

Overall, the salience and the G2 tests retrieved exactly 49 and 42 true
positives, respectively (nbest=500). The remaining 11 true positives present
in the dataset but not classified among the 500 best scores by salience are
given in Table 5.9.

These expressions together with those in table 5.8 are not among the
500 highest scores proposed by G2. The tests assign a low rank to these
expressions, therefore they fall outside the chosen nbest list.

5.5.2 Error analysis

Evaluation of the false positives reveals that many expressions are combina-
tions of the verb houden with a regular prepositional complement. Examples
are (zich) aan np houden ‘to adhere to np’ and van np houden ‘to love np’.
Among the prepositions that introduce this type of error are aan ‘on, to’,
van ‘of’ and met ‘with’. Errors that show a prepositional complement with
met ‘with’ are most likely instances of the support verb construction rekening
houden met ‘take into account’. The lexicalized material is the np rekening
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in zijn bezit houden ‘to own’
in zijn gedachten houden ‘keep one’s thoughts on sth.’
het heft in handen houden ‘stay in control’
in petto houden ‘keet sth up one’s sleeve’
de bal in de ploeg houden ‘keep s.o. in your own group (metaph.)’
onder de pet houden ‘keep sth back’
zich op de achtergrond houden ‘keep a low profile’
op poten houden ‘keep alive’
handen op zijn rug houden ‘do not interfere’
op schoot houden ‘keep in your lap’
iemand voor de zot houden ‘consider s.o a fool’

Table 5.9: Items in the validation data assigned a very low rank by salience
and G2.

but not the pp. In the above cases, the statistical tests correctly infer an
association between the prepositions aan, van or met and the verb houden,
however, no lexical restriction applies on the type of noun that realizes the
object np.

Among other false positives, the tests include some expressions with
houden where the pp itself is lexicalized and used as a predicative pp. An
example is uit zicht ‘out of sight’. Borderline cases surface among the false
positives. For instance, in bewaring houden ‘keep under custody’, in voorar-
rest houden ‘take into custody’, (iemand) in spanning houden ‘keep s.o. in-
trigued’. It’s not clear to us whether they are fully lexicalized constructions
or a lexicalized pp that combines with a restricted set of verbs. Other sources
of frequent errors are locative, temporal, directional pps.

Nevertheless the associations proposed by the statistical tests are not
always inappropriate. Among expressions labelled as false positives, three
expressions are actual support verb constructions: aan zichzelf houden, op
knip houden and van domme houden. These expressions form part of longer
support verb constructions (of the same type as example (5)), namely de
eer aan zichzelf houden ‘take the honourable way out’, de hand op de knip
houden ‘keep a tight hand on one’s purse’ and zich van de domme houden
‘play ignorant/the innocent’. Expressions with similar structure were already
included in our validation list, for example boven water houden which is
part of the longer expression het hoofd boven water houden ‘keep one’s head
above water’. Two other expressions retrieved by salience and G2 that are
true collocations but were not in our validation data are bij de les houden
‘pay full attention’ and in wurggreep houden ‘have a stranglehold on s.o.’.
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in wurgreep houden is also a collocation, a variant of in greep houden ‘keep
firmly in one’s grasp’ but with a stronger negative connotation.

5.5.3 Updating gold-standards

After completing the qualitative evaluation of G2 and salience, we also ex-
amined more carefully the quality of our original validation list. Some expres-
sions in the validation list that were not retrieved by any of the statistics are
questionable. Although some of the judges proposed them as support verb
constructions, either: (a) part of the expression is a predicative pp that may
occur with other verbs as well (op de achtergrond houden, op poten houden,
op de rails houden, voor de geest houden) (e.g. op de achtergrond stellen
‘put sth in the background’, op poten zetten ‘start up sth’, voor de geest
halen ‘bring sth to mind’, or (b) the expression is not found in contemporary
Dutch (te gang houden), therefore they cannot be in our corpora.

5.5.4 Discussion

Qualitative assessment of the results is very important because (1) relevant
differences between statistical tests may emerge, and (2) this assessment gives
insight into the accuracy of the validation data. We compared the results of
two tests that seemed to behave very similarly. We showed that the G2 test
manages to find clear collocations among the hapax legomena; true positives
among hapax legomena will never end up among the top scores in a salience
nbest list. Because of this, we believe that if the candidates datasets are
small, salience will fail to find collocations among hapaxes; thus, it is better
to apply both tests and combine the retrieved lists, to ensure that the number
of identified collocations is as large as possible.

Secondly, error analysis and assessment of missing true positives revealed
two important issues; on one hand, the validation data needs to be re-
compiled since there are some candidates in that list that are not likely
to be found in contemporary Dutch newspaper text. On the other hand,
further refinements to the chosen statistics are needed to prevent predicative
pps from being ranked among the top scores, as well as instances of the verb
houden and a preposition that introduces a typical complement of the verb.

5.6 Conclusions

Identifying support verb constructions in a language for which a large tree-
bank is not available can be approached by performing the extraction of can-
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didate datasets from corpora that has been automatically annotated with
a robust parser; in our case, this parser was informed by a wide-coverage
lexicalist grammar.

In our experiments, we lacked an exhaustive list of support verb construc-
tions. Thus, we argue that a test that does not require setting a cutoff is
preferred to a more complex model that depends on tuning extra paramet-
ers like a cutoff and significance level. If we do not know how many true
positives exist in low-frequency strata, it is risky to use a cutoff because
we may discard many collocations. The experiments done identified salience
and log-likelihood chi square ratio as the tests that reach the best compromise
between accuracy and coverage, in the given order.

Identification of collocational uses of highly frequent verbs like houden,
hebben, doen, etc. cannot accurately be done with a test like raw frequency.
Light verbs tend to be highly frequent verbs; a mere listing of a light verb
with each co-occurring pp ranked on the basis of its frequency in the corpus
finds many accidental collocations. The obvious gain of applying a more
‘sophisticated’ test like G2 or salience is an increase in accuracy.
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Chapter 6

Additional Linguistic

Diagnostics

Abridged versions of this chapter were originally published as Villada Moirón
(2004a,b).

6.1 Introduction

Association measures capture lexical affinities between words but fail to dis-
tinguish productive verb phrases from idiosyncratic lexicalized ones. After
extracting a list of potential support verb constructions from a corpus, we
apply additional linguistic diagnostics to discard the noise.

This chapter aims at filling in an important gap in the validation of the
nbest lists proposed by statistical measures used in automatic acquisition
of Dutch support verb constructions. In particular, we pursue a method of
distinguishing regular prepositional complements and adjuncts of full verbs
from fixed arguments of support verbs. If we can eliminate the noise from the
automatically acquired lists in a systematic way, the identification methods
will produce more reliable lexica.

We investigate a filtering mechanism that applies additional linguistic
diagnostics to discard noise from the automatically extracted nbest list. The
method uses some of the linguistic diagnostics proposed by Hollebrandse
(1993) to distinguish regular verb phrases from light verb constructions. In
the remainder of this section, we present the sort of expressions that add
noise and an overview of the chapter.

125
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6.1.1 Sources of noise in nbest list

In our experiments we focused on the automatic extraction of expressions
consisting of the verb houden ‘to hold’ and a prepositional phrase. Among
the higher ranked expressions, some show the [verb preposition] combination
houden aan that could appear in examples like:

(1) Ik
I

houd
hold

me
myself

aan die afspraak.
to this agreement

‘I adhere to this agreement.’

(2) Die
He

vroeg
asked

de
the

journalist
journalist

om
in order to

de
the

man
man

aan de praat
on the talk

te
to

houden.
hold

‘He asked the journalist to keep the man talking.’

As the translations indicate, houden aan in (1) means ‘to adhere to’,
something different from houden aan in (2) ‘to keep someone hanging on’;
Houden aan praat constitutes part of a support verb construction when it
appears in examples like (2) above. In this case, houden behaves like a
typical support verb because the verb itself does not contribute the main
semantic relation denoted by the predicate. It is the combination of houden
and the pp (e.g. aan de praat) that supplies the core meaning of the verbal
predicate. Houden contributes tense, aspect (progressive action), aktionsart
(continuation) and causation. On the contrary, when houden aan means ‘to
adhere to’, the verbal lexeme denotes meaning on its own. Furthermore, the
object np slot is free, that is, there are many nouns that can fill in the slot
provided their semantic content is compatible with the verb’s meaning.

The examples in (1) and (2) illustrate two types of expressions: a support
verb construction (e.g. iemand aan de praat houden ‘to keep s.o. hanging
on’ in (2)) and combinations of a verb with a prepositional complement (e.g.
(zich) aan de afspraak houden ‘to adhere to the agreement’ in (1)). In this
second case, we do not have a fully lexicalized support verb construction but
a syntactic colligation (Sinclair, 1966) or a grammatical collocation (Everaert,
1993).

pp complements of a full verb are considered as noise because they can
be treated by regular syntactic rules. Other types of noise in the nbest list
are:

• locative pps (houd onder kraan ‘hold under the tap’), temporal pps
(houd op zaterdag ‘hold on Saturday’) and directional pps (houd naar
kapel ‘(lit.) hold towards the chapel’;
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• pps whose head preposition introduces a required complement inside
a nominal or adjectival support verb construction, for example, houd
met wensen ‘(lit.) hold with wishes’ and houd van politiek ‘(lit.) love
politics’. These pps may occur in expressions such as rekening houden
met ‘take something into account’ and zich ver houden van ‘stay away
from’, respectively;

• other adjunct pps that are not syntactic dependents of a specific verb
(houd onder auspiciën ‘hold under the auspicies’). Some of them show
idiosyncratic morphosyntax (houd tot taak ‘hold as task/aim’, houd in
dienst ‘hold in duty’, etc.).

6.1.2 Overview

We describe a filtering mechanism that builds on the assumption that the
syntactico-semantic irregularities of svces can be identified by some lin-
guistic diagnostics. The method proposed automatically applies various lin-
guistic diagnostics that distinguish productive and regular verb phrases from
idiosyncratic constructions. Section 6.2 summarizes and illustrates some of
the linguistic diagnostics proposed by Hollebrandse (1993). We describe a
method of applying the diagnostics semi-automatically in section 6.3. A dis-
cussion about the efficiency of the linguistic diagnostics and the proposed
method is the focus in section 6.5. Section 6.6 summarizes our conclusions.

6.2 Diagnostics and evidence

Hollebrandse (1993) motivates a distinction between Dutch full verbs and
light verbs drawing on tests that check morpho-syntactic and semantic fea-
tures of the expressions. Among the diagnostics proposed by Hollebrandse
(1993), we selected np pronominalization, scrambling, pp over verb, nom-
inalization and coordination. Sections 6.2.1–6.2.4 provide relevant examples
of the diagnostics in application. Such examples are taken from the Twente
Nieuws corpus (twnc) (Ordelman, 2002).

6.2.1 NP pronominalization

If the noun phrase (np) object inside the prepositional complement can be
realized as a ‘clitic’ (namely ’r, ’t, ’m) or the referential er pronoun, then the
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combination of verb + pp is a regular verb phrase.1

np pronominalization is possible with some expressions like zich aan de
wet houden ‘obey the law’:

(3) Hoewel
Although

niet
not

alle
all

rechters
judges

gelukkig
lucky

zijn
are

met
with

deze wet,
this law,

houden
hold

de
the

meesten
most

zich
selves

er
there

toch
rather

aan
on

‘Although not all judges are lucky with this law, most of them still
obey it.’

We found no examples of pronominalized nps where the antecedent would be
the object noun inside a light verb construction. Failure to find evidence of
np pronominalization inside pps thought to be arguments of an svc does not
mean pronominalization is ruled out. However, grammaticality judgments of
native speakers suggest that np pronominalization inside an svc like (iets of
iemand) in de gaten houden is not possible. Failure to allow np pronomin-
alization indicates that the np inside the fixed argument has no meaning on
its own and it is not referential.2 This is evidence that the verb and pp word
combination is fully lexicalized, a common feature in non-compositional fixed
expressions.

6.2.2 Scrambling

Prepositional complements may appear in three different locations in the
Dutch sentence: initial position, middle position and following the verb
cluster. pps that constitute part of an uitdrukking (i.e. fixed expression)
cannot follow the verb cluster. If they do, the verb phrase loses its idiomatic
interpretation (Haeseryn et al., 1997)[p.1375].

Concerning prepositional complements of a full verb, the pp tends to
immediately precede the verbal head in the verb cluster. However, tense
auxiliary verbs and modals may separate the pp complement from its verbal
head as in:

(4) Haar
Her

zus
sister

zou
might

zich
self

niet
not

aan die afspraak
on the agreement

hebben
have

gehouden.
held

‘Her sister might not adhere to this agreement.’

1The clitics ’r, ’t, ’m correspond to the accusative feminine, neuter and masculine
pronouns (English, her, it and him).

2Kuhn (1994) gives examples of pps in German support verb constructions with a
referential object noun: jdn. auf eine Idee bringen ‘give s.o. an idea’. We do not rule out
the possibility that referential nouns surface in transparent support verb constructions.
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Scrambling arises when an adjunct occurs between a complement and its
verbal head in verb final contexts. We hardly find examples where a pp com-
plement of a verb (houden) is scrambled. As an illustration, an intervening
locative adjunct in (5).3

(5) Als
If

je
you

je
yourself

niet
not

aan de regels
on the rules

hier én in andere landen

here and in other countries

wilt
want

houden,
to-hold,

moet
must

je
you

daar
there

de
the

consequenties
consequences

van
from

dragen.
take

‘Here and in other countries, if you don’t adhere to the rules, you’ll
have to face the consequences.’

If the prepositional phrase is scrambled, then the pp is not a fixed argument
of a light verb. No examples of scrambling with supposedly complements of
the light verb were found.

6.2.3 pp over verb and nominalization

pp over verb In Dutch verbal clusters, the verb tends to occupy the final
position. pp complements may easily be located after their verbal head in a
non-finite clause or in a finite subordinate clause; this configuration is known
as PP over verb or PP extraposition. (6) offers an example where the pp
complement aan de regels follows houden, its verbal head:

(6) Vanaf
From

1
1

januari
January

moet
must

de
the

luchthaven
airport

zich
itself

houden
hold

aan de regels.
on to the rules

‘From January 1st, the airport must adhere to the rules.’

According to Haeseryn et al. (1997), those pps that constitute part of a fixed
expression cannot follow the verb cluster; otherwise, the verb phrase loses its
idiomatic interpretation. This explains why only prepositional complements
of full (non support) verbs exhibit pp over verb.

The expression een vinger aan de pols houden ‘to keep up with the latest
developments about sth’ is a fixed expression. In (7), the pp argument aan
de pols also follows its lexical head within the infinitive vp.

3The locative phrase may be interpreted as modifying the preceding noun (regels) or
as an event modifier, thus, functioning as an intervening adjunct. Only in the second
interpretation is this a valid example of scrambling.
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(7) Laten
Let

we
us

blij
happy

zijn
to-be

dat
that

de
the

overheid
government

wil
wants

weten
to-know

wat
what

er
there

onder
under

de
the

burgers
civilians

leeft,
lives,

een
a

vinger
finger

wil
wants

houden
to-hold

aan de pols
on the pulse

van
of

de
the

samenleving
society

‘Let’s be happy that the government wants to keep up with the mind
of the civilians and the latest developments in society.’

Various informants find (7) a surprising example and question its well-formedness.
The pp extraposition seems to be due to heaviness, an effect of the additional
material that modifies pols (the pp van de samenleving).4

Nominalization A Dutch verb in its infinitive form can be nominalized
through the addition of the definite determiner het. Nevertheless, a determ-
iner (definite, possessive, etc.) is not compulsory. Eten ‘to eat’ is nominalized
into het eten ‘the eating’. When the verb has a pp complement, one encoun-
ters (at least) two types of nominalization: (i) pp complement precedes the
nominal infinitive or (ii) a pp follows the nominal infinitive. We refer to
these nominalization patterns as pp verb and verb pp, respectively. The
verb pp pattern can be considered a sub-case of PP over verb because the
complement pp follows its lexical head, the nominal infinitive.

Hollebrandse (1993) adds that examples of nominalization of preposi-
tional light verb constructions where the pp follows the nominal infinitive
are difficult to find. He only provides an ungrammatical example of a light
verb construction headed by nemen ‘to take’: ∗Het nemen in arrest van de
criminelen (lit. ‘The taking under arrest of the criminals’).

Example (8) illustrates the nominalization of the predicate zich aan de
regels houden ‘to adhere to the rules’.

(8) Je

Your
niet
not

houden aan de regels

hold on the rules
van
of

het
the

dualisme
dualism

is
is

de
the

grootst
biggest

mogelijke
possible

zonde.
transgression

‘The biggest possible transgression is to not adhere to the rules of
dualism.’

Two corpus examples showing the nominalization pattern pp verb involve
support verb constructions:

4This was suggested by Jack Hoeksema (p.c.).
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(9) De
The

leden
members

van
of

dit
this

team
team

houden
hold

zich
selves

alleen
only

bezig
busy

met
with

het in de gaten houden van

the in the holes hold of
‘verdachte personen’.
suspected people

‘The members of this team keep themselves busy by keeping an eye
on ‘suspects’.’

(10) Want
Because

op
on

enige
only

financiële
financial

steun
support

van
of

de
the

politiek
politics

voor
for

‘het van de straat houden

‘the of the street hold
van
of

jongeren’
youngsters’

hoef
need

je
you

als
as

voetbalclub
football club

niet
not

te
to

rekenen.
count

‘As a football club, you should not count on any financial support
from politics for keeping the youngsters off the street.’

6.2.4 Coordination

If a pp dependent is coordinated with a regular pp complement of the same
verb, then the verb is a full verb. According to Hollebrandse (1993) fixed
arguments of light verbs may coordinate with other fixed arguments but
not with regular complements of a full verb. The intuition behind is that
if coordination of a regular complement and a fixed argument of a light
verb were possible, then we would have two lexemes in one: a full verb
and a light verb. The two instances of the verb are different lexemes, which
denote different predicates and (may) exhibit different valence requirements.5

Example (11) shows the coordination of two regular complements and (12)
shows the coordination of two fixed pp complements of a light verb:

5The structure [verb fixed argument coordination regular complement] (as
in (i)) would be an instance of zeugma, that is, a figure of speech that gives a punning effect.
Zeugma shows in a language as the coordination of items that play different syntactic or
semantic roles.

(i) ?Ze
they

houden
hold

van
of

bloemen
flowers

en
en

elkaar
each other

aan
on

het
the

lijntje.
little line

‘?They love flowers and keep each other dangling.’

The semantic relations of van bloemen and aan het lijntje to houden are different. The
meaning of van bloemen is fully compositional but not the meaning of aan het lijntje.
Native speakers assess example (i) as bad, which suggests that instances of zeugma might
be rare and considered a source of ill-formedness in the language.
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(11) Ook
Also

de
the

beste
best

zakenpartners
business partners

zijn
are

zij
they

die
who

zich
selves

aan de wet en aan internationale afspraken

on the law and on international agreements
houden.
hold

‘The best business partners are those who comply with the law and
international agreements.’

(12) Ze
They

houden
hold

elkaar
each other

aan de gang en in bedwang,
on the go and in control,

als
as

de
the

radertjes
cogwheels

van
of

een
a

monsterlijk,
monstrous,

zichzelf
self

opwindend
up-winding

horloge.
clock

‘They keep each other in motion and in control, as the cogwheels of
a monstrous and fascinating clock.’

6.2.5 Some additional remarks

Hollebrandse (1993) adds that NP ellipsis, wh-movement, heavy-NP shift
and binding phenomena are possible in regular verb phrases but not in light
verb constructions. Furthermore, adjectival modification, pluralization and
the use of diminutive are rather restricted inside the complements of support
verb constructions. All diagnostics are important to determine whether a pp
is part of an svc or of a regular vp; however, we concentrate on a few dia-
gnostics that can be checked semi-automatically. In Chapter 7, we investigate
the variation and modification observed in support verb constructions.

6.3 Applying diagnostics semi-automatically

According to the theoretical expectations the diagnostics enumerated above
should show a distinction between regular prepositional phrases and argu-
ments in light verb constructions. Thus, in our preliminary experiments, we
apply a semi-automatic method to explore if the linguistic diagnostics suc-
cessfully capture the distinction and to determine which diagnostics help to
discard the existing noise.

6.3.1 Data resources and tools

As inputs, we are given a list of expressions ([verb prep noun] combina-
tions) found among the top scores in the nbest list. The list is an excerpt of
the output of a statistical identification model.

The Twente Nieuws Corpus (twnc), made up of newspaper text and
some television news reports (Ordelman, 2002) was already tokenized and
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prepared for further processing. Further, the twnc was processed by an
information retrieval tool called mg (Witten et al., 1999) to extract sentences
that contain certain words or word combinations.

The corpus data was annotated with the Alpino parser earlier described
in section 3.2.2. The parser assigns each corpus sentence a dependency
structure, which is a relatively theory independent annotation format.
Alpino tries to follow the annotation guidelines and standards used in the
project Corpus Gesproken Nederlands (Corpus of Spoken Dutch).6 Depend-
ency structures represent the grammatical relations that hold in and betwen
constituents. In addition, the syntactic category, lexical entry and string pos-
ition are added to each leaf. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show a dependency structure
tree and its corresponding xml encoding, respectively.

top

smain

su

1

pron

ik/[0,1]

hd

verb

moet/[1,2]

vc

inf

su

1

obj1

det

het/[2,3]

mod

adv

wel/[3,4]

mod

adj

goed/[4,5]

svp

fixed

in de gaten/[5,8]

hd

verb

houd/[8,9]

Ik moet het wel goed in de gaten houden .

Figure 6.1: Dependency structure assigned to the sentence Ik moet het wel
goed in de gaten houden ‘I have to keep a good eye on it’.

Further, to explore in which contexts the expressions occur, we used
dt search. This is a Perl script built around xpath, a language that op-
erates on the abstract, logical structure of an xml document and allows
navigating through the hierarchical structure of the document. xpath mod-
els an xml document as a tree of nodes.7 Applied to parsed data, an xml
document (fig. 6.2) depicts a tree representation of a sentence (fig. 6.1).

6http://lands.let.kun.nl/cgn.
7More specific details available at http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath.
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<top>

<node rel="top" cat="smain" begin="0" end="9" >

<node rel="su" pos="pron" index="1" begin="0" end="1" root="ik" word="Ik"/>

<node rel="hd" pos="verb" begin="1" end="2" root="moet" word="moet"/>

<node rel="vc" cat="inf" begin="2" end="9" >

<node rel="su" index="1"/>

<node rel="obj1" cat="detp" pos="det" begin="2" end="3" root="het" word="het"/>

<node rel="mod" cat="advp" pos="adv" begin="3" end="4" root="wel" word="wel"/>

<node rel="mod" cat="ap" pos="adj" begin="4" end="5" root="goed" word="goed"/>

<node rel="svp" pos="fixed" begin="5" end="8" root="in de gaten" word="in de gaten"/>

<node rel="hd" pos="verb" begin="8" end="9" root="houd" word="houden"/>

</node>

</node>

<sentence>Ik moet het wel goed in de gaten houden .</sentence>

</top>

Figure 6.2: xml dependency tree depicting the parsed sentence Ik moet het wel in de gaten houden ‘I have to keep
a good eye on it’.
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Bouma and Kloosterman (2002) developed dt search to support treebank
queries involving constituent dependency and word order constraints over
dependency trees encoded in xml.

6.3.2 Method

To determine what diagnostics are satisfied by the expressions in the nbest
list, we first extract sentences that include the three lemmas inside the expres-
sion from the twnc corpus. These sentences are collected in a subcorpus that
is parsed automatically. The parsed trees are represented as xml depend-
ency trees. Next, dt search queries are used to determine what expressions
exhibit a syntactic structure with scrambling, pp over verb, etc.

Data annotation All subcorpora were parsed with the Alpino parser. No
error correction was performed on the parsed data and only the best parse
is returned by the parser. As illustration, the sentence in (13) is represented
by the xml encoded dependency tree in Figure 6.2.

(13) Ik
I

moet
must

het
it

wel
well

goed
good

in de gaten
in the holes

houden.
hold

‘I must keep a good eye on it.’

This shows a support verb construction that is already annotated in the
Alpino lexicon (iets in de gaten houden). In Figure 6.2, each node in the
dependency structure is labelled with a dependency relation and the syn-
tactic category (phrasal or clausal) of the constituent subsumed by the node;
furthermore, the node specifies other attributes such as pos (part of speech)
information of the terminal lexeme, beginning (begin) and end (end) posi-
tion and, some nodes also include the lexeme’s lemma and surface form (root
and word). For example, the dependency tree includes a subject (rel="su"),
an object (rel="obj1"), two modifiers (rel="mod") and a lexicalized phrase
(rel="svp") occurring within the local context of the verbal head (rel="hd")
houden. The local context of houden is subsumed by the node with a verb
cluster label (rel="vc"), framed in an infinitival verb phrase (cat="inf").
Lexicalized expressions introduce a ‘fixed’ argument (pos="fixed") that does
not project any phrase. In the tree, in de gaten is a lexicalized string.

Applying diagnostics dt search searches through the xml-encoded de-
pendency trees and extracts those sentences that satisfy the conditions ex-
pressed in the query. dt search allows us to specify head-complement de-
pendencies, lexical restrictions, word order constraints and, clause type re-
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strictions in the query. Finally, a human assesses the retrieved sentences to
verify whether the evidence is valid.

As an example we show how one of the diagnostics, scrambling, can be
encoded in a dt search query. The example concerns the expression aan
afspraak houden (zich aan de afspraak houden ‘stick to an appointment’).
We refer to the pp inside the expression as the target PP from here onwards.

To find out if an adjunct occurs between the target pp and houden, the
query below searches for a node in a dependency tree with category value
pp (@cat="pp"); this pp node should have two daughter nodes, one whose
terminal has the preposition aan as value of the attribute word, and another
daughter – the object of the preposition aan; further, inside the object, the
head noun specifies its lemma afspraak (@root="afspraak"). An additional
constraint requires that an adverbial phrase (@cat="advp") exists between
the target pp’s end position and the beginning (begin) of the node headed
by houden. Word order constraints are stated by the node atributes @begin
and @end.

dt_search -s ’//node[@cat="pp" and ./node[@word="aan"] and

./node[@rel="obj1" and ./node[@rel="hd" and @root="afspraak"]]

and (@end = //node[@cat="advp"]/@begin)

and (@end < ../node[@rel="hd" and @root="houd"]/@begin)]’

houd.aanafspraak.sub/*.xml

Adjuncts can also be realized by other phrase types, not only adverbial.
A more general query states no constraints on the phrasal category. The
following query extracts all sentences where a constituent functioning as a
modifier (@rel="mod") occurs between the pp and its verbal head houden:

dt_search -s ’//node[@cat="pp" and ./node[@word="aan"] and

./node[@rel="obj1" and ./node[@rel="hd" and @root="afspraak"]]

and (@end = //node[@rel="mod"]/@begin)

and (@end < ../node[@rel="hd" and @root="houd"]/@begin)]’

houd.aanafspraak.sub/*.xml

Manual analysis of extracted evidence To assess whether the chosen
diagnostics efficiently identify an svc, we focused on expressions with houden
‘hold’ in our preliminary experiments. To this end, the sentences extracted
with dt search queries were manually checked. Two native speakers determ-
ined whether (i) the retrieved sentence effectively illustrates the diagnostic
being tested and, (ii) if (i) is affirmative, whether the expression has a figur-
ative (opaque) interpretation or a literal interpretation.
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6.3.3 Preliminary results

Pronominalization, pp over verb and the nominalization pattern point at
differences between an svc (e.g. iemand in de gaten houden ‘keep an eye
on s.o.’) and a regular verb phrase (e.g. zich aan de regels houden ‘adhere
to the rules’). Scrambling is useful to distinguish optional adjuncts from
complements, but it does not always show a distinction between regular pre-
positional complements and fixed arguments in an svc. Finally, coordination
is a weak test because before judging what type of coordination an expression
exhibits, one needs to know whether the pp is part of a fixed expression or
not. As an illustration, Table 6.1 shows which diagnostics are satisfied by the
expressions on the left column; these were ranked among the highest scores
in the nbest list.

pp coord nom
Nbest candidate expression pro scr over v pp svp pp v v pp

houd aan praat ‘keep s.o.
hanging on’

∗

houd in bedwang ‘keep s.o. in
control’

∗ ∗

houd in gaten ‘keep an eye on’ ∗

houd in stand ‘keep in exist-
ence’

∗

houd voor gek ‘make a fool of’ ∗ ∗

houd oogje in zeil ‘keep a good
eye on’

houd aan afspraak ‘adhere to
an agreement’

∗ ∗

houd aan regels ‘adhere to the
rules’

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

houd met wensen lit. ‘keep
with wishes’

∗

houd onder auspiciën lit.
‘hold under auspices’

∗ ∗ ∗

houd van sport ‘love sport’ ∗ ∗ ∗

Table 6.1: Diagnostics evidence. pro stands for pronominalization, scr for
scrambling, coord checks coordination pattern (pp or an svp(fixed argu-
ment)), nom states nominalization pattern.
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6.4 Evaluation

To assess whether the diagnostics help to reduce the noise in automatically
extracted nbest lists, we selected 7 Dutch support verbs. From the nbest list,
we extracted the 100 highest ranked expressions for each of 7 verbs. Next,
we randomly collected 10% of the expressions related to each verb. Thus, we
had a list of 70 expressions that were ranked among the higher scores by the
salience statistic.

During automatic extraction of datasets clause boundary information was
ignored. For this reason, the nbest list contains expressions where the verb
and the pp never or almost never co-occur within the same minimal clause.
Applying the diagnostics to such expressions is meaningless, which led us to
remove 6 items in the test data.

6.4.1 Methodology

The list of 64 expressions was given to three human judges that are Dutch
native speakers. They were asked to assign a ‘1’ if they considered the expres-
sion (part of or) a lexicalized verb phrase (svc), a ‘0’ if they could not think
of a related lexicalized phrase and a ‘?’ if they knew a lexicalized phrase
headed by a different (support) verb but with the same pp. We allowed
the third judgement because some pps co-occur with more than one support
verb denoting different aktionsart (e.g. op bezoek krijgen/hebben ‘get/have
a visit’). Our gold standard list consists of those expressions assigned a ‘1’
by at least two judges or expressions assigned a ‘1’ and two ‘?’. According
to the statistic all the 64 expressions are svcs. However, according to the
human judgements, 54.7% of the expressions in test data are false positives
(our baseline).

We took the test data (N=64) and applied all diagnostics except coordin-
ation. This time, the evidence retrieved was not attested by a human, thus
we relied completely on a fully automatic method. Expressions that allow
pronominalization, scrambling, pp over verb or show the nominalization pat-
tern v pp are false positives. Expressions that satisfy no diagnostics or only
show the nominalization pattern pp v are considered true positives (svcs).

6.4.2 Results

Using the human judgements as reference, the diagnostics correctly classify
44 items (27 as true positives and 17 as false positives). This also means that
the diagnostics correctly assess an item among the automatically extracted
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expressions as a true svc or as noise in 70% of the cases, which is a positive
outcome.

Diagnostics and human judges disagree on: (i) expressions consisting of
a predicative pp (in beroering ‘in movement’), (ii) a homonymous expression
whose pp may be part of an svc (iemand van zijn stuk brengen ‘to surprise
s.o.’) or a modifier with only literal interpretation, (iii) one expression mis-
parsed by the parser that the human judges recognized as a true svc (het
niet in je kouwe kleren gaan zitten ‘to have an effect on; sth. leaves a mark
on you’) and (iv) two directional pps evaluated as svcs by the diagnostics
(naar bed gaan ‘go to bed’). For some expressions, no evidence was found
of any of the diagnostics. This can be interpreted in two ways: either the
expression satisfies none of the diagnostics or our corpus is not representative
of the phenomena.

6.5 Discussion

The method described is built on a number of assumptions; some of these
assumptions encountered a few limitations that make the process of distin-
guishing support verb constructions from regular phrases less robust.

6.5.1 Efficacy of the linguistic diagnostics

svcs exhibit a number of syntactico-semantic irregularities that distinguish
them from regular verb phrases. Such irregularities are indicated by a few of
the linguistic diagnostics proposed by Hollebrandse (1993).

Evidence of PP over verb groups regular prepositional complements of
full verbs, pp complements inside a nominal or an adjectival support verb
construction (for example, rekening houden met ‘take into account’ where
met introduces a prepositional complement) and adjuncts. These are all
expressions that we consider noise. (14) shows an example of the pp onder
auspiciën ‘under auspices’ that introduces an adjunct.

(14) Dat
That

blijkt
appears

uit
out

een
an

internationale
international

enquête
survey

onder
under

slachtoffers,
victims,

die
that

werd
was

gehouden
held

onder auspiciën
under auspicies

van
of

de
the

Verenigde
United

Naties.
Nations

‘That comes out of an international survey about victims, that was
conducted under the auspicies of the United Nations.’

Neither prepositional complements of a full verb nor fixed arguments of
a light verb seem to allow scrambling (at least) in written text. During
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our preliminary experiments, we found rare instances of scrambling of a full
verb’s prepositional complement. In contrast, scrambling distinguishes ad-
junct phrases from other complements. Note that adjuncts are a frequent
source of noise in automatically acquired lists, what makes scrambling an
effective test.

Regarding coordination, the attested evidence (in preliminary experi-
ments) corroborates Hollebrandse’s (1993) observation that a fixed argument
is typically coordinated with another fixed argument, whereas regular com-
plements coordinate with similar complements. Let us give some examples.

Houd van straat allows coordination with an apparently regular pp (15)
but it shows the nominalization pattern of a non-regular phrase (10). At first
sight, (15) looks like a counterexample; however, the second pp conjunct (van
het slechte pad) requires metaphorical interpretation too; therefore, both pps
are somehow figurative.8

(15) De
The

jongerenleiders
young-leiders

van
of

de
the

Milli
Milli

Güors
Guors

houden
hold

de
the

jongeren
youngsters

van

off
de

the
straat

straat
en

and
van

off
het

the
slechte

bad
pad.
path

‘The young leaders of the Milli Guors keep the youngsters off the
street and the wrong path.’

The distinct nature of the coordinating conjuncts would allow a mechanism
to distinguish regular phrases from svcs, however, there is a problem. A fully
automatic method cannot infer a priori the type of conjuncts (a fixed argu-
ment or a regular complement) shown by a candidate expression. Therefore,
we excluded coordination in the evaluation described in section 6.4.

From a theoretical perspective, any complement of a verb may appear to
the left or to the right of the corresponding nominalized infinitive (Reuland,
1988; Haeseryn et al., 1997). Consequently, we expect that the nominaliza-
tion of a verb taking a prepositional complement shows both patterns: pp
verb and verb pp. Among the expressions examined, all instances found in
our corpus that exhibit the nominalization pattern verb pp involve regular
complements. In contrast, expressions that exhibit the pp verb pattern are
support verb constructions. Furthermore, the first group of expressions al-
low PP over verb, whereas the second does not.9 These findings suggest that
Hollebrandse’s observation is valid (see section 6.2.3) and they unveil an im-

8Other lexicographers also consider iemand van de straat houden ‘keep s.o. off the
streets’ a lexicalized phrase (cf. Van Dale (1986), a bilingual dictionary).

9We only found one example of an svc that shows the pp argument post-verbally; the
example given earlier in (7) was characterized as ‘questionable’.
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portant difference between pp arguments of a light verb and pp complements
of a full verb.

Pronominalization, PP over verb and nominalization group pps in the
nbest list in two classes: fixed pp arguments of a light verb in one class
and regular pp complements and adjuncts in a second class. Because pp
complements of both full and light verbs show a preference to immediately
precede the verbal head inside the verb cluster, scrambling does not show a
clear distinction between the two types of argument. However, scrambling
distinguishes adjuncts from complements, thus, identifying a frequent type
of noise. Coordination is a weak test because before judging the type of
coordination shown by an expression, the model needs to know if a pp is a
complement or a fixed argument, what makes the test less helpful.10

To sum up, expressions that exhibit pp over verb, scrambling, the verb
pp nominalization pattern or pronominalization are regular verb phrases.
Expressions that show the pp verb nominalization pattern and none of the
other diagnostics are ‘possibly’ svcs. Note that predicative and directional
pps in our test data exhibit similar behavior as fixed arguments in svcs; this
is why the diagnostics classify such pps as correct svcs.

6.5.2 Annotated data, search queries and evidence

We started from the assumption that linguistic diagnostics can be effectively
translated into dt search queries and, these queries retrieve relevant evid-
ence from syntactically annotated corpora. Automatically retrieved evidence
is sufficiently reliable and on the basis of this evidence, one can accurately
distinguish svcs from regular verb phrases. In the following, we report lim-
itations encountered by our assumptions.

We investigated whether with the available resources and tools, we can
automatically discard noise from the nbest list.

Annotated data

The success of the method is highly dependent on parsing accuracy (as well
as on the correctness of the search queries). If a sentence was erronously
parsed, the retrieved parsed evidence is likely to be wrong.

pp–attachment disambiguation is a well-known difficult task. The Alpino
parser has trouble deciding whether to attach a pp to a preceding noun or
to a verbal head. Typically, the parser favors noun attachment. A pp part

10One could use the coordination test in conjunction with the results of the other tests.
Once it is known that a ppX is a semi-fixed expression and it coordinates with ppY , then
ppY is also semi-fixed.
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of a support verb construction is sometimes wrongly analyzed as a nominal
post-modifier or as a pp dependent in a nearby clause. These misparses bring
up two problems:

• queries stating a head complement dependency between the verb and
the target pp will not retrieve a pp embedded under a noun local node
(where the pp is a postmodifier of the head noun).

• queries that need to select specific clause types (subordinate, infinitival)
could be more precise if we state the clause type explicitly. If a pp was
misparsed as dependent of an unrelated verb, dt search may fail to
locate the pp in the specific clause we are interested.

To avoid both previous weaknesses, the search queries are stated more
generally trying to anticipate the parser’s decisions.

Search queries

Any linguistic diagnostic can be encoded using the expressive power of xpath
and the tool dt search. The challenge is to anticipate the possible ana-
lyses proposed by the parser in the search queries. More precisely, queries
ought to take into account (a) the possibility of incorrect pp–attachment
decisions (discussed above), (b) the uncertainty of how the parser treated
those lexicalized expressions that are already described in the lexicon and
(c), homonymous expressions that have one or more svc uses and a literal
use.

Some fixed expressions are already annotated in the Alpino lexicon; the
Alpino grammar can license fixed expressions in some frequent syntactic con-
figurations (main and subordinate clauses, passives, questions, etc.) but not
in others such as nominalization or coordination. If the parser recognizes
a verb phrase as a fixed expression, the fixed pp argument is assigned the
syntactic category svp, otherwise the parser assigns a regular structure to
the expression. Search queries need to allow both possibilities, else queries
fail to retrieve valuable corpus evidence.

An expression in the nbest list is represented as a pattern of a [verb(lemma)
preposition noun(surface form)]. To guarantee wider coverage of our quer-
ies (i.e. to access as much corpus data as possible), queries seek instances
of the pattern [verb(lemma) preposition noun(lemma)] in the required
contexts. The general pattern [verb(lemma) preposition noun(lemma)]
clusters several linguistic uses of the expression. E.g. [houd(lemma) in
hand(lemma)] applies to the fixed expressions zijn duim in de hand houden
and het heft in handen houden ‘be/stay in charge’, as well as to the literal use
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iets in de hand houden ‘hold something in the hand’. Whereas a more gen-
eral query retrieves more corpus data, it has the disadvantage of supplying
mixed information about the various uses of homonymous expressions.

Retrieved evidence

The search queries retrieve a substantial amount of good evidence, but er-
roneous evidence is also found. We characterize the erroneous evidence re-
trieved by the queries corresponding to each individual linguistic diagnostic
first and erroneous evidence common to all queries afterwards. Coordination
is excluded for reasons discussed above in 6.2.4.

Scrambling pp constituents with a modifier dependency relation that are
located between a target pp and the verbal head often function as
complements or alternatively, as modifiers of the head noun within the
target pp. Such a pp is not an adjunct, thus the evidence does not
exhibit scrambling. Queries that search for adverbial phrases, adjective
phrases or nps are more successful.

PP over verb Legitimate evidence of pp over verb involves verb-final con-
texts (subordinate or non-finite clauses). Erroneous evidence includes
sentences where the verb is finite but the parser failed. In main clauses,
the pp complement (or fixed argument) typically follows the verb.

Nominalization The parser cannot handle nominalization. Queries do not
always anticipate the parser’s analysis. Occasionally, erroneous evid-
ence of the nominalization pattern pp verb shows a non-finite verb
phrase made up of an object np headed by het (indefinite pronoun),
the target pp and houden. An example is the svc het voor gezien
houden (lit. it for seen hold) ‘pack it in; approved’ where het is an ob-
ject np complement required by houden and not the definite determiner
het that sometimes introduces a nominalized vp.

Pronominalization Anaphora resolution is not performed by the Alpino
parser. Instances of pronominalization within target pps are sought as
follows: we extract sentences where an np is headed by the head noun
inside the target pp (e.g. afspraak ‘appointment’); a second require-
ment is that the verb (e.g. houden) heads a clause with a pronominal-
ized pp, whose head is a specific preposition (aan) and whose object is
an R-pronoun (er, daar, hier). Good evidence is difficult to extract.
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Retrieved evidence shows different uses of an expression, thus potentially
leading to an incorrect classification. The source of this drawback are hom-
onymous expressions. To increase the precision, search queries should use
the noun’s surface form only (see section 6.5.2 above).

A few expressions do not satisfy any of the diagnostics; there are two
possible reasons for this. Either, the expression does not allow scrambling,
pronominalization, pp over verb and, in any case, no instances of coordin-
ation or nominalization are found in our corpus. Among fixed expressions,
idiosyncrasies vary from expression to expression, thus not all expressions ne-
cessarily exhibit the same irregularities. Alternatively, no evidence is found
because the corpus size is too small and therefore, not representative of the
phenomena. In addition to searching for lexicalized expressions, the dia-
gnostics study the expressions in very specific syntactic configurations; an
open question is how big a corpus is needed to guarantee enough data to
validate the selected diagnostics?.

Possible improvements

Keller and Lapata (2003) argue in favor of using the World Wide Web to
avoid data sparseness in building probabilistic language models. We could
ameliorate the limited corpus size problem by searching for more data in the
World Wide Web. If we can easily retrieve relevant sentences from the Web,
then we could apply the same methodology on the extended subcorpora.

To see whether this would lead to some changes, we performed a search
on Google to find out whether the pattern boven hoofd houd corresponding
to the lexicalized phrase de hand boven het hoofd houden ‘protect’ allows
nominalization and which pattern exhibits. Two valid hits were found, one
of them given in example (16). The expression de hand boven het hoofd
houden shows the pp verb nominalization pattern thus, showing the trends
of other svcs; this suggests that web data can compensate for the lack of
corpus data.

(16) Neemt
Take

u
you

de
the

heer
sir

Rosenmoller
Rosenmoller

serieus
serious

met
with

het

the
te
too

lang
long

de hand boven het hoofd houden

the hand over the head hold
van
of

Varma
Varma

Singh?
Singh?

‘Do you take Mr. Rosenmoller seriously about protecting Varma
Singh?’

The Alpino grammar and the lexicon are constantly being expanded and
improved. The coverage of idiomatic phenomena and fixed expressions needs
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to be improved. It is precisely for this reason that we investigate methods for
automatic lexicon and grammar development. Effective lexicon and grammar
development is a circular process. The better quality lexicon we compile,
the better the coverage of the grammar and the better the parser decisions.
However, to acquire lexica we use data annotated with the grammar and the
lexicon we are developing. Ultimately, an improvement in the two resources
will contribute an improvement in parsing accuracy.

The selected diagnostics work well for discarding adjuncts and regular
prepositional complements but there are still other sources of noise left. Pre-
dicative pps and directional pps pattern with svcs. Future research needs to
find out other diagnostics that distinguish these pps from fixed arguments.

6.6 Conclusions

Linguistic theory provides us with some linguistic diagnostics that distin-
guish full verbs from light verbs. The relevant diagnostics that show a dis-
tinction between fixed arguments and prepositional complements were iden-
tified, namely, pp over verb, pronominalization and nominalization. PP over
verb and nominalization check the syntactic distribution of the candidate ex-
pression. Pronominalization checks the semantic status of the nominal com-
plement within a target pp. With well-refined queries, one may improve the
accuracy of the retrieved evidence but for 100% precision, a human needs to
assess the interpretation of the retrieved evidence. To conclude, our method
can be useful for providing evidence of the syntactic and semantic irregular-
ities that need to be specified or encoded in the lexicon.
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Chapter 7

Variation within Support Verb

Constructions

7.1 Introduction

In the course of study, theoretical and descriptive linguists have conceded
that fixed expressions – especially the prototypical type i.e. idioms – al-
low limited variation and adjective modification. This concession requires
that the linguistic description of fixed expressions in lexicalist grammars al-
low internal syntactic structure. An appropriate linguistic description of
e.g. idiomatic support verb constructions (svcs) that show modification in-
side one or more arguments needs to have internal syntactic structure. De
aap uit de mouw komen ‘the truth is revealed’ and veeg uit de pan krijgen
‘get a lashing/licking’ allow adjectival modifiers ((1), (2)) or a post-nominal
pp modifier (2) without loss of figurative meaning; presence of modification
suggests that the constituents (aap, een veeg, uit de pan) are only partially
lexicalized.

(1) Na
after

de
the

val
fall

van
of

die
this

andere
other

grote
big

ideologie
ideology

(van
(of

het
the

communisme)
communism)

zijn
are

er
there

in
in

Oost-Europa
East-Europa

weer
again

gevaarlijke

dangerous
apen
apes

uit
out

de
the

mouw
sleeve

gekomen.
come

‘After the fall of the other big ideology (the communism), dangerous
truths were revealed in Eastern Europe.’

147
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(2) Vorige
Last

week
week

kreeg
took

de
the

politie
police

nog
yet

een
a

flinke

big
veeg
blow

uit
out

de
the

pan
pan

van de Universiteit Leiden

of the University Leiden
en

and
de

the
Anne Frank

Anne Frank
Stichting.
Foundation.

‘Last week, the police got a sharp recrimination from the University
of Leiden and the Anne Frank Foundation.’

Besides adjectival modification, svcs exhibit variation that affects determ-
iners and, also noun morphology. Uit het/zijn dak gaan ‘go completely wild’
allows a definite or a possessive determiner with the noun without loss of the
figurative meaning:

(3) Als
if

het
it

aan
on

hem
him

lag,
lies,

kreeg
gets

Nederland
Nederland

nóg
yet

een
a

dag
day

‘om
‘in order to

uit
out

z’n/het

his/the
dak
roof

te
to

gaan’.
go

‘If he could decide, the Netherlands still gets another day to go wild.’

Onder de tafel houden ‘to hide, keep secret’ is found with a definite de-
terminer or without any determiner:

(4) Ook
also

de
the

suggestie
suggestion

dat
that

de
the

who
who

het
the

onderzoek
research

onder (de) tafel
under (the) table

wilde
would like

houden,
to keep,

was
was

bezijden
far from

de
the

waarheid.
truth

‘In addition, the suggestion that the who would like to keep secret
the research was obscuring the truth.’

The noun aap typically occurs in the singular in the context of the idiom
de aap uit de mouw komen, however, a plural noun is present in (1) above.

In fact, corpus evidence shows that determiners inside idiomatic and fig-
urative expressions are not always fixed (frozen). In the context of the idiom
iemand het hemd van het lijf vragen ‘want to know everything about s.o.’,
the determiner de ‘the’ accompanies the noun hemd ‘shirt’ in 50% of the
idiom instances (5). Outside the idiom, hemd ‘shirt’ shows the determiner
het ‘the’; note that nouns used in a definite context take either de or het,
both realizations of the definite determiner.

(5) Hij
he

vraagt
asks

mij
me

de

the
hemd
shirt

van
of

het
the

lijf.
body

‘He wants to know everything about me.’
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The concession mentioned above opened a long (ongoing) debate about
the effect of the insertion of modification in the semantics of fixed expres-
sions. The object of the debate is whether internal modification affects only
the meaning of the constituent or the meaning of the whole predicate. Two
views are portrayed in the literature on idiomatic expressions. The first view
maintains that internal modification is only syntactic and it affects the mean-
ing of the whole predicate (Fernando and Flavell, 1981; Verstraten, 1989;
Schenk, 1994; Abeillé, 1995; Everaert and Kuiper, 1996). Other instances of
adjective modification (in which the meaning of the adjective cannot modify
the whole predicate) are ‘word play’, not deserving any treatment in the
grammar since they are considered as marginal. The second view maintains
that with a few exceptions, idiom constituents that allow internal modi-
fication, have meaning and the modifier alters such meaning (Ernst, 1982;
Gazdar et al., 1985; Nunberg et al., 1994; Riehemann, 2001). Corpus-based
studies established the existence of various types of fixed expressions differ-
ing in their semantic structure and also in their internal syntactic flexibility
(Moon, 1998; Sailer, 2000; Riehemann, 2001; Sag et al., 2001). More spe-
cifically, Riehemann’s findings support Nunberg et al.’s claims (1994) that
syntactic flexibility (modification, passivization, topicalization, etc.) is more
likely to be found among semantically decomposable idioms.1,2

The first view is mainly built on human judgements. It is well known
that human judgements on linguistic data often disagree; further, the dis-
agreements are more noticeable when assessing metaphorical and idiomatic
phenomena. Therefore, we are inclined to accept those views resulting from
the systematic exploration of the behavior of idiomatic expressions and other
types of fixed expressions in a large number of corpus examples.

7.1.1 Mining linguistic descriptions from corpora

Motivated by the need to describe various types of fixed expressions in a
lexicalist grammar, we need to know if lexemes and constituent phrases in
support verb constructions (svcs) always exhibit the same form. The in-
vestigation described in this chapter attempts to establish what variation
and modification is observed in support verb constructions found in large
corpora. By variation we mean, changes affecting determiners or the noun’s
morphology inside a partially lexicalized constituent and, by modification,
the insertion of adjectives or other noun modifiers.

(Non-)Productive morphology, specifier variation and adjectival modific-

1Decomposable idioms have been defined and described in Chapter 2, section 2.2.3.
2The empirical basis of this observation was verb np English idioms.
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ation vary from expression to expression. Our goal here is to develop a
method that extracts evidence of variation and modification at a large scale,
preferably with little manual intervention. The main goal of this chapter is
to assess to what extent a data-driven method allows us establish in which
contexts variation and modification are possible in Dutch support verb con-
structions (svcs).

The goal of the corpus-based method is to find evidence of specifier vari-
ation and adjectival modification. No evidence of modification in the corpus
does not mean that internal modification is banned, especially concerning
infrequent expressions. Our second goal is to determine which predictions
can be made about internal modification; more precisely, we explore if there
exists some correlation between specifier variation and adjectival modifica-
tion. As a derivative issue, we also examine whether specifier variation and
internal modification pinpoint internal semantic structure within the support
verb constructions we studied.

7.1.2 Overview

We designed a corpus-based method to extract relevant information from
corpora and investigated whether the method is useful to determine modifi-
ability and variation within Dutch support verb constructions that require a
pp argument. Section 7.2 describes the types of variation and modification
found inside Dutch prepositional support verb constructions (svcs). Sec-
tion 7.3 describes the design, application and evaluation of the corpus-based
method.

On the basis of the extracted evidence we pursue predictions about which
type of expressions are likely to allow modification or some variation. Inspired
by Fellbaum’s (1993) work in English, we explore in section 7.4 to what ex-
tent determiner changes observed inside the nps (in svcs) pinpoint nps likely
to allow some modification. The evidence extracted from the corpus is the
empirical basis for assessing to what extent determiner changes (morphosyn-
tactic cue) correlate with a potential for modification, thus suggesting the
existence of internal semantic structure (decomposability).

7.2 Modification and variation types

First, an assumption must be introduced, namely, what we understand as a
base form and what we understand as a variant of a support verb construc-
tion. A fixed expression is represented as a combination of the minimum
required lexemes that make up the expression. In prepositional svcs, the
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minimum required lexemes include the argument pp and the verb; each ex-
pression is represented as a triple consisting of the sequence [preposition
noun verb].3 (Thus, determiners are left out). The base form includes the
triple and it may include other lexicalized arguments; the base form of the
expression voet bij stuk houden includes the noun voet, the pp bij stuk and the
verb houden (6-a). Any instance of an svc whose np within the pp argument
differs from the noun lexeme is considered a variant.

(6) a. voet bij stuk houden
b. De

the
verzekeraars
insurers

hielden
kept

echter
really

voet
foot

bij
by

stuk.
piece

‘The insurance companies really sticked to their guns.’

In expressions that allow no morphosyntactic variation or modification within
the required arguments, tense inflection is still possible. The base form is
the infinitive verb form. The base form given in (6-a) corresponds to voet
bij stuk houden ‘to stick to one’s guns’, expression that only allows tense
inflection (6-b). The expression iemand aan zijn woord houden ‘hold s.o. to
his word/promise’ has as base form (7-a), but woord allows various possessive
determiners; (7-b) shows one of its variants.

(7) a. iemandacc aan woord houden
b. We

we
houden
keep

Melkert
Melkert

aan
on

zijn
his

woord.
word

‘We keep Melkert to his word.’

Next, we enumerate the types of variation and internal modification that
the method ought to retrieve. At the lexeme level, we seek evidence of
productive inflectional (plural and diminutive morphemes) and derivational
morphology ((noun noun) compounding, other prefixes). At the phrase level,
we seek variability in specifiers (determiners, quantifiers, etc.), adjectives and
participials.

7.2.1 Evidence we seek

Nominal lexemes may show use of diminutive (in some cases), for example,
both forms oog ‘eye’ and oogje ‘little eye’ co-exist in the expression een oog(je)
in het zeil houden ’keep a look-out’ (8).

3In chapters 5 and 6 abstractions of support verb constructions are represented by the
triple verb prep noun. Here, we use a slightly different ordering inside the triple – prep
noun verb – echoing (to some extent) the convention followed in Dutch lexicography.
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(8) a. We
we

zouden
might

al
already

snel
fast

te
too

weinig
little

politie
police

hebben
have

om
to

overal
everywhere

een
an

oog

eye
in het zeil
in the sail

te
to

houden.
keep

‘We might already have too litle police to keep a look-out every-
where.’

b. Politieagenten
police agents

houden
keep

een
a

oogje
little eye

in het
in the

zeil.
sail

‘Police agents keep a look-out.’

We also explore singular and plural morpheme alternation in nouns. Deur
‘door’ in iemand/iets buiten de deur houden ‘keep sth/s.o. away’ allows this
alternation:

(9) a. . . . om
. . . to

genetisch
genetic

gemanipuleerd
modified

voedsel
food

buiten
uit

de
the

EU-deur
EU-door

te
to

houden
keep

‘. . . in order to keep genetically modified food outside the EU.’
b. . . . om

. . . to
deze
this

ongewenste
unwanted

gast
guest

buiten
out

de
the

deuren
doors

van
of

het
the

ziekenhuis
hospital

te
to

houden
keep

‘. . . in order to keep this unwanted guest away from the hospital’

Some nominals exhibit evidence of derivational morphology, for example,
instances of an acronym accompanied with the head noun deur (9-a) or a
genitive noun modifier of bezit ‘possession’ in iets in bezit houden ‘to own
sth’:

(10) . . .
. . .

hoopte
hoped

Boeve
Boeve

na
after

de
the

rust
break

de
the

bal
ball

langer
longer

in
in

Waalwijks

Waalwijks

bezit
possession

te
to

kunnen
can

houden
keep

‘. . . After the break, Boeve hoped to be able to keep the ball in
possession of the Waalwijk’s team a longer time.’

With regard to phrase internal modification, we study specifiers, adject-
ives and participial phrases (present or past participle). Among specifiers:
zero determiner (11-a), definite (9-b), indefinite (11-b), reciprocals (12-a),
possessives (7-b), demonstratives (12-b) and quantifiers (12-c).
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(11) a. Evengoed
Nevertheless

moest
must

Van
Van

Eeden
Eeden

zelf
self

regelmatig
regularly

financieel
financial

bijspringen
step in

om
in-order-to

de
the

kolonie
colony

op poten
on paws

te
to

houden.
hold

‘Nevertheless, Van Eeden had to often step in financially in order
to keep the colony running.’

b. Blessures
Lesions

houden
hold

het
the

team
team

in
in

een

a
wurgende
strangling

greep
grasp

‘Lesions hold the team in a strangling grasp’

(12) a. In
In

die
these

kringen
circles

houden
hold

ze
they

allemaal
all

de
the

hand
hand

boven
above

elkaars

each other’s
hoofd
head

en
and

. . .

. . .

‘In these circles they all protect each other and (continue with
their daily routine).’

b. Er
there

is
is

geen
no

IQ
IQ

van
of

bovenmenselijke
superhuman

proporties
proportions

voor
for

nodig
needed

om
to

tot
until

deze

this
slotsom
conclusion

te
to

komen.
come

‘No superhuman dimension is needed to arrive at this conclu-
sion.’

c. We
we

willen
want

alles
everything

in
in

één

one
hand
hand

houden.
hold

‘We want to have control over everything.’

A last type of variation falls outside modification because it involves whole
nps that are realized by reflexives. Reflexives may instantiate either open
slots, e.g. in zich op de vlakte houden ‘not commit oneself’ (13-a), or an np
within complement pps (e.g. iets voor zich houden ‘keep sth to oneself.’)
(13-b).

(13) a. De
the

branche-organisaties
branch-organizations

van
of

de
the

tussenpersonen,
intermediaries

de
de

NVA
NVA

en
and

NBvA,
NBvA,

houden
hold

zich

themselves
wat
a bit

op
on

de
the

vlakte.
plain

‘The agents organizations, de NVA and NBvA, do not commit
themselves (a little).’

b. Boeren
farmers

zwijgen,
are silent,

houden
hold

hun
their

problemen
problems

voor
for

zich.
themselves

‘Farmers are silent, keeping their problems to themselves.’
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Among adjectival modification, we explore presence of pre-nominal ad-
jectives (14-a) (iemand uit de wind houden ‘give shelter’), past participles
(14-b) (in opstand komen ‘revolt’) and other intervening material (14-c) (iets
binnen de perken houden ‘limit; contain’).

(14) a. Zij
She

moet
must

uit
out

de
the

partijpolitieke

party political
wind
wind

worden
was

gehouden
held

‘She must be kept away from the political polemic.’
b. toen

when
de
the

Indiaanse
Indian

bevolking
people

in
in

de
the

provincie
province

in
in

gewapende

armed

opstand
uprising

kwam
came

. . .

. . .

‘when the Indian people in the province revolted . . . ’.
c. Meadow

Meadow
Wingfield
Wingfield

hield
held

in
in

Groningen
Groningen

Smokin
Smokin

Pay
Pay

Roll
Roll

nog
yet

redelijk
reasonably

makkelijk
possible

binnen
within

de
the

voor

for
hem

him
plezierige

pleasant

perken.
limits

‘In Groningen, Meadow Wingfield kept Smokin Pay Roll within
a (for him) pleasant bounds.’

We focus on the enumerated modification and variation types. In addi-
tion, some expressions allow relative clauses and pp post-nominal modifiers.
Whereas relative clauses are uncommon, pp post-nominal modifiers are not.
(15-b) shows an example of pp modification in the expression aan het hoofd
staan ‘be in charge of’. We ignore these two types of modification because we
attempt to extract the evidence from an automatically annotated corpus and
with automatic means. As already discussed in section 6.5.2, disambiguating
a syntactic attachment site, e.g. a pp–attachment site, is one of the hardest
problems for present-day parsing technology. Needless to say, Alpino also
has difficulties with this problem.

(15) a. Minister
Minister

Alders
Alders

kwam
came

tot
to

de
the

bittere
bitter

slotsom
conclusion

dat
that

we
we

het
it

al
already

twee
two

jaar
years

niet
not

goed
well

hebben
have

gedaan.
done

‘Minister Alders reached the bitter conclusion that we have not
done very well in the last two years.’

b. Piëch
Piëch

stond
stood

jarenlang
years long

aan
on

het
the

hoofd
head

van
of

Audi.
Audi
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‘Piëch was in charge of Audi for several years.’

In this work, we will not investigate syntactic flexibility at the sentence
level, that is, we do not assess whether the expressions which are the ob-
ject of study (svcs) allow passive, topicalization, clefting, coordination, etc.
Chapter 6 partly explored the syntactic flexibility of these expressions.

7.3 A corpus-based method

The method used to retrieve evidence of morphological variation and internal
modification in support verb constructions resembles the method for applying
linguistic diagnostics, described earlier in section 6.3.2.

7.3.1 Settings

For each support verb construction (svc), all sentences containing the three
component lexemes (automatically extracted triple) found in the Twente
Nieuws Corpus (twnc) were collected in a subcorpus. For example, for
the expression uit zijn dak gaan ‘go crazy’, all sentences that include the
preposition uit ‘out’, the noun dak ‘roof’ and the verb gaan ‘go’ or one of its
inflectional variants are collected in a subcorpus.

The Alpino parser was used to automatically annotate all subcorpora.
dt search, a treebank query tool, is used to extract evidence from the fully
parsed subcorpora. The reader is referred to the detailed description of the
resources and tools provided earlier in 6.3.

Given a list of support verb constructions, we assume that the subcat-
egorization frame information for each svc was automatically inferred or
retrieved from a dictionary. As illustration, the verb in uit zijn dak gaan
requires a subject np and a pp. The pp has uit as its head, and its object
np is headed by dak.4

With access to automatically parsed data, subcategorization frames and
a standard search query language such as dt search, we can extract all in-
stances of an svc that satisfy rather specific morphosyntactic features and
head-complement dependencies; these requirements – expressed as dt search

queries – are applied to xml-encoded syntactic dependency trees. The de-
pendency structure tree shown in figure 7.1 is the parsed output of the ex-
ample in (16).

4The grammar informing the parser treats svcs as regular phrases built out of indi-
vidual lexemes or phrases selected by the verb, thus with an underlying lexicalist repres-
entation of svcs.
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top

smain

su

np

det

det

het/[0,1]

hd

noun

publiek/[1,2]

hd

verb

ga/[2,3]

ld

pp

hd

prep

uit/[3,4]

obj1

np

det

det

zijn/[4,5]

hd

noun

dak/[5,6]

Het publiek ging uit zijn dak .

Figure 7.1: This syntactic dependency tree corresponds to the parsed sen-
tence in (16).
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(16) Het
the

publiek
audience

ging
went

uit
out

zijn
his

dak.
roof

‘The audience went crazy.’

Among the information contained in the parsed trees, we use: (i) categorical
information (phrasal (e.g. np, pp) and lexical category (e.g. det, noun)), (ii)
syntactic information (grammatical function or dependency relation (direct
object obj1, head hd, modifier mod, determiner det)) and (iii) lexical in-
formation (lexemes and word forms). Dependency nodes are crucial in stat-
ing daughter–ancestor relations between constituents and sub-constituents in
an svc. In addition, the xml encoded tree provides positional information,
clausal type, sentence type, etc. that we neglect.

7.3.2 The extraction process

A dt search query applied on the corresponding parsed subcorpus searches
for all svc instances. Two types of queries are needed: narrow search
and wide search queries. Narrow search queries seek instances of a head-
dependent relation between a verb and a sister pp, given necessary lexical
restrictions as input. Sometimes narrow searches in addition to the pp and
its head verb, specify the head of an np; for example, [vingernp aan polspp

houden] corresponding to the expression een vinger aan de pols houden ‘(fig)
keep a finger on the pulse’. Wide searches state that the pp is located under
a clausal node whose head is verb. These are needed because the parser may
make a mistake and attach the sought pp to a previous noun, thus in the
annotated data the pp and verb do not satisfy a head-dependent relation.
Finally, the vaguest search states that a given pp needs to occur within the
same sentence as the verb. This type of search is used in case the other two
types fail to retrieve any evidence. Next, we study local constraints expressed
in the search queries.

The query shown in figure 7.2 extracts all possible realizations of the
determiner inside the pp argument. The query in figure 7.3 seeks internal
adjectival modification.

We examine the query in 7.2 closely; the query applies to the example
iets in het bezit houden ‘to own sth.’ dt search retrieves original corpus
sentences and frequency counts about the matched hits. An np node that
has a determiner phrase daughter (./node[@cat="detp"]) and no adjectival
phrase daughter (not(./node[@cat="ap"])) is sought; the matched node
instantiates an object (../node[@rel="obj1"]) of a specific preposition (in)
and the resulting pp needs to occur under a clause headed by a specific verb.
Lexical restrictions are specified by giving values to the word and/or root
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dt_search

’//node[@cat="np" and

./node[@cat="detp"] and not(./node[@cat="ap"]) and

./node[@rel="hd" and @root="bezit"] and

../node[@rel="obj1"] and

../node[@rel="hd" and @word="in" and

(../../../node[@rel="hd" and @root="houden"] or

../../node[@rel="hd" and @root="houden"] or

../node[@rel="hd" and @root="houden"])]]’

houd.inbezit/*.xml

Figure 7.2: Query to extract possible specifiers inside the np node under the
pp in the expression iets in bezit houden.

dt_search

’//node[@cat="np" and

./node[@cat="ap"] and

./node[@rel="hd" and (@word="gedachten" or @root="gedachte")]

and ../node[@rel="obj1"] and ../node[@rel="hd" and @word="op"

and (../../../node[@rel="hd" and @root="breng"] or

../../node[@rel="hd" and @root="breng"] or

../node[@rel="hd" and @root="breng"]) ] ]’

breng.opgedachten/*.xml

Figure 7.3: dt search query to extract possible adjectives in the np under
the pp in the expression op gedachten brengen.
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head attributes; in the example, we provide the preposition (word="in"), the
noun’s base form (root="bezit") and the verb’s base form (root="houd").

Queries need to capture deeply embedded svcs. A verbal complement
embedded under several modal or auxiliary verbs is rather common. To
allow uncertainty about the location of the pp argument node with respect
to its head verb, disjunctive constraints are introduced in the queries (figures
7.2 and 7.3).

7.3.3 The evidence retrieved

A search query retrieves each svc realization that satisfies the query re-
quirements, as well as its frequency in the subcorpora. Figure 7.4 shows the
observed specifiers in iets in bezit houden ‘to own sth’:

41 zero

1 haar

2 het

1 hun

1 je

3 mijn

1 ons

1 privé-bezit

1 Waalwijks

11 zijn

Figure 7.4: Observed specifiers (zero and possessive determiner) and com-
pounding inside the pp argument in the svc iets in bezit houden ‘to own
sth.’.

Figure 7.5 gives an excerpt from the observed adjectival modification
in iemand op gedachten brengen ‘give s.o. the idea’. Op andere gedachten
brengen ‘change s.o.’s idea’ is the most frequent realization with 634 out
of a total of 682 occurrences. Some parsing errors surface in the evidence
extracted; see line marked with ‘*’ in figure 7.5.

Table 7.1 summarizes the queries output for a few svcs.5 Abbreviations
refer to the following: specifiers, modification and total frequency of the
svc. Modification may be limited to one adjective (e.g. eigen ‘own’) or less
restrictive in the form of various adjectives. If only one adjective is found,
we give the adjective in italics, else we use the adj label.

5Morphological productivity is not included because no evidence of diminutive, singu-
lar/plural alternation or compounding was found for these expressions.
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1 aangename gedachten

1 amoureuze gedachten

634 andere gedachten

1 andere , meer pragmatische gedachten

1 andere politieke gedachten

1 andere , redelijke gedachten

1 beeldende gedachten

1 bepaalde gedachten

2 betere gedachten

* 1 diplomatieke wijze tot andere gedachten

1 duivelse gedachten

1 heel andere gedachten over de doodstraf

1 hitsige gedachten

1 hogere gedachten

1 kritische gedachten

1 meer poëtische gedachten

Figure 7.5: Excerpt from the observed adjectival modification in the svc op
gedachten brengen.

Expression spec mod freq
ter sprake komen z(1202) 1202
in kaart brengen z(2838) 2838
in bewaring stellen z(13) verzekerde (3) 13
in spanning houden z(51), d(2) adj(4) 53
op gedachten brengen z(681), d(1) adj(671) 682
uit de slaap houden d(55),p(84) 139
tegen het licht houden d(648),i(2) adj(3) 650
van stuk brengen p(247),d(2) adj(2) 249

Table 7.1: Observed realizations in specifiers (spec) and adjectival modific-
ation (mod). Numbers provide the frequency counts. Possible determiner
types are: zero, definite, indefinite, possessive, demonstrative as well as
quantifiers.
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The method extracts evidence of morphological productivity, variation
of specifiers and adjectival modification, i.e. positive and negative evidence.
A description of the positive evidence follows. We investigated 107 Dutch
svcs: 94 expressions that require a pp argument among which some show
an npacc open slot; lexical restrictions affect the verb and the pp argument;
in addition, 13 other expressions are made up of a (partially) lexicalized np
and a pp argument.

Most svcs fall in one of three groups: (a) totally fixed, (b) semi-fixed
and (c) flexible. Fixed svcs show no variation and no modification in the
lexicalized np (if present) and pp constituent(s). 42% of the svcs studied
are fixed. E.g. voet bij stuk houden. Semi-fixed svcs show partially lex-
icalized constituent(s) (20.5% of the studied svcs). Rarely, a singular noun
appears in plural e.g. in puntje bij paaltje komen ‘to come to the crunch
(fig.)’. Variation affects the lexeme’s morphology and/or the specifiers slot.
Expressions whose ‘fixed’ argument requires a reflexive also belong to this
group such as iets voor zich houden ‘keep sth. to o.s.’. Flexible svcs al-
low adjectival modification (37.5% of the studied svcs). The data is rather
varied. There are svcs that show: (i) non-productive morphology and no
specifier variation but they show a limited number of adjectives e.g. door het
(politieke) leven gaan and, (ii) specifier variation (some show compounding)
and limited adjectival variation (e.g. in (aanmerkelijk rustiger) vaarwater
zitten). Border-line cases exhibit no morphological productivity and either
definite/possessive determiner alternation or no specifier variation; modific-
ation involves a unique adjective (e.g. in (verzekerde) bewaring stellen ‘put
into care/custody’).

Negative evidence (noise) typically includes sentences where the verb
and the pp occur within the same clause but not in the svc context (in its
literal use). Often, the pp is an adjunct or a complement of another verb.
The reason for this noise can be attributed to the uncertainty in the search
queries or errors in the annotated data. This introduces a shortcoming since
human inspection needs to ensure that the evidence corresponds to the svc
use.

In order to assess the usability of the method, next we discuss its main
strengths and limitations.

7.3.4 Evaluation

Examining the evidence retrieved by the corpus-based method just described,
a researcher quickly forms an impression about which expressions are totally
fixed and which expressions allow some variation and/or modification. One
also has direct access to the realizations of the variable slots, the svc fre-
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quency and also relevant examples in the corpus. We argue that the corpus-
based method is efficient in extracting the linguistic contexts where variation
and internal modification are found inside svcs, except for relative clauses
and pp post-nominal modifiers.

No additional resources were needed since the svc list (automatically ex-
tracted), the automatically parsed subcorpora and the treebank query tool
(dt search) had already been used to apply the linguistic diagnostics (de-
scribed in section 6.3.2). The fact that we explore occurrences of an svc in
any syntactic structure (main or subordinate sentence, imperative, questions,
etc.) means that no additional constraints about linear precedence or clause
type need to be stated. This facilitates formulating the dt search queries.

The corpus-based method lacked information about the subcategorization
requirements of the svcs. This information was manually entered for each
expression. Once we have a list of preposition noun verb triples, meth-
ods described in the literature on automatic acquisition of subcategorization
information might be successful in finding out the remaining svc syntactic
requirements. This is an open issue for future research, but a starting point
would be the approach by Briscoe and Carroll (1997).

Fully parsed data is needed, as well as a tool that identifies clauses in
which a certain pp and a given verb co-occur.6 Furthermore, knowledge of
the grammar and the lexicon used by the parser is helpful. In particular,
one needs to know whether some svcs or idiosyncratic phrases are already
annotated in the lexicon as lexicalized phrases. Briefly, the search queries
need to anticipate the peculiarities and decisions of the parser.

The success of the search queries is dependent on parsing accuracy. Some-
times extracted evidence shows the specific pp we seek but as argument of
another verb. Parsing accuracy introduces another shortcoming: evidence
of relative clauses and pp post-nominal modifiers cannot be automatically
retrieved. Because of structural ambiguity, attachment decisions are still a
hard parsing problem. This led us to ignore these two types of modification
in our research. Thus, further research is needed and we cannot provide a
full answer to our central question with this method.

The method encounters a more general problem. Specifier changes or
insertion of modification may destroy the svc reading. The queries could
extract evidence that looks like a variant of the svc base form; in practice,
the svc interpretation does not apply. For example, in most of the instances
of the expression de hand boven het hoofd houden ‘to protect s.o.’ (lit. the

6Preliminary experiments were done on chunked data, the data we used for extraction
of candidate svcs in the acquisition models (see section 5.2). Because of the flexibility
and free word order characteristics of Dutch, a corpus-based method applied on phrasal
chunks was impractical. A lot of noise needed to be manually discarded.
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hand above the head hold), hoofd is preceded by the definite determiner;
there are also a few instances with a reciprocal elkaars ‘each other’s’ and
some instances with possessive determiners. The query results suggest that
all three specifiers are possible; however, the instances with possessive de-
terminers are literal uses. Occasionally, a preposition noun verb triple
clusters homonymous expressions. A search that specifies the triple base
form in hand houden could match any of the following expressions iets
in één hand houden ‘to be the boss’, het heft in handen houden ‘remain in
control’, de touwtjes in handen houden, iets in handen houden ‘have control
over sth’ or iets in de handen houden ‘to hold sth in one’s hands (lit.)’. In
some cases, the subcategorization requirements of the svc differ from those
of the regular literal phrase (e.g. iemand van de straat houden ‘keep s.o. off
the street’ vs. van de straat houden ‘to love the street’). One needs to assess
which use of the triple is present in the extracted sentences before variation
and modification evidence can be attested.

The corpus-based method cannot be fully automated; that is, extraction
of variation and modification evidence can be done fully automatically. In-
stead, the evidence retrieved needs to be manually inspected. This brings
up a last limitation of the method. At least one instance of each variation
and modification type requires manual inspection. The researcher needs to
establish whether the svc interpretation is present or only a literal reading
applies. Yet, all the tools we used facilitated this process and they provide
plenty of relevant linguistic empirical evidence.

A last limitation affecting most corpus-based research is that having found
no evidence of variation and modification does not mean that it is not possible
in svcs. A lot more data is needed. Yet, this is (as far as our knowlegde
reaches) the first time one applies full parsing for corpus-based linguistic
exploration in Dutch.

7.3.5 Summary

The corpus-based method extracts evidence of variation and modification
within Dutch support verb constructions. The method is sufficiently efficient
in extracting proof of morphological productivity, specifier variation and ad-
jectival modification inside svcs, but at least one instance of each type of
variation needs to be manually assessed to determine whether the svc inter-
pretation is present. The evidence retrieved allows us to establish required
syntactic structure and furthermore, a preliminary classification of svcs has
been proposed. The method described a first attempt to use automatically
parsed corpora for corpus linguistic purposes in Dutch.
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7.4 Assessing modifiability

The positive evidence retrieved with the corpus-based method shows us which
svcs allow modification. Evidence corresponds to instances of modification
that are present in our corpus and that are captured by the method. How-
ever, it may happen that svcs (of which we lack evidence) in principle allow
modification but either that the method failed to capture this or, that no
evidence exists in the corpus. Our goal is to attempt to deduce in which
contexts modification ought to be possible. The reasons behind this are the
lack of evidence just mentioned and the need to establish the internal syn-
tactic structure and to establish whether syntactic flexibility correlates with
internal semantic structure in the svcs explored.

Fellbaum (1993) investigated whether idioms could be shown to have
meaningful internal structure. Fellbaum observed that the nature of the de-
terminer (form and use) points at the semantic status of the noun phrases
in many idioms. Among the English v np idioms studied by Fellbaum, de-
terminer substitution is found only in compositional idioms where it is ‘an
indicator of the noun’s referential status’. Instead, the determiner is invari-
able in non-compositional idioms. Fellbaum also claimed that the particular
form of the determiner in some non-compositional idioms cannot be explained
according to the rules for literal language that appear to operate in compos-
itional idioms. Fellbaum used grammaticality judgments and introspection
to determine which idioms allow determiner alternation and the insertion of
specificity-inducing adjectives in order to determine the sort of np referent.

Because native speakers differ a lot in their grammaticality judgements,
especially when the data involves idiomatic and figurative phenomena, we
take a different approach from Fellbaum’s and turn to corpora exploration
to infer what the actual use of determiners and modification is.

The attested evidence of determiner alternation and adjectival modifica-
tion in 107 Dutch support verb constructions suggests that determiner altern-
ation may be a useful morphosyntactic cue to predict adjectival modification.
Table 7.2 depicts the data distribution.

The chance of observing modification when no determiner changes are
attested is much smaller than the chance of having no modification when no
determiner changes have been attested (ratio 1:5.3); alternatively, absence of
modification is more likely when no determiner changes are observed than
when determiner changes have been attested (ratio 2.5:1).

To establish whether determiner changes correlate with modification, the
relative risk compares the probability of observing determiner changes and
modification with the probability of observing determiner changes and no
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modification no modification marginals
determiner changes 31 19 50

no determiner changes 9 48 57
marginals 40 67 107 (total)

Table 7.2: Comparing the proportion of svcs that allow modification when
taking into account determiner changes.

modification. For our sample, the relative risk7 is 1.89 and it indicates that
the chance of observing modification is higher when determiner changes are
observed. If our svc sample is representative, 1.89 instances of modification
are expected for every instance of no modification in cases where determiner
changes are exemplified.

Nevertheless there are some problems. Our conclusions on the small
sample cannot be guaranteed to be representative enough. Further, determ-
iner changes are also observed among svcs for which we found no evidence of
adjectival modification. In these svcs, it may be possible that modification
is ruled out but it may also be possible that our corpus does not include
pertinent evidence. Bearing these two problems in mind, our hypothesis is
that ‘if certain determiner changes are observed in an np inside a support
verb construction it is possible that the np shows modification’. If this hypo-
thesis is true, certain determiner changes can be said to predict modification
in svcs. Alternatively, if we do not observe certain determiner changes, the
np shows no internal modification.

Given the attested evidence, we study patterns in the determiner changes.
We assess to what extent determiner changes correlate with the presence of
modification. We also identify which changes are informative (thus, possibly
good predictors) and which changes are uninformative.

Eventually, we aim at establishing whether specifier variation and ad-
jectival modification mark out ‘denoting noun phrases’ inside required argu-
ments. The intuition is that in decomposable expressions constituent chunks
carry meaning, thus they are more likely to show determiner substitution
and internal adjectival modification. By contrast, constituents in non-de-
composable expressions are non-denoting so that one expects to find little or
no determiner alternation and modification.

7The relative risk is a descriptive measure that gives us the ratio of the ‘success’ prob-
abilities for two groups in a 2X2 contingency table. Applied to Table 7.2, relative risk is
computed as the ratio between (i) the probability of jointly observing determiner changes
and modification (p1 = 31/107) and (ii) the probability of observing determiner changes
but no modification (p2 = 19/107).
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7.4.1 Trends in extracted evidence

Table 7.2 showed the distribution of determiner changes and adjectival modi-
fication in the svcs. A characterization of the observed patterns within the
four subgroups (corresponding to the four cells in table 7.2) follows. Three
tables (7.3, 7.4 and 7.5) summarize the patterns of morphological productiv-
ity, specifier alternation and adjectival modification found in attested evid-
ence.

• Totally fixed expressions svcs that show no morphological pro-
ductivity, specifier variation and adjectival modification total 42%.
Table 7.3 depicts the observed patterns. The specifier is either a zero
or a definite determiner. One expression shows the quantifier één ‘one’.

• Semi-fixed with variable determiner expressions show determiner
changes but no modification. 20.5% of the svcs exhibit determiner
changes with a clear preference for one determiner (zero, definite or
possessive) and no attested adjectival modification. A few show sin-
gular/plural alternation. Table 7.4 lists the patterns found. Possible
determiner alternations are (b1) zero or definite determiner, e.g. in
(het) leven houden ‘keep in existence’ and (b2) definite or possessive
determiner, e.g. aan het/poss hart gaan ‘to deeply affect s.o.’. In spite
of the determiner alternation, the meaning remains the same.

• Semi-fixed with variable adjective expressions show no determ-
iner changes but they do show modification e.g. iemand van zijn stuk
brengen ‘upset s.o.’. Table 7.5 depicts the patterns found.

• Flexible expressions show determiner changes and modification. A
first subgroup shows a clear preference for one determiner type but
rare instances with another determiner were observed (e.g. in gijzel-
ing houden ‘to take as hostage’). A second subgroup allows multiple
specifier types and some expressions show morphological productivity
(e.g. iets in bezit houden ‘to own’).

The first three patterns (in table 7.5) correspond to fuzzy cases; in two
cases, a unique optional adjective has been attested (de touwtjes in (eigen)
handen houden, orde op (eigen) zaken stellen); in the other case, specifiers
may vary and a specific adjective is required (in de/zijn kouwe kleren gaan
zitten).
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Morphology spec mod example
comp num dim dets quan 1 adj various

z d i p dem
- sg - + - - - - - - - in stand houden
- sg - - + - - - - - - aan de gang houden
- pl - - + - - - - - - in de gaten houden
- sg - - - - - - + - - in één hand houden

Table 7.3: Morphological productivity, specifier variation (spec) and adjectival modification (mod). Patterns
found among totally fixed svcs. Abbreviations used are: compounding, number morpheme, diminutive), specifiers
alternation (namely, dets determiners and quantifiers) and adjectival modification. Among determiner types we
assessed zero, definite, indefinite, possessive and demonstrative determiners. Adjectival modification is either limited
to 1 adjective or various adjectives. Columns record which realizations of a specific type have been attested (‘+’)
or not (‘-’). Rows depict a pattern in the attested data and provide an example svc. ‘+*’ marks a rare determiner
realization found in the corpus. agr means that a possessive determiner fills the specifier slot.
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Morphology spec mod example
comp num dim dets quan 1 adj various

z d i p dem
- sg - + +* - - - - - - in leven houden
- sg/pl - + +* - - - - - - in gedachte(n) houden
- sg - +* + - - - - - - aan de slag gaan
- sg - - + - +* - - - - aan het hart gaan
- sg - - +* - + - - - - uit AGR slaap houden
- sg/pl - - +* - + +* - - - aan AGR woord houden
- sg - - + - + - - - - voor de kiezen krijgen

Table 7.4: Morphological productivity, specifier variation (spec) and adjectival modification (mod). Patterns found
among semi-fixed svcs. See caption in Table 7.3 for explanation of abbreviations.
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Morphology spec mod example

comp num dim dets quan 1 adj various
z d i p dem

- sg - + - - - - - + - in (verzekerde) bewaring stellen
- pl - + - - - - - + - touwtjes in (eigen) handen houden
- pl - - + - +* - - + - niet in de kouwe kleren zitten
- pl - + - - - - - - + op gedachten brengen
- sg - - + - - - - - + uit de wind houden
- sg - - - - + - - - + van AGR stuk brengen
+ sg/pl* - - + - - - - - + buiten de deur houden
- sg - + - +* - - - - + in gijzeling houden
- sg - +* + - - - - - + in de hand houden
- pl - +* + - - - - - + binnen de perken houden
- sg - - + - +* - - - + door het leven gaan
- sg - - + +* - - - - + tegen het licht houden
- sg - - +* - + - - - + buiten AGR boekje gaan
- sg - - - + +* - - - + voor een probleem stellen
- sg - + +* +* - - - - + in spanning houden
- sg - + +* - +* - - - + onder controle houden
- sg - + - +* - +* - - + in evenwicht houden
- sg - - - + - - + - + op afstand houden
+ sg - + +* - + - - - + in bezit houden
- sg - - + - + - - - + in het/AGR vaarwater zitten
- sg - + + +* - +* - - + op peil houden
+ sg + - + +* - - - - + aan het lijntje houden
+ sg - - + + + - - - + in de/AGR greep houden
+ sg - + + - +* - - + buiten discussie houden
- sg - - + + + - - - + onder de pet houden
- sg/pl* - + + + + + - + tot slotsom komen

Table 7.5: Morphological productivity, specifier variation (spec) and adjectival modification (mod). Patterns found
among flexible svcs. See caption in Table 7.3 for explanation of abbreviations.
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7.4.2 Informative determiner changes

Semi-fixed with variable determiner expressions question the scope of our hy-
pothesis given that determiner changes are attested but, we found no presence
of adjectival modification. Semi-fixed with variable adjective expressions do
not contradict our hypothesis, instead they confirm the wisdom of the hy-
pothesis not be formulated bi-directional. If an svc allows modification,
this does not imply that certain determiner changes are possible. Flexible
expressions do not contradict our hypothesis.

However, there are some determiner changes that are common to semi-
fixed with variable determiner expressions and flexible expressions. Such
changes may not be construed as a morphosyntactic cue that predicts modi-
fication. Determiner alternations exclusively found in svcs that show ad-
jectival modification are: (d1) zero, definite and possessive determiner and
(d2), either indefinite or demonstrative or a quantifier and one or more other
determiner types.

Among semi-fixed with variable determiner expressions showing altern-
ation (b1) there are syntactically regular and also asyntactic nps. In syn-
tactically regular nps (e.g. in (de) gedachte(n) houden) the noun is either
a plural countable or an abstract noun and therefore, such nouns may oc-
cur with a zero or a definite determiner. Asyntactic determinerless nps are
part of a pp denoting location (e.g. onder (de) tafel houden, iemand van de
straat houden); there are rare instances with a definite determiner. Though
we speak of ‘asyntactic’ nps, a descriptive grammar observes that in locative
expressions (plaatsaanduidende verbindingen) such as boven water ‘above the
water’, in huis ‘in the house’, onder water ‘under water’, onder tafel ‘under
the table’, the determiner is left out (Haeseryn et al., 1997, p. 198). A few
expressions that typically exhibit a definite determiner sometimes show no
determiner (aan de slag gaan ‘get going’). nps that show definite–possessive
determiner alternation (change (b2)) include nouns that in their literal mean-
ing denote body parts and institutionalized entities (aan het hart gaan ‘deeply
affect s.o.’, uit zijn dak gaan ‘go crazy’). These expressions seem to be active
metaphors. In idiomatic expressions, the definite-possessive determiner al-
ternation in nps denoting limbs, body parts or clothing has been explained as
being present in some (regional) dialects of Dutch by Haeseryn et al. (1997).
The scope of this determiner alternation is puzzling given that some nps
denoting body parts inside the svcs do not allow it (e.g. de hand boven het
hoofd houden ‘to protect s.o.’). The zero and definite determiner alternation
suggests a tendency to leave out the determiner in the svcs, thus asyntactic
nps are not only locative expressions but also other expressions denoting a
metaphorical location like onder de duim houden ‘keep under s.o.’s thumb
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(fig.)’.

7.4.3 Underlying semantic structure

While we investigated a method to study some morphosyntactic characterist-
ics of support verb constructions that may play a role in variation potential,
we also seek to contribute with our findings to the theory of modification in
fixed expressions and idiomatic phenomena.

Our findings on svc data do not provide further support for the view
defended by Nunberg et al. (1994) that syntactic flexibility (internal at least)
is a sign of semantic decomposability. The fact that determiner alternation
and insertion of modification is possible in some svcs indeed suggests that
the underlying semantic structure of such svcs must be different.

Two informants considered possible paraphrases of the flexible svcs in
Table 7.5. If a paraphrasis exhibited a semantic structure that is homo-
morphic with the semantic structure of the svc, then, the informant labelled
the expression as semantic decomposable (e.g. iets tegen het licht houden
‘inspect closely’). If no paraphrasis with a homomorphic semantic structure
was found the expression is semantic non-decomposable (e.g. iets in de gaten
houden ‘keep an eye on sth.’). Most expressions are compositional predicates
or metaphorical ones. A few expressions that show no variation and no ad-
jectival modification qualify as semantic decomposable (in één hand houden);
expressions that show limited determiner changes and no modification (semi-
fixed with variable determiner expressions) are either fully compositional or
semantic decomposable; in the latter case the pp has a metaphorical inter-
pretation (iemand van de straat houden, iets in leven houden ‘keep in exist-
ence’). Finally, a few expressions that allow specifier variation and adjectival
modification qualify as semantic non-decomposable, e.g. iets tegen het licht
houden and iemand aan het lijntje houden ‘keep s.o. dangling’.

The attested evidence of determiners variation and internal modification
is not sufficient however to establish a parallellism between the presence of
variation and modification and semantic compositionality or semantic decom-
posability. On the basis of our data, no clear-cut distribution that considers
morphosyntactic and semantic behavior emerges. At a higher level, this
implies that specifier variation and adjectival modification in svcs are not
sufficient cues for automatically classifying expressions into semantic classes.
Furthermore, if with these morphosyntactic cues we cannot predict semantic
structure, we also cannot predict syntactic flexibility at the sentence level;
that is, we cannot predict which svcs allow passivization, clefting, topical-
ization, etc. With improvements in parsing accuracy, an open alternative
is to estimate syntactic flexibility directly on the basis of large syntactically
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annotated corpora.
With this work we aimed at identifying morphosyntactic cues inside svcs

that could indicate semantic structure. In recent years, there have been vari-
ous attempts to infer semantic decomposability or semantic compositionality
using machine learning techniques.

Baldwin et al. (2003) aimed at demarcating simple decomposable multi-
word expressions (mwes) from idiosyncratically decomposable and non-de-
composable ones. Their method looks at the semantic similarity between an
mwe and its constituent words. Their hypothesis is that where the simil-
arity between the mwe and its constituent words is high, the mwe is prob-
ably simply decomposable. Baldwin et al. (2003) concentrate on noun-noun
compounds and particle verbs (verb-particle) (bigrams). They adopt latent
semantic analysis, a method that measures the similarity between the mwe
and its composite words. As advantages of this method they mention that
lsa makes no assumptions about the lexical or syntactic composition of the
inputs, therefore it constitutes a ‘fully construction and language inspecific
method of looking at decomposability’. To evaluate this approach, the lsa
method is compared to the judgments extracted from measuring the similar-
ity between a mwe and its constituent words in wordnet. In this way, they
compare a corpus-based approach to decomposability and a dictionary-based
approach. The correlation between the lsa similarity method and wordnet
semantic distances is very low for noun-noun compounds and a bit higher for
verb-particle bigrams; in any case, the correlation between lsa and wordnet
similarities is very low. Two reasons for the disappointing results are that lsa
similarities are more erratic among high-frequency mwes and classificational
inconsistencies in wordnet.

McCarthy et al. (2003) describe a model to identify the degree of semantic
opacity or non-compositionality in English phrasal verbs. Three methods are
compared: (i) measuring compositionality with an automatically acquired
thesaurus, (ii) with statistics commonly used in multi-word lexeme extraction
from corpora and (iii) human compositionality judgements. The first method
builds on Lin’s (1998) research on constructing a thesaurus automatically in
order to find compositional and non-compositional multi-word expressions.
The intuition behind it is that a semantically opaque verb-particle combin-
ation shows little similarity with the simplex verb; alternatively, a transpar-
ent or compositional verb-particle combination shows a significant semantic
similarity with the simplex verb. Neither automatic method achieves good
results.

Detecting semantic decomposability in idioms (and lexicalized phrases)
requires two steps: first, to come up with a meaning or paraphrase with
the same semantic structure as the idiom, and second, decide whether the
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idiomatic words (noun) can be thought of as carrying part of that mean-
ing (Riehemann, 2001, p. 72). Although this exercise might be easy for some
idiomatic expressions, in most lexicalized phrases it is difficult to find a para-
phrase with similar semantic structure. Speakers often disagree and do not
see the internal semantic structure in the same way. Bearing this in mind,
it is not surprising that computational models designed to detect semantic
decomposability of multi-word lexemes produced disappointing results so far,
as the task seems to be very difficult.

7.5 Summary

We described a semi-automatic method to extract evidence of morphosyn-
tactic variation and modification found within svcs in a large corpus. The
method is effective in retrieving phrase internal variation and modification,
however the method needs to be improved before it can exploit the presence
or absence of relative clauses and pp postmodifiers. The extracted evid-
ence can be used to improve an existing formalization and implementation of
svcs. Such improvements ought to contribute to increasing parsing accuracy.
We also established that specifier variation, in particular, certain determiner
changes correlate, albeit less than perfectly, with adjectival modification. Fi-
nally, we observed that specifier variation and adjectival modification in the
svcs we studied do not delimit semantically decomposable expressions. On
the basis of our data, no clear-cut distribution that considers morphosyn-
tactic and semantic behavior emerges. At a higher level, this implies that
specifier variation and adjectival modification in svcs are not sufficient cues
to automatically classify expressions into semantic classes.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future

directions

The research questions dealt with in this thesis are:

• Can data-driven methods identify which fixed expressions require special
lexical mention?

• To what extent can we determine the potential for modification of fixed
expressions using a corpus-based approach?

After establishing how the linguistic behavior of fixed expressions differs
from the behavior of (syntactic- and semantically) regular and productive
expressions, this thesis concentrated on the automatic identification of fixed
expressions and the establishment of their potential for morpho-syntactic
variation and modification. Concerning the identification problem, the mod-
els were evaluated in two different tasks, the first was the acquisition of col-
locational prepositional phrases and the second, the acquisition of support
verb constructions.

Among the various aspects that show a divergence between productive
expressions and fixed expressions, there is the lexical affinity between com-
ponent words. Other generalizations about the linguistic behavior of fixed
expressions are difficult to establish for three reasons. First, irregularities
vary from expression to expression; second, there is no agreed list of sufficient
features that characterize a fixed expression nor an established definition of
fixed expression. Third, earlier (more theoretical) studies on the properties of
fixed expressions – in concrete, the prototypical expressions, i.e. idioms – dis-
agree with more recent (empirical) corpus-based approaches. Two controver-
sial issues are: the extent to which fixed expressions allow morpho-syntactic
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variation and modification and whether they show internal semantic struc-
ture. Both issues affect the appropriate representation and description of
fixed expressions in a lexicalist constraint-based grammar. Because ulti-
mately a linguistic description of fixed expressions is needed, this work took
side with recent corpus-based approaches and designed a corpus-based model
to explore the potential of variation in Dutch support verb constructions.

The characterization of the various linguistic aspects of fixed expressions,
as well as further constraints specific to Dutch collocational prepositional
phrases and support verb constructions, informed the design, development
and evaluation of the identification models.

A part-of-speech tagged corpus and a fully parsed corpus were used. Ori-
ginally, collocational prepositional phrases (cpps) were thought to be fixed,
therefore a part-of-speech tagged corpus was used as extraction data. In
contrast, constituent phrases and lexemes in support verb constructions may
be non-adjacent; this led us to use a fully parsed corpus. During the ex-
traction of candidate datasets, we tried to avoid potential errors made by
the automatic annotation tools. Thus, we tried to anticipate parser errors
by ignoring the head-complement dependencies proposed by the parser and
instead, we made use of phrasal chunks and word level information.

In the cpp identification task, the candidate representation in the data-
sets is a pattern p base np p as it is found in the corpus. The fact that the np
varies in surface form introduces a data sparseness problem affecting those
cpps that allow limited variation. In the support verb construction identi-
fication task, we corrected, to some extent, the data sparseness problem by
representing a candidate support verb construction as the pattern abstrac-
tion v prep noun. Nominal morphological information was kept, thus the
noun exhibits its surface form; in contrast, tense inflection was discarded
by lemmatizing the verb and further, other determiners and modifiers were
ignored.

In both identification tasks, candidate patterns were treated as bigrams.
An advantage is that common association measures could be applied. How-
ever, this introduces limitations given that all candidates need to be format-
ted and, association scores of expressions that include a highly frequent word
are overestimated. Although the log-linear model does not encounter these
limitations, the corpus was not large enough for this model.

In the first hybrid model, a frequency cutoff was applied to maximize
the reliability of the statistical scores. Although a cutoff brings about an
improvement in the precision, the cutoff typically affects the coverage (or
recall) of the models. In the context of the second identification task, we
argued that the use of a frequency cutoff is undesirable when the validation
data is limited. Beforehand, we ignore the impact of the cutoff on the cover-
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age of the identification model. Instead, we identified a statistic that is less
sensitive to low-frequency counts.

Validation data is typically limited in the identification of fixed expres-
sions, at least for languages other than English. Quantitative and qualitative
evaluation of the performance of identification models is recommended when
only limited validation data is available. Furthermore, standard precision
and recall can only be approximated, thus, in the second identification task,
a different evaluation methodology was introduced. In addition to using
accuracy graphs (nowadays a standard technique), the novel aspect of our
approach is to assess the performance of the tests with the uninterpolated
average precision which indirectly measures recall also. This measure avoids
the arbitrary decision of setting the size of the nbest list and, it is more
informative than standard precision.

Error analysis showed that the restricted syntactic flexibility or the non-
compositional meaning of support verb constructions cannot be captured by
simple statistical tests. Thus, systematic errors made by the second hybrid
model are discarded by applying linguistic diagnostics. This filtering mech-
anism exploits the idiosyncratic syntax and/or semantics of support verb con-
structions thus, producing an error rate decrease of 24.7% and consequently,
significantly improving the accuracy of the automatic identification model.

To conclude this part, those identification models that capture morpho-
syntactic irregularities are more efficient than models that only take into
account the lexical affinities between component words and the syntagmatic
relationship between them. Nevertheless, the identification models need to
be further tested with other types of fixed expressions.

Large corpora provide a potentially rich source of fixed expressions and
an invaluable collection of their linguistic behavior. In a next step, a corpus
query tool retrieves evidence of morpho-syntactic variation and modification
in those instances of the patterns found in syntactically annotated corpora.
The extracted evidence shows a distinction between various types of sup-
port verb constructions that range from totally fixed to flexible expressions.
We also established that specifier variation, in particular, certain determiner
changes correlate, albeit less than perfectly, with adjectival modification. Fi-
nally, we observed that specifier variation and adjectival modification in the
svcs we studied do not delimit semantically decomposable expressions.

Evidence of determiner alternation, morphological variation and insertion
of modifiers is crucial to improve the description of the mentioned patterns
in lexical resources. A few limitations remain. In order to extract reliable
evidence of modification and other morpho-syntactic restrictions, the corpus-
based method assumes knowledge of the valence patterns of each expression.
Furthermore, the output of this corpus exploration method needs to be manu-
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ally supervised to ensure that the support verb construction interpretation
is present. This means that the method cannot be fully automated at this
stage. However, the method is efficient in retrieving very specific linguistic
evidence from an automatically annotated corpus. This evidence can be cru-
cial for a lexicographer or a grammar writer to decide the appropriate lexical
representation of support verb constructions.

A last drawback affects corpus-based research in general. The fact that
no corpus evidence is found does not guarantee that a certain linguistic dia-
gnostic is not satisfied or that variation and/or modification within a support
verb construction is not possible. Therefore, one can never be totally certain
about making categorical statements such as ‘expression x belongs to the
fixed class’.

The significance and achievements of this work can best be appreciated
in a larger context. The cyclic investigation process that includes (i) the
empirical study of the linguistic behavior of fixed expressions observed in
large corpora, (ii) the incorporation of relevant features and irregularities in
identification models, (iii) the qualitative assessment and error analysis of the
output of the models and (iv), the incorporation of the extracted fixed expres-
sions in a lexicalist constraint-based grammar can provide valuable evidence
and insights of the linguistic behavior of these expressions. Other outcomes
of this cyclic process are updated and improved lexical resources, tools to
extract lexical information from corpora and means to improve the auto-
matic annotation of large corpora. The availability of these computational
resources has opened new possibilities in the field of linguistic exploration in
corpus linguistics.

8.1 Future directions

Descriptive studies of fixed expressions In order to advance the lin-
guistic analysis of fixed expressions as well as the theory of idiomatic phe-
nomena, more corpus-based research on other types of fixed expressions is
needed.

In the future, we would like to investigate other types of support verb
constructions, idioms and verb particle combinations. The general purpose is
to extend identification models to handle these fixed expressions types as well
as to increase the coverage of existing lexical resources. Furthermore, from a
more theoretical perspective we aim at determining what morpho-syntactic
properties pinpoint internal semantic structure in fixed expressions.
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Identification models Both hybrid models encounter a few limitations.
First, the size of candidates in the datasets varies from 3 to 4 or more words.
Although we found an abstract representation of the data that allows us to
apply association measures to candidate patterns of length 3, it is desirable
to have a method that generalizes to patterns of any length.

Second, the association measures do not reliably estimate the lexical af-
finity between highly frequent component words. This work has shown that
an identification model that captures syntactic and semantic irregularities is
more efficient in the task of acquiring a lexicon of support verb constructions.
Thus, in the future more expressive models need to incorporate features that
take into account lexical, morphological and syntactic idiosyncrasies of fixed
expressions. Semantic properties are also important, however, before integ-
rating this type of knowledge in acquisition models other developments in
the construction of automatic thesauri and other ontologies are needed.

Machine learning algorithms such as maximum entropy models and latent
semantic analysis provide models that set no constraint on the length of
candidate patterns and at the same time can combine various sources of
linguistic knowledge. This is an avenue for future research.
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Appendix A

Validation data

The following lists provide the validation data used during the evaluation of
the identification models. Tables A.1, A.2, A.3 and A.4 show the preposi-
tional support verb constructions used as reference. Table A.5 lists Bouma
and Villada’s (2002) collocational prepositional phrases validation data.

maak aan kant
maak in orde
maak met mus
maak op maat
maak te gelde

maak te schande
maak ten nutte
maak uit trap
maak uit voeten
maak van kans

maak van nood
maak van scheet

Table A.1: Prepositional support verb constructions with maken. Validation
data.
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doe aan hand
doe aan kant
doe bij wijn
doe in ban

doe in wijn
doe met elkaar
doe op school
doe op slot

doe ter zake
doe uit doeken
doe van hand

Table A.2: Prepositional support verb constructions with doen. Validation
data.

houd aan gang
houd aan lijntje
houd aan pols
houd aan praat
houd aan woord
houd achter hand
houd bij stuk
houd bij zich
houd binnen perken
houd boven hoofd
houd boven water
houd buiten deur
houd buiten discussie
houd in advies
houd in arm
houd in arrest
houd in bedwang
houd in bezit
houd in ere
houd in evenwicht
houd in gareel
houd in gaten
houd in gedachte
houd in gedachten
houd in gijzeling
houd in greep
houd in hand

houd in handen
houd in huis
houd in leven
houd in lucht
houd in midden
houd in oog
houd in pand
houd in peil
houd in petto
houd in ploeg
houd in schot
houd in stand
houd in toom
houd in zeil
houd om arm
houd onder arm
houd onder controle
houd onder duim
houd onder pet
houd onder schot
houd onder tafel
houd op achtergrond
houd op afstand
houd op been
houd op hoogte
houd op peil
houd op poot

houd op poten
houd op rails
houd op rug
houd op schoot
houd op vlakte
houd op zak
houd te gang
houd tegen licht
houd ten doop
houd ten goede
houd te vriend
houd uit elkaar
houd uit hand
houd uit slaap
houd uit wind
houd van deur
houd van kant
houd van lijf
houd van straat
houd voor geest
houd voor gek
houd voor gezien
houd voor lapje
houd voor ogen
houd voor zich
houd voor zot

Table A.3: Prepositional support verb constructions with houden. Validation
data.
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heb aan been
heb aan gat
heb aan hoofd
heb aan kant
heb aan lijf
heb aan lijntje
heb aan stok
heb achter hand
heb achter knop
heb achter mouw
heb als goud
heb als onweer
heb als scheermes
heb bij eind
heb bij hoorns
heb boven hoofd
heb boven water
heb in aanbieding
heb in benen
heb in beraad
heb in bezit
heb in bruikleen
heb in buik
heb in gat
heb in gaten
heb in greep
heb in haar
heb in hand
heb in handen
heb in hoofd
heb in huis
heb in keel
heb in koker

heb in kop
heb in kraag
heb in lijf
heb in mars
heb in mouw
heb in oog
heb in pacht
heb in peiling
heb in petto
heb in portemonnee
heb in rug
heb in schoenen
heb in smiezen
heb in snuitje
heb in vaandel
heb in vet
heb in vingers
heb in vizier
heb in vooruitzicht
heb in zak
heb in zicht
heb naar zin
heb om handen
heb om lijf
heb onder beheer
heb onder contract
heb onder duim
heb onder hoede
heb onder knie
heb onder knop
heb onder ogen
heb onder schot
heb op boog

heb op bord
heb op droge
heb op geweten
heb op hand
heb op heupen
heb op hoofd
heb op korrel
heb op lippen
heb op oog
heb op plaats
heb op plank
heb op schouder
heb op steeltjes
heb op tanden
heb op vliezen
heb op zang
heb op zijde
heb over vloer
heb ten gevolge
heb tot doel
heb tot gevolg
heb van doen
heb van goud
heb van slagen
heb van spreken
heb van zaken
heb voor deur
heb voor kop
heb voor ogen
heb voor uitkiezen
heb voor voorhoofd
heb voor zeggen

Table A.4: Prepositional support verb constructions with hebben. Validation
data.
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aan de hand van
aan de orde van

aan de vooravond van
aan het adres van
aan het begin van
bij de gratie van
bij gebrek aan
bij monde van
bij wijze van
door middel van

in combinatie met
in de buurt van

in de geest van

in de hitte van

in de loop van
in de persoon van

in de vorm van

in een vlaag van

in functie van

in het begin van

in het kader van
in het licht van
in het voetspoor van

in vergelijking met
in navolging van
in opdracht van
in overleg met
in plaats van
in ruil tegen

in ruil voor
in samenwerking met

in strijd met

in tegenstelling met

in tegenstelling tot

in verband met
in weerwil van
met behulp van
met betrekking tot
met het oog op
met ingang van
met steun van

met uitzondering van
na afloop van
na verloop van
naar aanleiding van

onder aanvoering van
onder behandeling

van

onder het genot van
onder het mom van
onder leiding van
op basis van
op grond van
op grondslag van

op het gebied van
op het tijdstip van

op het voetspoor van

op jacht naar

op last van
op naam van
op verzoek van
op verdenking van

ten aanzien van
ten behoeve van
ten dienste van
ten gevolge van
ten gunste van
ten koste van
ten nadele van
ten name van
ten nutte van
ten opzichte van
ter voorbereiding op

ten tijde van
ten voordele van
ter waarde van
tot de kern van

tot overmaat van
ten overstaan van
ter bevordering van

ter ere van
ter gelegenheid van
ter herinnering aan
ter hoogte van
ter voorbereiding op

uit angst voor

uit protest tegen

uit respect voor

uit vrees voor

van tijd tot

Table A.5: Bouma and Villada’s (2002) cpps validation data.
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Dutch fixed expressions in text

The Dutch fixed expressions used throughout the chapters in this thesis have
been alphabetically ordered taking as key lexeme the verbal lexeme. In
the following three tables, some abbreviations were used: iem for iemand
‘someone’, ‘s.o.’ for someone and ‘sth’ for something.
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Dutch expression Glosses Translation

het pleit is/wordt be-
slecht

the argument is settled the argument was
settled

iem op gedachten bren-
gen

s.o. on thoughts bring give s.o. the idea

iem van zijn stuk bren-
gen

s.o. of his piece bring surprise s.o.

een loer draaien a . . . turn play a nasty trick on s.o.
aan het hart gaan on the heart go deeply affect s.o.
iem uit het/zijn dak
gaan

s.o. out the/his roof go go completely wild

iets uit de weg gaan sth. out-of the way go avoid something
het niet in je kouwe
kleren gaan zitten

it not in the cold clothes
go sit

sth. leaves its mark on
you

aan de slag gaan on the turn go get started
gevolg geven aan consequence give on carry out
leiding geven aan directions give to lead
een zoen geven a kiss give kiss
het geld niet op iemand’s
rug groeien

the money not on s.o.’s
back grow

not be made of money

voor de geest halen for the spirit bring bring sth to mind
bij de les houden by the lesson hold pay full attention
eer aan zichzelf houden honour on oneself hold take the honourable way

out
hand op de knip houden hand on the purse keep keep a tight hand on

purse
wind in de rug hebben wind in the back have benefit from
iets in petto hebben sth. in store have have sth in store
oogje in het zeil houden little-eye on the sail keep keep a good eye on
heft in handen houden handle in hands hold be/stay in charge
het hoofd boven water
houden

the head above water
keep

keep up with difficulties

het voor gezien houden it for seen hold pack it in; approved
iets binnen de perken
houden

sth. within the limits
keep

limit, contain

iets buiten de deur
houden

sth. out the door hold keep sth away

iets in de gaten houden sth. in the wholes keep keep an eye on sth
iets in één hand houden sth. in one hand hold be the boss
iets in bezit houden sth. in possession hold own sth
iets in petto houden sth. in store keep keep in reserve
iets tegen het licht
houden

sth. against the light
hold

investigate sth

iets voor zich houden sth. for himself keep keep sth to oneself
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Dutch expression Glosses Translation

iem aan de praat houden s.o. on the talk keep keep s.o. hanging on
iem aan het lijntje
houden

s.o. on the little-line
keep

keep s.o. dangling

iem in gijzeling houden s.o. in hostageship keep hold s.o hostage
in spanning houden (s.o.) in suspense keep keep s.o. intrigued
iem in wurggreep houden s.o. in good grip keep have a stranglehold on

s.o.
iem uit de wind houden s.o. out the wind keep give shelter
iem van de straat
houden

s.o. off the street keep keep s.o. off the street

iem voor de gek houden s.o. before the crazy
hold

fool someone

in bewaring houden in custody keep keep under custody
in (het) leven houden in (the) life keep keep in existence
in voorarrest houden in detention keep take into custody
onder de duim houden under the thumb hold keep under thumb (fig.)
onder de tafel houden under the table keep hide, keep secret
rekening houden met account keep with take into account
verband houden met connection keep with be connected with
vinger aan de pols
houden

finger on the pulse keep follow latest develop-
ments

voet bij stuk houden foot close-by piece keep stick to decision
zich bezig houden met oneself busy keep with be involved with
zich op de vlakte houden oneself on the surface

hold
not commit oneself

zich van de domme
houden

oneself of the stupid
keep

play the innocent
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Dutch expression Glosses Translation

op bezoek krijgen/hebben on visit get/have receive/have a visit
een veeg uit de pan krij-
gen

a fig out the pan take get a lashing/licking

aap uit de mouw komen monkey out the sleeve
come

the truth is revealed

in opstand komen in uprising come revolt
iets ter sprake komen sth. into discussion

come
to come up (discussion)

puntje bij paaltje komen point by post come come to the crunch (fig.)
op de achtergrond stellen on the background set put in the background
de laatste hand aan iets
leggen

de last hand on sth. lay put the finishing touches
on

de plaat poetsen the plate polish depart unnoticed
plaats maken voor place make for make way for
een vergadering sluiten a meeting close adjourn a meeting
iem op de hoogte stellen s.o. on the high set inform someone
in dienst van stel-
len/nemen

in service of declare/take declare/take in service of

door de mand vallen through the basket fall fail as
iem aan de tand voelen s.o. on the tooth feel grill someone (fig.)
iem het hemd van het lijf
vragen

s.o. the shirt of the body
ask

want to know all about
s.o.

op poten zetten on legs set start up sth
er schot zitten in there progress sit in there exists progress in
iem iets in het bloed zit-
ten

s.o. sth. in the blood sit be in s.o.’s blood

in het vaarwater zitten in the sailing-water sit work against s.o.
in je maag zitten met in your stomach sit with be troubled with
om de tafel gaan zitten on the table go sit begin negotiations



Samenvatting

Een nauwkeurige beschrijving van vaste verbindingen in een computationele
grammatica is cruciaal voor het verbeteren van het bereik en de accuratesse
van een parser. De term ‘vaste verbinding’ wordt gebruikt voor een variëteit
van taalkundige objecten met individueel bepaalde eigenaardigheden (idio-
syncrasies) op verschillende beschrijvingsniveaus. Voorbeelden hiervan zijn
onder meer spreekwoorden en gezegden, vaste combinaties van werkwoorden
en partikels, collocaties, conventionele metaforen en constructies met vaste,
semantisch lichte werkwoorden (lichte-werkwoordconstructies). Door de grote
verscheidenheid aan vaste verbindingen en door de vaak hoge frequentie van
deze constructies maken vaste verbindingen een aanzienlijk gedeelte van het
taalgebruik uit.

De status en de taalkundige eigenschappen van vaste verbindingen zijn
nog niet voldoende bestudeerd. Wetenschappers zijn het erover eens dat
vaste verbindingen onderling van elkaar verschillen wat betreft hun (idiosyn-
cratische) lexicale, morfologische, syntactische en semantische eigenschap-
pen. Helaas zijn deze eigenschappen niet terug te vinden in woordenboeken.
Grote tekstcollecties (corpora) vormen een rijke bron van vaste verbindin-
gen en een waardevolle verzameling van taalkundige contexten waarin zij
gebruikt kunnen worden.

Tegen deze achtergrond behandelt dit proefschrift twee empirische proble-
men die zich voordoen bij de beschrijving van vaste verbindingen in een com-
putationele grammatica: (1) hoe kan men bepalen welke constructies onder
de term vaste verbinding vallen en (2) hoe kan men beschrijven wat de in-
terne structuur en de morfo-syntactische restricties zijn van de componenten
van de vaste verbinding. Twee onderzoeksvragen begrenzen dit onderzoek.
In de eerste plaats kunnen vaste verbindingen gëıdentificeerd worden op basis
van corpus data? en in de tweede plaats kan de mate van modificeerbaarheid
van de vaste uitdrukking bepaald worden op basis van corpus data?

Ten eerste vragen we ons af welke eigenschappen een verbinding tot vaste
verbinding maken. Ten tweede, bestaat er een verzameling voldoende ei-
genschappen die zonder uitzondering vaste verbindingen identificeert? Daarnaast
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vragen wij ons af of een op corpusdata gebaseerde methode, gegeven een
dergelijke verzameling (voldoende) eigenschappen, automatisch die taalkun-
dige objecten kan selecteren die zich gedragen als vaste verbindingen. Voor
die tweede taak moet voldoende empirisch bewijs gezocht worden om de
grammaticaschrijver in staat te stellen de interne structuur van de verbind-
ing vast te stellen en de morfo-syntactische restricties waaraan een dergelijke
verbinding moet voldoen.

De belangrijkste doelstellingen van deze studie zijn de volgende. Alle-
reerst onderzoeken en ontwikkelen wij een op corpusdata gebaseerd (stat-
istisch) model om automatisch vaste verbindingen uit een corpus te extra-
heren. We concentreren ons op Nederlandse voorzetseluitdrukkingen (b.v.
in tegenstelling tot) en lichte-werkwoordconstructies (lwc’s) (b.v. iets in
de gaten houden). Daarnaast onderzoeken we een op corpusdata gebaseerd
model om de variatie en de modificeerbaarheid van lwc’s. Een hieraan gere-
lateerde vraag is of variatie en modificeerbaarheid van lwc’s symptomen zijn
van een onderliggende semantische structuur. Het proefschrift is opgedeeld
in drie delen: een algemene beschrijving van vaste verbindingen, de identi-
ficatiemodellen en het corpusmodel voor de bepaling van mogelijke variatie
en modificeerbaarheid.

In hoofdstuk 2 proberen wij vast te stellen welke eigenschappen en factoren
een verschil laten zien tussen reguliere, productieve woordgroepen en vaste
verbindingen. De eigenschappen kunnen lexicaal zijn (b.v. niet zelfstandig
voorkomende woorden, restricties op selectie, lexicale verbondenheid), mor-
fologisch (b.v. archäısche vormen, beperkte mogelijkheid tot het vormen van
samenstellingen of afleidingen), syntactisch (b.v. onverwachte constituent-
grenzen, vaste woordvolgorde, beperkte modificeerbaarheid) of semantisch
(b.v. niet-compositionele betekenis). De karakterisering benadrukt dat de
vereiste lexemen van een vaste verbinding een sterke lexicale afhankelijkheid
hebben; de lexemen moeten beiden in de context voorkomen, ofwel naast
elkaar of met ander materiaal (alleen in beperkte mate) ertussenin. In som-
mige gevallen gelden de reguliere regels van de morfologie en de syntaxis ook
voor vaste verbindingen. Lidwoorden kunnen variëren en kwantoren, bij-
voeglijk naamwoorden en soms zelfs relatieve bijzinnen kunnen worden toege-
voegd. De mate van lexicalisatie verschilt dan ook, variërend van volledig
vaste verbindingen (ad hoc, iets in stand houden) tot behoorlijk flexibele
verbindingen die (beperkte) variatie van specificeerders en modificatie toes-
taan (een vinger aan de pols houden, in bewaring stellen).

Wat betreft de semantische eigenschappen van vaste verbindingen besteed
het tweede hoofdstuk bijzondere aandacht aan een controversieel onderwerp,
namelijk de vraag of vaste verbindingen een interne semantische structuur
hebben. In navolging van Nunberg et al. (1994) stellen wij dat sommige van
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de verbindingen een onderliggende structuur moeten hebben, gegeven het feit
dat ze insertie van modificeerders toestaan en enige syntactische flexibiliteit
vertonen. Deze claim werd oorspronkelijk gerechtvaardigd op basis van En-
gelse idiomatische uitdrukkingen, maar we willen weten of de Nederlandse
lwc’s vergelijkbaar gedrag vertonen. In hoofdstuk 7 wordt vastgesteld welke
verbindingen morfologische variatie, variatie van lidwoorden en kwantoren en
modificatie d.m.v. bijvoeglijk naamwoorden toestaan. Hierna onderzoeken
wij of er een correlatie bestaat tussen de mogelijkheid tot variatie en modi-
ficatie en de aanwezigheid van een onderliggende semantische structuur.

Het sterk verschillend gedrag van de relevante constructies kan ervoor
zorgen dat een op corpusdata gebaseerde methode onbruikbaar is. We testen
verschillende (statistische) corpusmethoden op twee verschillende typen ver-
bindingen om te ontdekken welke problemen de methoden ondervinden. We
beginnen met de relatief vaste voorzetseluitdrukkingen. De limitaties van dit
model vormen de basis voor nieuwe modellen die getest worden op de meer
complexe taak om lichte-werkwoordconstrcties te identificeren in corpora.

Het identificatieproces bestaat uit verschillende stappen: het voorbereiden
van de data, het samenstellen van datasets met kandidaten, het op volgorde
zetten van de kandidaten op basis van statistische scores en tenslotte de
evaluatie. Het voorbereiden van de data bestond uit het automatisch part-
of-speech taggen en parseren van de data. Part-of-speech-tagged data kan
gebruikt worden voor verbindingen waarvan de componenten naast elkaar
staan. Met behulp van syntactische patronen die over deze part-of-speech
tags worden gedefinieerd, kunnen relevante verbindingen uit het corpus worden
geëxtraheerd. Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft de identificatie van Nederlandse voorz-
etseluitdrukkingen in een corpus dat is getagd met part-of-speech-tags. Ge-
parseerde data biedt verscheidene mogelijkheden. Zo kan er gezocht worden
naar patronen waarvan de lexemen een bepaalde afhankelijkheidsrelatie hebben
en niet naast elkaar in de tekst voorkomen. Met behulp van programma’s
voor het zoeken in een geparseerd corpus (treebank) kunnen patronen worden
gevonden met verschillende vormen en structuren. Voor de identificatie van
lwc’s is gebruik gemaakt van geparseerde data. Om het risico op parseer-
fouten te vermijden, werden de afzonderlijke woordgroepen uit de analyse
gebruikt voor de extractie van de kandidaten.

Zoals gezegd varieert de mate van lexicalisatie van geheel vaste verbindin-
gen tot vrij flexibele verbindingen die modificatie toestaan. De invoeging van
modificeerders heeft gevolgen voor de aantal woorden van de kandidaatver-
binding en deze aantal woorden kan een probleem vormen voor de toepassing
van bepaalde statistische toetsen. Deze statistische methoden worden nor-
maal gesproken toegepast op bigrammen (kandidaten die uit twee woorden
bestaan). Vaste verbindingen bestaan vaak uit drie of meer woorden (b.v. in
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de gaten houden). Voor de identificatie van lwc’s gebruiken we het lemma
van het werkwoord en de woordvorm van het zelfstandig naamwoord; pre-
nominale specificerders en modificeerders worden genegeerd. Kandidaatver-
bindingen worden gerepresenteerd door een triple (werkwoord, voorzetsel,
zelfstandig naamwoord). In de hoofdstukken 4 en 5 wordt uitgelegd hoe de
statistische methoden worden toegepast op triples en worden bovendien ex-
perimenten beschreven met een loglinear model dat geen beperkingen oplegt
aan de aantal woorden van de kandidaat.

Sommige statistische tests zijn erg gevoelig voor laagfrequente data. Het
instellen van een minimale frequentie is een gebruikelijke techniek om on-
betrouwbare scores te voorkomen. Echter, hoewel veel vaste verbindingen
veelvoorkomend zijn, zijn andere dat niet. Deze zullen met een minimale
frequentie niet gevonden worden. Door de afwezigheid van een ruime ho-
eveelheid gold standard data is moeilijk te achterhalen hoeveel verbindingen
we hierdoor verliezen. We besluiten daarom geen minimale frequentie te
gebruiken. Om onbetrouwbare scores te vermijden gebruiken we twee stat-
istische methoden die minder afhankelijk zijn van een minimale frequentie,
namelijk log-likelihood en salience. Salience was het meest succesvol voor de
experimenten met lwc’s.

Omdat de hoeveelheid gold standard data beperkt was, hebben we geen
gebruik gemaakt van de gebruikelijke precision en recall; in plaats daarvan
worden de statistische methoden geëvalueerd door middel van accuratesse-
grafieken en een minder gebruikelijke toets: de uninterpolated average preci-
sion. Voordeel van deze toets is dat die indirect de recall meet.

Zelfs met de beste statistische tests vinden we nog ruis hoog in de re-
sultatenlijst. Systematische fouten maakt het model voor lwc’s bij hoogfre-
quente adjuncten en reguliere complementen van een werkwoord. In hoofd-
stuk 6 presenteren we een identificatiemethode die gebaseerd is op de theorie
en corpusdata en gebruik maakt van de syntactische idiosyncrasies van de
verbindingen. lwc’s en reguliere VPs worden van elkaar onderscheiden door
taalkundige tests zoals extrapositie, scrambling, nominalisatie en coördinatie.
Deze tests worden gebruikt als filter na het identificatieproces. Op deze
manier wordt een aanzienlijk aantal fouten weggefilterd.

De identificatiemodellen die gebruik maken van de morfo-syntactische
onregelmatigheden zijn efficiënter dan modellen die alleen gebaseerd zijn op
lexicale afhankelijkheden van de afzonderlijke woorden en de syntagmatische
relatie daartussen. Desalniettemin moet het model verder getest worden op
andere soorten vaste verbindingen.

In hoofdstuk 7 worden de resultaten beschreven van enkele experimenten
op het gebied van de modificeerbaarheid. Met behulp van een corpus query
tool wordt bewijs verzameld van morfosyntactische variatie en modificatie
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van vaste verbindingen in het corpus. Het verzamelde materiaal laat een on-
derscheid zien tussen verschillende soorten lwc’s. De aanwezigheid van ver-
schillende determinatoren, verschillende morfologische vormen en bijvoeglijk
naamwoorden laat een continuum zien. Aan de ene kant zijn er de volledig
vaste verbindingen en aan de andere kant verbindingen die met verschillende
specificeerders voorkomen en op beperkte schaal morfologisch productief zijn
en modificatie toestaan. Deze resultaten moeten echter met terughoudend-
heid gëınterpreteerd worden; het feit dat geen bewijs van modificeerbaarheid
werd gevonden wil niet zeggen dat modificatie onmogelijk is.

We stellen vast, dat voor een steekproef van 100 lwc’s de variatie in
specificeerders, en met name bepaalde lidwoordvariaties, samenhangt met
de modificatie door bijvoeglijk naamwoorden, ook al is deze correlatie niet
perfect. We verwachten daarom dat bij die lwc’s waarbij we lidwoordal-
ternaties vonden, modificatie door adjectieven ook mogelijk is. De onderlig-
gende intüıtie is, dat vaste verbindingen die variatie en modificatie toestaan
waarschijnlijk een interne semantische structuur hebben. Voor het Engels is
reeds aangetoond dat interne semantische structuur samenhangt met syntac-
tische flexibiliteit. In hoofdstuk 7 wordt gesteld dat er geen duidelijke samen-
hang bestaat tussen de aanwezigheid van een interne semantische structuur
en de morfo-syntactische flexibiliteit van lwc’s in het Nederlands.

Bewijs van lidwoordalternatie, morfologische variatie en insertie van modi-
ficeerders is van groot belang voor de verbetering van de beschrijving van
vaste verbindingen in lexicale databases. Enkele beperkingen blijven bestaan.
Voor de extractie van betrouwbaar bewijs van modificeerbaarheid en andere
morfo-syntactische restricties, gaat het model ervan uit dat de subcategor-
isatiepatronen van de verbindingen bekend zijn. Dit is niet altijd het geval.
Verder moet de output van het corpusmodel handmatig onderzocht worden
om er zeker van te zijn dat de betekenis van de lichte-werkwoordconstructie
aanwezig is. Dat betekent dat de methode op dit moment niet volledig geau-
tomatiseerd kan worden. Aan de andere kant is de methode bijzonder efficient
in het verkrijgen van heel specifieke taalkundige aanwijzingen uit een auto-
matisch geannoteerd corpus. Deze aanwijzingen zijn onontbeerlijk voor de
lexicograaf of grammaticaschrijver om een constructie op de juiste manier te
beschrijven.
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